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PREFACE

,. y.This study was-, under.tal^an .in acco.r4anc3-.with ■r^.olu.tian43(lV)

.adopted pn -27 February, 19 6.2- by the .Economic; Commission for.. Africa at its

..fourth session.. The r.es.olut-ion ctates that-in-..the fieJLd ;of. industrializa-

...tio»> ECA..should..-."encourage-, initiate and'propose.studies, investigations,

seminars and conferences designed to determine and promote the most ef

fective means of advancing industrialization on a national., sub-regional

.and regional basis". _ . ......... . . ,■ ■

= -..- .. ■ In ,tlie- last; ten-years, other regional commissi;onst of. :tho;,United Nations

-■have also ,donea considerable, amount of.:>iork in, the, field of industrial

"2/ .'.. . . , ,...-...

1/ This reso-lu-tionestablished a Starring ;Committee..on Natural.. Resources

and Industrialization. Also cee report of Thirty Fourth Session and

Work- .-Programme for ,^62-19^3 and :l?64j particularly .project 01-07:
Le'^al and Legislative jbpecjs_^f^o^omj:o_and_5ooial Developm_ejvt,

■■ ; ti:3tudi"es■■'of'-law and legislation in-African'countries and-territories
. "bearing on aspects, of eoonoiuic .and social development ..and^..assistance

to governments'at "their request in adjusting such lagislation to the
■ ' ■ needs 'oT;an expanding "eobhofty",- and pr-ojecf 21-12:--IngiBJ^ial, Commercial,

■ ■ - .Monetary a.nd..Fisoal^^egislaUon., "Study, of ;tlie imp.edi.ni.ents-..to indus
trialization represented "'by existing industrial, dommsrcial, monetary

'■ 'and fiscal' legislation/ with ? view ; to formulating-proposals for the

....-,. .harmonization of. such legislation,, .to. oe considered .by.a .conference

at an appropriate time"..

'if The Economic Commission for Latin America has produced a/bout twenty

■■ •- dobumenti. on »ovc-a-L aspect o:"- indue-,r:v.al Mid bo^mG..Toial legislation.

The most impor cant among these are ^J
///2 l

The most impor cant among these a ^^5l^^Xl4i22iaSSi^2S-J^l
Central Aiaerica, E/C1T-.15/CCH/235 3 l^E^..^.^S3S^:it^2^Ll£^2±.in Central

and ^^ilbll^lJ gIdtialCCE/GIF/l/i*^-1* and f ^^Jiy^Jirilbll?.g.^J^^°ei=lJ---i^?- g^._
Develop_mentr e/0N.127C0E7237. Eoono'mic Commission for Far IBast and
Asia has" mainly concentrated en FcreJ.gn Iti\ostwent, See particularly

Foreign Inve^^menfc lwT^*i.qJlegu'LG.tionBi 195-L -VvNull/l72; revised
in 1957 ln~:<~5f>:?%/:Z\22\ ^d I^53^m6jit_J.romotioj2., E/CN,11/L ana NPyL.34,
11 -January 1P63, Th.3 EoononTc "ComriiiGsion for Eux^.j, rinco 1958, has
studied questions relating to contracts of salo of ueveral commodities,

such as ce-esalc, solid fuels, e^ne:?al cor.ditionf.- for the supply of

plant and machinery. In 1961, the SCE drafted

on

This is *h3 first ^ork or its kind undertaken since "-he Ed&noinic

Commission Z0.2 Afrua ca^i intc bein^o
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This study is based on the replies sent in by the governments,-^/

official texts of investment laws, economy policy statements and develop

ment plans. There are several gaps in the information collected. In

certain cases, original texts were not available, in others, there were

no means of verifying the changes that might have occurred in the mean

time.

Part I of the study attempts to give a brief analysis of the approach

to investments as incorporated in government pronouncements and legal

provisions. Part II contains the presentation of policy statements, laws

and regulations concerning economic development in general and investments

in particular in thirty countries. The information is classified accord

ing to five major aspects: government policy, public and private sector,

executive control, economic benefits and arbitration.

Since this is the first study of its kind, its conclusions cannot

but be preliminary in character. A more comprehensive study to assess

the relevance of a particular set of legal rules to the needs of develop

ment in the country would have to await a considerable amount of discus

sion among the economists on the one hand and development lawyers on the

other. These discussions could perhaps form the basis' of offering

concrete suggestions about the particular set of legal framework which

would be necessary in order to attain a given set of edOnomic develop

ment objectives. This analysis can, therefore, be ta^en only as a first

step in this direction.

l/ See annex II.
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)n:in-accordance-wi-tt r3o0lu4ion 43(IV)

adopted' on 2? Wbruary-1962 by the ■ Economic Commission for Africa at its

'' fourth session. 'The- -resolnfion stages ' that in-the. fieSd - of industrializa

tion, -ECA - should'"''enco-ura^e^ initiate and propose studiSs-j .investigations,

seminars and conferences designed to determine and promote -the- most ef-

fective,means, of advancing industrialization on a national-, cub-regional

■■ and, regional,; basis".■-... •■„■■■■ ■ .■. - .-;.. ■■..->.-; ..■ ■ - .... .:. -

--:-'-■ Tn the last fen years- other rsgional- comis'saon&'ov.,::the--tfnited Nations

alao-done'-aV.onsiderabla anount of-w©rK in the' field -of

2/ ■ ■ ■- ■■ ■ ■......--..

l/ This resolution ^Established a-Standin'g-Corami^t^'onvKattiral Resources

and Industrialization. Also see report of Thirt7 Fourth Session and

"■ ■•:Wor^rProgiiamise-foT^i962-196'3--and ■:1^64» particularly-^foject 01-07:
■ Legal,,and .legislative. Aspects of .Economic and -Social Sevglopment,

'■'■' "Studies of "law and legislation in African countries and territories

'■ - ■■■■-■bearing o-il aspe:6ti-of -eoGnomic p^and- Social ^de'valo^mont -a'nd:assistance

to governments, at t.hei:.:-.rTeq^uogt in adjusting;, suoti. legislation to the
"'■' 'j'needs:'of ■'anVxpanding economy"; "and project £1-12 :' Industrial, Commercial,

■ -?■■::.-t&Hqm%&?yi^ad^-Fi^gal-'legislation,^ ."Sbudy■ -of "the. impedimentssto indus-
. . trialization r..eprQs.ent'e,^~by ex'isting. industrial ? cpmir.erci,al, monetary

'"■and"fiscal legislation,:with a view'to formulating proposals for the

■ ■'.;: :-.-;■ baf-moriiZhation Qf ■■■sueM. < le^isaat.ion,. to cbe .considered ."by**-conference

Z/ -The Economic Commission for uatin America hac,produced about twenty

i: ^documen^/c.;^,v^i a^pao1'^ o^ r.r^.xistrr.'al and ub^ir..-:^! legislation,

The mos-c important aroong chess are

CeSl?_al America.; B/CNiryccn/^
AmericT'which""^

sn
Development E/'Ml- 12jrSGB/2yf'~ Economic Commission for Far IDast and
Asia has mainT^ oonooifcroted ci, Poreigr. Inv^tnent - Mna particularly
Foreign. Invert taiGn^Lv^jxi.dJleffljlRtiQni-ii 19^1 JI/Cl'Li;./: 72 , tovised
in 1957 1^'^Ify£/~^122, ^0. lni^ty^l_rrc,::O^yj, TD/O¥..ll/^ ana NE/L.34
11 January 3°6ir Tho Srtononl c Comrai^sion fo.v Euro^o, r.ince 1958, has
studied ouestiona rela+i^3 bo contralto of salo of several commodities,

such as cereals, 3olid fuels, goneral oor.di-.i.orir.-. for the supply of
plant and machinery, In 1961, the ECS drafted a .^o^^venjti

on Internatior.aj ^Comine:.;. ■ ■■'-ll.^i.biHS-."ilxr-.' .,.. ' S\

This is the fir^t work of i-':c kind undertaken tiin:je the EcM'nomi

Commitiaion t'o:.- Africa caTe :ln';.c bGii-g,
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This study is "based on the replies sent in by the governments,-^

official texts of investment laws, economy policy statements and develop

ment plans. There are several gaps in the information collected. In

certain cases, original texts were not available, in others, there were

no means of verifying the changes that might have occurred in the mean

time.

Part I of the study attempts to give a brief analysis of the approach

to investments as incorporated in government pronouncements and legal

provisions. Part II contains the presentation of polioy statements, laws

and regulations concerning economic development in general and investments

in particular in thirty countries. The information is classified accord

ing to five major aspects: government policy, public and private sector,

executive control, economic benefits and arbitration.

Since this is the first study of its kind, its conclusions cannot

but be preliminary in character. A more comprehensive study to assess

the relevance of a particular set of legal rules to the needs of develop

ment in the country would have, to await a considerable' amount of discus

sion among the economists on the one hand and development lawyers on the

other. These discussions could perhaps form the basis of offering

concrete suggestions about the particular set of legal framework which

would be necessary in order to attain a given set of economic develop

ment objectives. This analysis can, therefore, be taken only as a first

step in this direction.

l/ See annex II.



PART I

: i.-ol ;..-l. --LEGAL FRl«OHE: FOB ECONOMIC

1. The year I960 has Wen perhaps the most crucial date in the contempor

ary history o/ifrica. "More than half the total number of new nations

gained their political independence in that year. The next twelve^months

saw the formulation of economic policies and the drafting of development

plans* ■"£■">»•■ ■'■■■" ■■---■■ ■ ■ ■ ■

-.- ■■-. .-,...■.■ ■ -. ■ ■ .'■■■■ ■- "L- .■-' ■ i'j.-^1 :'■.;".■ ■■• ■ ■■ -."■:-./..-t;J>l'

2*. Almost simultaneously in' early 1962, some seventeen countries had

promulgated investment laws and modified the existing ones. Economic

planning gives concrete expression to aspirations that lead to independ

ence and investment legislation creates the framework that facilitates

the realization of the development plans. It is not surprising, therefore,

that the first set of'laws to undergo rapid change happened to be those

that affeot investment*

3. In a developing economy, the function of investments is to push

those factors which would lead to economic progress. Scarce capital,

both domestic and foreign,'must be channelled to provide for an infra

structure. The function of a comprehensive law is to announce and define

the policy of the government with respect to areas of investments. The

mechanism through which investments are administered and channelled brings

in the consideration of strictly legal elements.

4. The purpose of investment laws is to enumerate and classify "pioneer

ing" or "approved" industries. They describe the executive authority

responsible for examining and supervising investments. They usually

incorporate conditions of entry of foreign capital and the rules of

remittance. Regulations also include tax provisions affecting investments

which are applicable to beneficiary industries. Other features of these

laws relate to employment of nationals, rules of compensation and the

procedure of settlement of disputes. Investment laws thus serve not only

to facilitate and often induce foreigi and domestic investments but also

create a reco^iizable structure of legal relationships involved. They

provide the framework for government policy both for a potential investor



and an administrator. 'The-;proper execution of these;-laws can lead to

augmenting and ultimately influencing the level of economic development.

To achieve, a higher ratio of investment to product requires ;the adoption

of an over-all investment target based on an expected relationship

between the growth of investment and the growth of output.

5. In recent years, industrial development laws have become a universal

instrument for promoting industrialisation in developing countries. They

provide an orderly framework by which societies today are organizing

themselves to reach economic goals. Laws embody changes which the

government hopes to make in carrying out their programmes of development.

The responsibility of the government in creating conditions conducive to

economic development is now generally accepted.

6. This decade in Africa is a period of trial and error in economic and

legal planning. As new Development Plans are formulated and new experience

is accumulated, investment oodes and statutes will have to be modified

to be in harmony with eoonomic objectives. This study attempts to

analyse some of these laws in a period of rapid economic transition.
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•*■• Inter-dependence of legal and economic processes . :. '

7. History does not offer any answer to the question whether co.difi.oa-.

tion of certain concepts into laws accelerates their general acceptance

in society.. Legal sanctions therefore, cannot he said to assist or help

social sanction, itfhat is clear, howe-or- : JrfLu-!" '".'? 1: ^cr problenrn of

the present era is economic development. It encompasses almost all

sectors of society* A jurist as a memher of this society in transition

cannot afford to be a mere observer. He must also make some positive

contribution towards the common action of eliminating poverty.'

8. In the past century of rapid economic expansion in the industrial

centres, law and economics proceeded in an entangled fashion; laws were

codified as economic needs for them came to be recognized. During the

prooess of industrializations economic advances.in general? took place,,

at a faster pace than the enactment of statutes. For often it meant going

through cumberbo;:.c legal pro-- .arc, TL- fundx.no :rLal "Tc'.usforr^ations' in society

induced legal institutions to keep pace with it. But this was a hazardous

process in"ah" era where planning was not considered necessary. Nowi it

is considered to be a major instrument to achieve higher levels of econo

mic and social well-being. Under this new situation, legal structure

cannot be left to the wasteful process of accidental development. The '

jurist now has the possibility of evolving a structure of development

laws which is suited to carry out the economic and social transition.

The main advantage is that in the pre-industrial countries, political,

eoonomic and legal revolutions can be carried out almost simultaneously.■-■

9« At present in the developing countries? planners rarely

legal framework j&. their concept of a nation1 s economic problems* ■ It".:

may be. that the present generation of lawyers, have received their educa

tion in universities.,' where-the. curricula ;are iiot yet adapted'to the-■.-

inter-dependence of economic needs and 'legal framework,—' T.his.:'&ttitu&'e,\;;..

l/ "The teaching of law'1'it" is beginning to be realized"is totally incom
plete if it is not accompanied by a background of economic, social'^and

political sciences" See Statement of the President of Ghana to the Faculty

of Law. Journal of African Law, Ho. 6, 1962 and H.tf. Chitepo, in the

African Conference on the Hule of Law, (Lagos, January 3-7, 196"l). Inter

national Commission of Jurists. Genevas 1961.
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of course, stems from historical reasons.

B. Legal Setting in Africa

10. Practically every State in Africa has had connexions with some part

of Europe. The intricacies of a dual and,in some cases, a plural legal

system stems from the superimposition of varieties of European law. This

is perhaps the most confusing legacy in Africa.-^

11. The former British West African territories had legal systems derived

from England.^ Different local statutory variations were often maintained

by courts and encouraged by legal training. The ex-French territories,

on the other hand, developed under direct administration. In this process,

the continental commercial laws were modified but slightly. The conflicts

of European code systems as represented by France, Germany and Spain have

left an imprint in Cameroun, Niger, Ivory Coast and Guinea.

12. ■ If a chart were to be drawn cf the conflicting legal systems of Africa

today, the resulting picture would be a mosaic of laws zigzaging across

the oontinent.^ The main argument in the development era against dualism

or even pluralism is that it leads to internal conflicts and uncertainties.

One of the main objects of law is to offer certainty and flexibility in '" '

dealings. All systems of law at various times in history have been

subjected to changes in social, economic and political conditions.

Flexibility to meet the changing economic requirement is an essential

attribute of modern law.

1/ A.N. Alott, Judicial and Legal Systems in Africa 1962.

2/ The impact of English law upon Africa can be summarized in two ways:
firstly, it had a modifying influence on certain aspects of local
customary law and secondly, it filled the gaps 'in1 the traditional law1 of

usage brought about by new commercial and economic values. The latter
bringing in its orbit mercantile law and commercial law.

3/ See recommendation of the Conference of International Jurists held in
Venice in October 1963. The Conference called on all African countries"
to undertake.research in their own traditions and customs to harmonize
their legislations.
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"13. The main question-, however, -irf whether-.the existing legal systems

in Africa are suitable for development purposes. "There may be a lot of

differences in the political forms of:.government that exist in Africa

today. 'But one common factor emerges"ii^each.case and that relates to

the1'policy of independmi-cbuhtri.es ttf■ foster, economic development. It

is evident that economic progress can be retarded by a piecemeals system

ofaaw,^nd,may be accelerated by a coherent legal system.-^ This tr^ans-
foEmation,<K)uld.,facilitate commercialrteansactions and thereby^establish

.oertaintyiof,economic-activities in general and investments in particular,

ifC.i.f^.Seme aspects of ;-tofelopment. laws in Africa ; .. ; ^:

1pl4'f= Thfe main; provisions' of ^he-investment .'codes and relaied.i&wsr are

"'incorpo^atea in part II of this studyV; ^hese ;provisions.yary frpia:country

to country, reflecting some of the differences" in.*e.;Pa3ifca.egsl framework

and the extent to which an attempt,was made to modify iiyfco meet new

needs. It has not been possible to see^clearljr how., the^ provisions have

changed over time in the same country. The main,,reason Is that most

countries in Africa have so far had no /time to. assess the significance

of the initial legal changes. But the need for putting together in an

integrated law the main provisions concerning investments arose after

each country had prepared its development plan,. ..The investment code is

thus becoming a legal counterpart of the development .plan.

15. Out of the thirty countries "under"itu% in Africa, only ten .do. not

'l have -an integrated law or code on investments. Almost all the .ex-French

Colonies have a codified law on investments except Togo. -

16. Vhe four States of ex-Prench Equatorial Africa: Gabon, Central African

Republic, Chad and Congo (Brazzaville) have, except for small differences,

1/ It ha^ been suggested that there is another^ positive::factor:in:.;Africa.

Since most of the local laws are unwritten,the existing flexibility may

be utilized for new economic needs. See The Future of- I»avr-fc
"J 'Record of"Proceedings of the lipndon Conference. 28. December

8 January I960. .^.-. ■■. ■ ■ ■: ■ v; .>..;.= :
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similar investment codes.—' The position is reversed a^ .few-, as the. eqc-

English colonies are concerned.1 Almost all:of them do not have an :;

integrated' law on investments except GhanaV'- Sierra Leone has .a, Develop

ment Ordinance which was passed in 1960.'-Nigeria has ,several inpome. tax

and custom duties reli:ef ordinances. In Tanganyika a .bill affecting

forei'gi investments is awaiting the approval of parliament.

17... Among the other countries of Africa, Ethiopia has recently passed an

investment decree. Both the United Arab Republic arid Liberia have various

decrees and statutes which contain relevant provisions on investments.

18. It is not easy to 'fit s'o"matty diverse provisions-of'eodes and'laws

into'composite headings for analysis. In order to simplify the presenta

tion^ the main topics of the material in part II are discussed her© under

the following headings t ; ' '■"■ ; . ■

(a) Economic policy statements. l

(b) "Approved" enterprises. * ' ' *

: (c). Patterns of administrative control.

(d) Foreign investments.

(e) Economic inducements.

(f) Arbitration. ::

(a) Economic policy statements: ; .;■.-.

19« Most African countries ai*e still in" .the proces.s of formulating;

precisely their economic objectives; ■ Even when, theser-have been decided,

it is not easy to locate tih'em.1 In some cases,, they havebeen embodied

in tbe constitution or in tl^e development plan or in the investment codes.

But..there are eases in which they are scattered in^ an important pronounce

ment by the President or the Prime Minister, in ministerial speeches, in

parliamentary declarations and in various enactments. Thus, there is no

single souirce through'whioh one can discover the full expression of the

1/!The'y belong to the Equatorial Custom Union (Union douaniere equatoriale)
to which Cameroun is associated. , .-" .
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national economic policy. Having said this, it is also important to add ...

that government policy can only be related to a particular period of time.

The pronouncements selected here, therefore, have value' only in relation

to a certain period' when the Plan was formulated and investment code . .

enacted. ... .-... ,

20. The. general impression on reading the pronouncements on national •_ ■■■

economic policy is that they have one dominant theme: to. .increase econoraiq

well-being mostly through "a rapid industrialization. The means to attain :

this goal have often "been spelled out in some detail* They relate to a

better utilisation of natural resources, to improving the infrastructure

and social investments and to the development of one or other particular

sector of the economy. These pronouncements are general and need not be

interpreted as a comprehensive declaration of a national economic policy.

21. The Algerian Investment Code states that enterprises which encourage

and 'aim at providing an infrastructure for the economy are 'of national

significance'. The Ethiopian Development "Plan spells out three basic

aims: better utilisation of resources, introduction of modern technology

and'increasing investments. Ivory Coast considers participation of

government in developing unexploited resources as the main aim, while th3

United Arab Republic has underlined the desire "bo increase production in

all sectors.

22. Some countries of the region have defined their aims in more detail.

The Government of Sudan intends to concentrate its future programme in

developing public utilities and hydro-electrio po^er, while Nigeria

considers tKe-development of transport? communication and higher educa- ''■

tion aa its' objective, The Tunisian statement gives priority to develop

ing production":of iron ore1 and chemicals! :VA number -of countries,

particularly those with comprehensive:development plans have'expressed

their general aim in quantitative terms; such and such an increase"in"'";;"".'

this or that seotor over a given periqd^j : . •■ . - '■.■■'}■■ ;: ..■-■-■ '.;r
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23. Although the economic significance of these policy statements is

general in character, they often give indication of areas of development

which are pre-ocoupyin^ the attention of the government at a given time.

But there is one area in the statements which may be of considerable

interest to the potential investor. This relates to the main channels

of investment and economic growth which will be through public ownership,

mixed ownership, co-operative enterprise or private enterprise.

24. Of course, no government in Africa has reserved any of these sectors

exclusively. But there are important differences among countries concern

ing the emphasis they place on one or the other or a particular combina

tion of them* Statements on periodic or private sector are normally

found in development plans> but they are sometimes also expressed in

investment codes.—'

25. So far as the main social sectors, education, health and, to a vary

ing extent, housing are concernedj all African Governments consider them

as the proper field of public activity. Similar is the position in

nearly all countries regarding public utilities, such as rail transport,

communication, electric power, water supplies, etc. The same policy

applies to construction of large projects such as irrigation dams, canals

and ports.

26. The economic policies of the African Government may be subdivided

in three groups depending upon the emphasis on a particular form of

industrial organization.

27. At one extreme are the countries relying on the public sector as

the main driving force for industrial development, and at the other, are

those who expect to rely exclusively on private domestic as well as

foreign enterprise. Between these two are a large number of countries

1_/ There is an exception in the case of the Central African Rnpuiblic
where an article in the Constitution staV-s inter alia that

of property from the public to the private sector must be regulated

by the authority of the law. Article 17, Constitution de la Republique.
January 1963.
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where the attitude is more or less pragmatic: rely on private enterprise

if possible, if it is not forthcoming,undertake the project, in the publio

sector.

28. To the first group belong the United Arab Republic, Ghana, Algeria

and Guinea. In these countries the construction of some form of socialist

society has been accepted as a guiding principle of national policy.

Emphasis on public enterprise stems from this, although private initiative

offers a large and,in most cases,an expanded field of operation.

29. In Algeria, the.State participates in all important activities, while

in the United Arab Republic the right of establishing basic ind.ust.ries

rests with the Government. Mining prospecting,and research associated

with it as well as ore utilization is reserved by the Government, -The

main reason given by the Government is that this ;kind of economic

activity requires large investments which private,enterprise cannot

afford. Some of these important industries reserved by the Government

of UAE are oil prospection, coal mining, etc. It has included in this

category, fertilizers, caustic soda, paper, automobiles, tractors and

other forms of transport. As far as iron and steel industries are

conoerned, co-ownership is practiced in cases where private capital

hesitates to invest owing to the likelihood of losses during the first

years of operation.

30. Ghana and Guinea have classified their economic structure in their

Development Plans into three or four sectors. They are: the state-owned

sector, the private sector and joint state-private sector (also called

the mixed sector). To these, Ghana has added a 'co-operative sector', the

significance of which is'that the Government initiates an industry until

it can stand on its own feet when private enterprise takes it over.

Sierra Leone's policy is to encourage the establishment of various

industries, and in some cases to participate financially in the '.'

which will eventually be handed over to nationals. x: ?
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31. In some countries, like in Nigeria, Liberia, Libya, Morocco arid

Sudan, private enterprise is allocated the main role in promoting

industrialization following the liberal tradition.

32. The Government of Liberia has stated that despite the faot that it

pursues an 'open door investment policy1 "it has found it convenient to

carry out investment in power production and will operate the plant when

necessary". Water supplies in Liberia are already being operated by the

Government. -

33. The policy of Libya aims, in the first instance, at making available

'an open range' where private capital can establish factories with

'technical and financial assistance1 from the Government, After consider

ing the national need, the Government embarks on an industrial project

on the basis that 'private sector is abstaining from it for some economic*

social, or other reasons'.

34* Moroooo has stated in its investment code that private capital is

welcome in economic sectors which have been given priority in the

Development Plan, One of the proposals of the Plan is that the State

will intervene to establish basic steel and chemical industries, Sudan

has divided its economic structure by earmarking specific industries for

public and private sectors. It has announced that private capital is

welcome in investments on raw materials and light industries.

35- A sessional paper from Nigeria indicates that a "mixed economy" is

envisaged for the region, but private enterprise is 'responsible for the

preponderant part of eoonomic activity'. However, there are a few

industries where Government has a monopoly. These are connected with

generation and distribution of electricity, water supply and telecommunica

tions,

36, There are other countries, however, who have declared themselves to

be mixed economies in the sense of having both public and private sector

overlap in several areas. The emphasis on either public or private sector
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in a given country, however? cannot be pushed too far. ..With the accept

ance of. some form of planning, it is obvious in all countries that the

government has begun to play a role in guiding, directing, controlling

and often directly undertaking various industrial projects.-'

37. As discussed below? the State specified in some countries the indus

tries and areas in which it will participate right from the beginning

while, in others the initiative is left with private enterprise even

though later the government may decide to participate,

2/
(b) "Approved" enterprises—'

38. As indicated earlier, the government not only points out the main

area of operation in the public, private and mixed sectors, but often

enumerates industries or undertakings which are accorded "priority11 in

the process of industrialization. This is usually described in the

investment codes and development plans. The beneficiary industries,

because of the priority attached to them, are entitled to certain economic

benefits. A scale of priority indicates the future pattern of industrial

development of the given country and the range of choices available to

the potential investor. . ■ ■

39. It is interesting to note that almost all the ex-French colonies

who have integrated investment codes have enumerated "approved" industries

in great detail. Primarily, these countries have defined their basic

'economic objectives in terms of agriculture, mining, transformation of

local raw materials or manufacturing industries. The majority of African

countries have given priority to mining in their investment laws.

l/ See A.H. Hansan, Public Enterprise and Economic Development, London,
I960, p. 203. The author takes several examples from under-developed

areas and concludes that "the pattern of public enterprise cannot be

drawn arbitrarily or solely in the light of ideological considerations",

2/ The expressions "priority" and "approved" have been used inter-changea-

bly in several laws. Strictly speaking "priority" is an arbitrjary

selection of industries while "approved" connotes that this "priority"

has been processed by some form of administrative procedure.
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40.. Some, countries do not give a list of priorities in either their

development plan or investment code. ■ It may be found in a government

publication as in.the case of Nigeria, A long list of 'pioneering1

industries, includes mining, smelting and refining, Ganned.foodstuffs,

rubber soled shoes, tyres, hotel keeping, etc,

41. Algeria, Cameroun, Dahomey, Ghana, Central African Republic have

incorporated a general condition in their laws according to which all

;P?ospeetive industries in adhering t.P,

priority to consumer goods industries, textiles and'foodstuffs. Stock-

farming and real estate industries are given priority in Chads Guinea,

Ivory Coast, Niger and Upper Volta. Those countries who intend to set

up chemical industries are Ethiopia, Guinea, Morocco, United Arab

Republic, Niger and Upper Volta.1 The building industry is specifically

mentioned in the laws of Niger ? Ethiopia and Liberia. Upper Volta, Chad

and Guinea consider metallurgy as a "priority" industry while the United

Arab Republic and Morocco have included armaments in this category.

42. In certain cases the criteria of priority is also, stated in the code.

For example, the Investment Code of Madagascar lays down;the conditions

of approval of industries. According ,to its provisions, new enterprises

must adhere to these rules.. They are "the contribution of the rectifica

tion of imports and the expansion of imports or the improvement of the

balance of payments". The Tunisian law specifies that any industry which

intends to be 'approved' must satisfy'the requirement of minimum capital

per worker, least competition, import substitution. In Senegal, an

approved enterprise, must satisfy thei following .conditions* an investment

■of a:.1 minimum of one hundred million CPA realizable in tbre'e months7 or the

direct creation of "employment for at least one hundred persons per year.

43. The Investment Law of Ghana states that "approval for capital invest

ments.under the Aot may be granted" for the purposes of contributing to

the attainment of four specific conditions,. These concern the development
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of the productive capacity, its utilization and expansion, saving on

imports and creating a high level of employment. • ' ' ■

44. The meaning of the word 'priority' must''not_ be misunderstood. In

most cases it reflects the natural resource endowment and the stage of

economic development in a given country/ But 'approved• industries

signify that a certain administrative procedure'is involved which takes

the form of a certificate or deer ee.'' ^ The nature and function of this

administrative machinery which grants 'approval'' needs to be briefly

.examined. .....

•a ■ •',■ ("1 Patterns, of administrative control ., ...._,_.,. .... ..,.,.

;45. Although-the organisation of public enterprising industrially

developed countries has often been a subject of controversy, they have

evolved administrative systems which are more^ or .less, adapted to the needs

oof a complex ,and;4iv8rsif,ied economy- .*>■ *** *&&*%?£, °^£ieB' °"
the ^her-hand, the fisting administrative machinery;. is^ot^suited to

.ihefnew tasKg. ,Therefore, .newly independent countries have^stablished

agencies which arev specif^calfeysstpd with authority^ to guide invest

ments-; in, channels whi,ch,,oorrfi.spond to national, requirements., ^^

46. In most of the n ew- nation's -.of. Africa, a. new^tateern^f..government

control is, .emerging. It is now only in. a^ mi^ority^gat. thp authority

■. .tcexwiae, :guida,.9nd supervise investments still., rests with the

ministries flf .finance, industry and commerce...; .Such is the case in

,.Iv<EFy:,.CoastLiberia, Higeria^d Tanganyika. . In th;e;old; Pattern, one

,o« discern, a great deal, of, inter-ainisterial rivalry between toe

^ministrieSilpf ^inance;;rand commerce : to retain^control over investments.

u47:.ia:The new 'development'' machinery, the ^investment commission', has

■ beerrcreated by about ialf of the-independent «oun*rt^;of Africa. Among

^'them are Algeriat Caineroun, Ethiopia, ..Ghana,, Madagascar, the United Arab

■ Republic and Somalia.' Constitutionally these, commissions .are:3uasi-

government agencies whose relations with the goveramentjriajthe ministries

\ ,:.
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is very close. Most of the investment commissions are created by the

investment codes and, therefore, are statutory bodies established for

special purposes. '"" ■■ „

48. In some cases this 'development' institution is established under

a different title. In Guinea, for instance, it goes under the name of

'Commission of Economic Control* which is a member of 'Bureau politiq.ue

national du PEG1. One of its functions is to initiate new enterprises.

In Madagascar, there is a Technical Committee on private investment whioh

is not oreated by the Code, but is an independent body. In addition it

has an inter-ministerlal:Pla»n_ing and Development Committee which assumes

most of the functions of an investment commission in other countries,

49« This institution in Somalia is known as "Committee on Jorei^i

Investments". It consists of ministers and directors of several govern

mental departments. Six experts who are technically competent to deal

with questions of economic development are also appointed on this Committee.

Tunisia has' established an "Economic and Social Council" in I96I, which

is vested with the general authority to deal with all economic and sooial

matters. The Council acts as an advisory body to the Government in the

field of planning and its implementation.

50. In Somalia* tibya, Tanganyika, the Investment Commission is created

specifically for foreign investments. In general, the function of these

investment commissions is to encourage investments and supervise the

areas in whioh they should be channelled. In Cameroun, the Investment

Commission is the sole authority which reviews applications to be treated

under priority schedules. It may reject or approve an application accord

ing to the criteria specified in the Code. In Ghana, the Capital Invest

ment Board—' initiates and organizes activities for the 'encouragement of

investment of foreign capital'. The Board grants approval for capital

investments, maintains liaison between investors, government departments

l/ Created by the Capital Investment Act 1963.
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If is the responsibility of the Board to grant any exemp-

tions: and? reduction facility or license to assist an'enterprise.

51. In Liberia? an institution called National Production Council7:iT (

established in 1956, whose function is to co-ordinate policies, plans

and programmes," is' designed to strengthen the economy. The Commission

established in Libya under the Foreign Capital Investment Law colleots

economic data on the possibilities of investing foreign capital in

"fields important to' the economic development of the country". In

Moroc6o, the' Investment Commission was specifically created to 'determine

the industrial sector within the plan'.

52. In some countries, however, e.g. Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Senegal, the

United Arab Republic and Tanganyika, the authority and control to examine,

supervise urd channel new investments still rests with the Ministry of

Commerce, or Industry or Finance, and the traditional nucleus of economic

control. In some of the new countries, the administrative structure is

still based on the model of metropolitan powers. Interestingly enough,

the developed countries are also.-finding the need to establish investment'

commissions and development corporation/"' The reason is that it is no

longer possible for a department in. a ministry to handle the multifarious

activities of an expanding economy.

53. The composition of the investment commission follows a fairly uniform

pattern. Usually, the Minister of Economy or Commerce is its President.

The other members are a mixture of ministerial officials and representa

tive., members-, In some cases, like in Dahomeyj Cameroun, Chad and Congo ■

(Brazzaville)- two representatives from parliament are also, included. Ill ■

Gabon.;, .the number-■of members of parliament is four. In addition', Gabon

has included.two representatives of the trade associations 'and f-6derations;

•in whose field of activity the enterprise concerned is engaged1.

l/ See United Nations: '"Some Problems in the Organisation and Administra
tion of Publlcr!Enterprises in the Industrial Field, . ■ ■■-■■■■
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54. ■ In most of the countries which have instituted investment commissions,

members are not only drawn from the ministries but also from other fields.

Directors of bu:"cs; commissioners, of customs and taxation and presidents

of chamber of commerce are also included.

55. The United Arab Republic has a "Special Committee" which deals and

controls all aspects of national economic development. In the Upper

Volta the power and authority to control investments rest with the

Council of Ministers. In Ethiopia, the Investment Committee created by

a government decree consists of the Minister of Commerce and Industry,

the Governor of the National Bank and the General Secretary of the

Planning Board.

5o. Apart from the Investment Commission whose function is supervisory,

few countries of Africa have created institutions which offer monetary

assistance to "approved" industries. About ten new institutions in the :

form of Credit Development Bank or "Caisse" have been created in Africa

in the last two or three years, ■ '

57. Industrial development and finance-'cannot be easily separated.

Therefore, some countries have created institutions which combine both

of these functions. Liberia has created a Bank for Industrial Develop

ment and Investment. It is a statutory body the purpose of which is

not only 'to develop Liberian economy by providing incentives for flow

of private investment capital1 but also to finance investments in loan
2/

and equity.—'

58. In Somalia, an institution called Credito Somalo, government owned,

operates a medium and long-term lending section to finance private

industrial activities of all types. In the United Arab Republic, recently,

the National Bank was split up in two separate bodies: the Central Bank

l/ See Mobilization of Domestic Capital; Report of Second Working Par+y;
where legal distinction is made between a finance corporation and

development corporation. For other examples in Latin America and Asia

See United Nations-Economic Survey of Latin America,. 1953, and ECAFE-
L/122. 12 I^rch I957o

2/ According to the rule it must not exceed an amount equivalent to
ten per cent of the Liberian Bank's total resources.
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and the National Bank, the former has the power to co-ordinatS general

credit and banking policy, and'the latteT^aCts as a commercial tank to

fiiigrice industrial /activities, ■.:■ ■■

$9. The Uganda Development Corporation established in 1952 is mainly

concerned wii;h investigating and making recommendations on, new projects

that are submitted to it. A technical department is also available to

potential investors for assistance in technical matters. A projeot is

approved after exhaustive enquiries into all aspects of costings market

ing and technical problems of production have been made,

66. There is a wide variety of procedures to determine specific benefits

granted to potential investors. In Africa, the typical procedure entails

application to the Investment Commission or any other authority-designated

by the law. This application is very often accompanied by supporting

documents of the legal and economic nature of investments. In some cases

the financial source mus'V also "be specified.

61. The Commission then investigates the nature and quality of invest

ment particularly with regard to general requirements set out in the

investment laws. After examining several aspects of investment, the

"'Commission may reject or approve an enterprise. The precise form of the

instrument varies in each country and is in the form of a decree or

decision of the Cabinet or a simple exemption ceTtificate. A-s a'rule

this is granted to domestic and foreign investors. The: potefcti-ail investor

on his'part also undertakes certain obligations with regsird tio amount,

period and form of investments. Any failure to adhere to tti'e conditions

is subject to 'withdrawal of approval1. This usually means ■&&£$"en enter

prise io deprived of any eoonomio benefits.: In certain, cases they are

obliged ;to pay back the benefits already derived... :. ■ . .

(d) Foreigyi investments . —-7--r~

62. Tfte:role of exiUrnal assistance in terms of; (lireot-priv^e investment

,'in Attica is. essentially, to release domestic resources/.,. Provided a

^ro«rLa!imie: is being carried out that implies a higher rate of
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investment, external financing will induce growth and capital formation.

In this sense all developing countries are in need of foreign capital.

.63.. One single dominant fear.of the foreign investor is nationalization.

Others are low returns and inability to remit capital and profits. This

is what is. usually termed as 'investment olimate1. However, there exist

real fears of domination and exploitation on the part of capital import-

ing countries. This 'climate' of fear has somehow seeped in the new

investment codes and laws of Africa.

64. The need of capital, and fear of exploitation faces a newly indepen

dent country with a dilemma. The investment laws under discussion have

made several attempts in the.direction of minimizing obstacles and

encouraging foreign private investments through special incentives and

guarantees. It is an interesting fact that the majority of the countries

of Africa have adressed their laws to both domestic and foreign invest

ments. Only a few oountries have specifically enacted lawa to attraot

exclusively foreign capital. Among these are Sudan, Libya, Togo and

'Somalia* . . . . ,;;. .

65- The rules concerning foreign investments encompass a very wide
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■....■.■■ -=o ■■_

range. To a foreign investor, regulations concerning administrative

procedures, tax incentives, rules relating to employment of nationals

are all important. In general, investment laws contain guarantees of

fair compensation, remittance of profits, non-discrimination and fiscal

stability. Here we shall briefly deal with nationalization, repatria

tion of capital and profits, employment of nationals and non-discrimina-

.tipn* .. .

(i) Nationalization—' ; . , , ■ = ;■ ■ , -.

66, The main factor responsible for the resistance of private capital

if Nationalization is an economic expression used here in the gense of
: , "ownership.and pontrol by the State". Most Investment Codes use the

term 'expropriation1 which legally means * the oompulsory acquisition

' of private-property by the State, There is an abundant literature on

the subject. For a good summary see Friedmann, W. "Some impacts of

Social Organization on International Law". Amerioan Journal of Inter

national Law. 1956.
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in developing countries has been the fear of nationalization. One of the

most important uses of nationalization has been to stimulate economic

development in poor countries. Ifhere a private enterprise has proved

unable or unwilling'to provide goods or services essential to industrial

progress, government have stepped in to supply them.

67. Most countries in Africa.have indicated^their policy regarding

.nationalization in the investment laws.or policy statements .or constitu

tions. Those countries which provide a nationalization c-lause have also

given a legal guarantee of fair compensation.-/ The majority of the countries

who have integrated Codes have included a clause on nationalization.

68. . The Inv_es.tment Code of Dahomey provides a basic guarantee: of equit

able compensation -in case of expropriation-. The Foreign. Investment Law

'.,.. of Somalia provides that "property, of the ^enterprises registered in Somalia

,., .-. ,is. free from expropriation measures except- in case of public^ interest".

This law further provides that the property of enterprises is not subject

to any administrative measures of seizure or requisition except in case

:"'""' of war and then "only as long as it lasts in accordance with 'the relevant

international convention in force". ...

69. ..Tjie Approved, Enterprises (Concessions) Act _ tf$6 of.Sudan stipulates

.that "if at. any time any .property belonging to an ^pprpy-ed foreign enter-

.prjse is compulsorily acquired by the Sudan Government in furtherance of

.., . ^nationalization, .,. the said■-compensation:, shall, be remitted out of Sudan".

:;)-- :.:-.f0V" -Constitutional guaranteed to protect private enterprises" have been

•^"---provided in'the constitutions* of--Ethiopia, Mbya and-the-Central African

Republic.-'

1/ Most-laws use the words "just", "appropriate", "equitable'" and "fair"

interchangeably. . . . . ■

gj There are virtually no. restrictions in. Sudan on the. formation of foreign

firms.

3/ Article 17. op. cit.
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71. According to the constitution of Libya,■"the property of any foreign

investor cannot be expropriated except r"or 'public good1 in the circumstances

defined and specified in the Expropriation Law". The Ethiopian constitution

provides that 'no one may be deprived of his property except upon a find-

ing by ministerial order issued pursuant to the requirements of:a special

expropriation law... and except upon payment of just, compensation deter

mined, in the absence of agreement, by judicial procedures established

by Taw1*. ■ ■ : ■" ■■ ■ .-.-.■ . • ■ ■■-■■-.■.. ■ ■■.-.■■

', '' '.'*•'.' ■ ■

72. Liberia and Nigeria have made policy statements regarding national-

ization. According to a government statement in" Liberia, "no expropria

tion of' existing industries is envisaged".. The Government of.Higeria

has indicated that there are" "no plans for nationalizing industry beyond

the extent to which public utilities are already nationalized... Should

this occur then fair compensation assessed by independent arbitration

will be paid". ' ;

73. "Our Government", said the President of Ghana, "has nb"plans whatever

to take over industries in the private sector... ilhere Government has

taken over private industry, it has done so either because - as in the

case of■ the acquisition of the gold mines - the owners had indicated

their intention of closing down,or - as.in other.cases - because the

owners ■themselves had made proposition to the Government*' The; Government

"has-in no case attempted ^to expropriate ehte.rp.rise ... ;7bere: .it becomes

necessary to take over private "business at the request of private enter

prise itself, the Government will ... ensure that adequate compensation

is paid to the owner".-/

74. The policy statement from Guinea declares that "those who are ready

to invest .in-the Republic of, Guinea ,and :jho accept to participate in the

economic development of our country, must be able to count on flawless

social stability and benefits fro'm guarantees protecting-their, capitals

2/
from all arbitrary acts and ensuring fair interests".-7" ;'

1/ West Africa, October 6, 1962, p. IO95.

2/ Rapport de presentation du Code des investissements.
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75» Laws of some countries state, that .certain ..industries will.: be national

ized for 'public interest'. But this does not exclude the payment of

compensation.—'

76- The mode of compensation is not normally provided in^the Code. . /.,.. ■■.

However, there are certain exceptions in the investment code of the^. : :

Central African Republic it is stipulated that the question of compensa-:.

tion is to, be determined by the ordinary law. In Nigeria) the. amount

and adequacy of compensation is.left to arbitration. A government, state

ment from Tanganyika on nationalization gives a. guarantee, that in the. , .

event of nationalization, compensation vn.ll be paid in foreign currency*

77* It must be. borne in mind;, that. the. intention of a government to. .

nationalize is not always declared in a legal, instrument. The basic ■■.

difference between a policy s-tatement and a legal provision on national- * ■

ization is that the latter is a formal declaration which is legally

binding. , ... ...

78. Briefly it must be added that the- right of the State to nationalize- ■■ .-J:

in 'public interest1 has been :exercised by almost all States.-1' In some

developed countries such as Italy5 Norway, the United States,■::■the right ■

to seize private property for 'public use',.subject to just compensation,

is.incorporated in the constitution, while in Iran, India and Mexico, the

question of just compensation is under the jurisdiction of .national courts.

79* The position in international law of the rights of■ the foreign

investor who has entered an agreement with the government ancL.whose

property is seized is by no means clear. The only general'.statement, one

can make is that, in the event of nationalization in developing countries,'. .

equal treatment must be accorded to foreigners and nationals where a general

confiscation of property occurs.

1^: Senegal has specified that ''building" industries, may be nationalized
without guarantee.

_2/'The two most famous cases"in" the contemporary world were the Anglo-
Iranian Company and the Suez Canal Company, both of which were taken

to the International Court of Justice. For conflicting opinions of

judges, see ICJ Reports 1953 and 1957.
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(ii) Repatriation of capital and profits

80. The main reason why the developing countries discourage foreign

investment and encourage official loans is because investors want profits

which had eventually to be transferred in hard currencies. Despite policy

statements to this effect, it is interesting to note that investment laws

reflect quite a different position.

81. The provisions relating to repatriation of capital and profits in

the investment laws of Africa reflect two main tendencies: a group of

countries have placed no restrictions in remittance of profits and capital

except the procedural requirement of permission for exchange.—' Some

countries of this group have free transferability of currency to the

Franc Zone. The other group of countries have provided in their laws

certain conditions before capital and profits can be transferred.

82. The Investment Code of Dahomey "allows the free transfer of all

earnings". The Ethiopian Investment Decree states that capital, profits,

interests as well as foreign loans can be remitted. The Codes of Ivory

Coast and Madagascar stipulate that there are no restrictions of any kind

on remitting to the Franc Zone.

83. The policy statement from Liberia indicates that "there are no legal

restrictions on repatriation of capital and profits including shareholder's

dividends. Tanganyika allows the remittance of profits, principal and

interest irrespective of the monetary zone, but Nigeria gives this privilege

of transfer only to sterling countries. However, prior permission for

non-resident capital investment and 'approved status1 must be obtained

from the Federal Ministry of Finance.

84. Countries which have legally provided for free transferability include

Gabon, Mauritania, Chad and Morocco.

85. In some countries, Algeria, Libya, Niger, Somalia and Tunisia, certain

conditions have to be satisfied before any financial transfer can be made.

l/ See annex III.
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These conditions generally relate to authorization cr the proportion of

percentage which is allowed by law.

86. Both Guinea and Ghana as a rule place no restrictions on remittances.

But there are some exceptions to the rule. In Guinea "beneficiary enter

prises are entitled to transfer annually all.of the interest and at

least 20 per cent of their share of the annual net operating profits.

A portion of 30 per cent of wages payable to foreign personnel are also

transferable. The Investment Act of Ghana provides that there shall be

no restriction on the remittance of capital, profits, payments in respect

of principal interest and other financial charges, and remittances to the

families of foreign personnel. But all these facilities are subject to

temporary restrictions to safeguard the external payment position.,

87. The Algerian Code allows transfer of both capital and profits'up to

50 per cent per annum. All others remittances are subject to exchange

control regulations. In Somalia profits, income, revenue dooming from

fixed assets on loan investments and the dividend and interest received

on^sb-ares and bonds acquired can be freely transferred if fche amount

does not exceed 15 per cent of the capital invested. The big proviso

is that these must accrue from 'investments which fall within the plans

for economic development'.

88. Tunisia has classified the question of remittance in two classes!,

productive and non-productive enterprises. The former have to adhere to

certain rules in obtaining permission, while the latter can only remit

up to 8 per cent. In Libya, it is the Minister of Finance who has the

authority and power to decide this question on the merits of the case,

while in Senegal the right to transfer capital and its revenue by an

enterprise depends upon its "participation in the economic development

of a country";

(iii) Employment of nationals

8?. That the need of skilled labour is a prerequisite of economic, pro

gress needs no emphasis. From the point of view of developing countries,
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not only capital "but the import of trained personnel is equally important.

If a foreign technician, during his stay, trains local manpower' in a

particular job, he has made a most valuable contribution. African Govern

ments have, therefore, paid official attention to introducing legal

provisions for the training of national staff by foreign enterprises.

90. Half the investment laws under study have provisions relating to

employment of nationals. These provisions fall mainly into two categor

ies 1 the first relates to those countries where it is obligatory for

foreign firms to employ nationals,-/and the second to those that restrict

the participation of foreign personnel, thereby reserving places for

nationals.—'

91. In the laws of the Central African Republic, Ghana, Nigeria, Madagascar

and the Sudan, it is obligatory for an approved foreign enterprise to

employ nationals,

92. The Code of the Central African Republic states that 'the proposed

investment must train nationals in specialized jobs', while the Sudan

policy states that foreign industrialists must undertake to provide

'reasonable facilities for training'.

93. According to the Madagascar Code "approved status" enterprises are

required to "create new jobs". Both Ghana and Nigeria emphasize that

nationals should be trained in technical and managerial skills. Nigeria

has qualified this general statement by adding that this training should

be accelerated, while Ghana has included administrative skills as a part

of the legal obligations.

1/ 'Employment' is used in investment laws in the wider sense of training
local labour in administrative, technical and managerial skills, some
times defined in quantitative terms,.

2/ This sometimes includes trade activities. In Senegal, the law makes
it obligatory that the direction of trade activities be in the hands

. of the nationals,, although foreign nationals are allowed to participate
in trade associations.
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94. The Somalian Law on Foreign Investments provides that 'unskilled

foreign personnel is not to exceed 5 per cent of the. Somali personnel: .

employed1. Furthermore, a foreign enterprise must, if requested* submit

to the Committee on Investments a report on the results achieved in this

field. ■ The Libyan law makes all examptions from taxes and duties

conditional to the employment of a minimum of 90 per cent nationals of

the' tatal staff. The remaining 10 per cent must also be examined and

approved by the Department of Industrial Organization. The United Arab

Republic makes it obligatory to employ nationals for a minimum of 90

per cent of the workmen. This law further provides., tha^-th^'-proportion

of other employees, must be at least 75 per cent and. their salaries ma^u

not be less than 65 per cent of the total salaries.

. (iv) Non~discrimination clause .

95. Certain codes have specific clauses oh the rights of the foreign

irlvestor who is put on par with domestic investors. In Algeria, all

foreign firms, by law are treated on a non-discriminatory basis with regard

to legal rights and allocation of government contracts. The only general

condition is that "they contribute to the economic development of the

country".

96. The Code of Congo (Brazzaville) provides that foreign personnel can

be.represented on equal footing with nationals on "Assemblies consulaires".

They are also accorded the same protection with respect to trade marks, patents,

commercial labels and trade laws and other trade regulations under the

ordinary..law of the land,: The Investment Coda1 of 'Dahomey, without indicating

the areas of equality, provides that there wiil be generally no 'discrimina

tion in law between foreigners and nationals*

97 • , The Investment Law of Gabon has. stated.that there will, be no .discrimina

tion- on representation' between foreign and domestic companies on "Assemblees

eonsulaires" (Commercial Council). The labour and, social law will not

discriminate between domestic and foreign employees vis-a-vis trade union

activities-;1 No discrimination is applied as far as t.Ke liabilities
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to pay duties and taxes are concerned. A general provision of the Code

protects new enterprises, foreign or domestic, against economic situa

tions which might be prejudicial to them.

98. There are no restrictions upon the formation of new companies in

Liberia by foreign firms, except that foreign nationals are not permitted

to own real estate. A foreigner may lease real estate from a Liberian,

but the lease may not exceed 21 years in the first place and two optional

21 year extensions.-'

(e) Economic inducements

99. The African Governments have introduced a vast range of economic

inducements to encourage "new" and "established" enterprises. These

incentives are usually applicable to both domestic and foreign invest

ments.. There are a few exceptions in the case of those countries who

have enacted investment laws specifically for foreign investments. These

include Libya, Somalia and Tanganyika*

100. -The underlying economic reason for inducements is that they guide

investments into "priority" or "approved" industries. Economic induce

ments are thus a selective instrument in the hands of the State to guide

and control the flow of capital in certain predetermined areas.

:101. Economic inducements range from complete tax exemptions to a certain

degree of concessions in the payment of taxes on income, profits, imports

and.exports for a fixed period of time. There are also provisions for

generous depreciation allowances, including reductions in turnover tax, ■

standard tax, business tax.-=/ ;

If These restrictions, however, do not apply to concessions,

2/ It must be noted that the general concepts of taxation is different in
common law and civil law countries. Two types of taxes mentioned in
part II of this study are different in connotation from the Anglo-Saxon
concepts. They are (a) tlroit fiscal d' entree or the Entry Tax/lcviod
for revenue purposes, on nearly all goods from foreign countries; (b) Taxe
forfaitaixe .or the Standard Tax which is a type of transaction tax
based on custom duties and fiscal entry tax, ' "
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102. The. investment codes also include, provisions guaranteeing unaltered

continuation of many of these benefits for a contracted period. All

these provisions are too numerous and varied to be described here in

detail.^ Attention is therefore drawn to some of the most important

features which are introduced with a viou to inducing increased economic

activity in developing sectors.

103. . Foremost among economic inducements are tax benefits including the

exoneration from payment of import duties on indispensation imports and

of export duties on manufactured goods. Protection for the output of

beneficiary is also provided in some countries. In general, all tax .

benefits arV granted after an enterprise has acquired a certificate Of

exemption or approval from a recognized government, ■agency.

104.. In the majority of countries influenced by the .Prench^legal sysieffly

the investment.codes have established more than two regimes. The first-

general classification is between ordinary law and beneficiary enter-

prises.

105. These regimes in several cases'are further sub-divided according

to the importance of industries or of markets. Regime A in the countries

of ex-Rquatorial Africa applies to markets within'the countr?Hregime

B applies to countries within the Custom Union; and regime C is concerned

4/
with all markets.-'

,:.(i), Exemption from taxes on income and profits

106V- The most prevalent tax exemption applies to income and profits for

a minimum peSicd of five' years, a period which is widely regarded as

l/ See Est ab1ishment_p_onventions.

■2/ See Reports on wa*i«n3i tax systems in World Tax Series, Harvard Law-
r" School! esPe,r,,—-Brazil, Mexico andlr.dia, 1957 and i960. .Also see
•-■ -aGOSOC resolution, 1951, on the need of ■ system, information on taxation.

3/;-Cameroun has four regimes: A, B, C and -D. " All >of these apply *>■■«*«£
'■ xtiMB according to the degree of their importance to economic develop-

»ment and t.h.e related type of economic benefits awarded. .

"'A/'Discussed under Establishment Conventions.
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reasonable for installing-an industry and for "beginning operations.

107. Although five year exemption is a usual practice in most of the

countries of Africa, there are some exceptions.

108. In Ghana, this period is extended from five to ten years "beginning

from the date of production from the payment of Income Tax".—' Mauritania

awards complete or partial tax exemption for a maximum of ten years to

industries which are deemed particularly "useful" for economic and social

development. .

109. In Senegal) the period of exemption on industrial and commercial

profits is extended to eight years (outside the Cap-Vert area). The main

condition for this exemption is that a new enterprise does not "exercise

harmful competitive pressure on the States which are signatory to a

customs convention".-' The maximum period of tax exemption on profits.

granted to new industries is from five to sixteen and a half in Liberia.

110. Sudan tax legislation relates exemption on profits to a fixed

percentage and not to a fixed period. According to the Business Profit

Tax Ordinanoe, profits up to five per cent are exempt,, but those in excess

are taxed at half rates. ' :

111. In Togo and Ethiopia? the period of.tax exemption is related to the

amount of investment. In Togo, if the amount of investment is from 20 to

500 million CFA the period of exemption is 15 ■■earsi from 500 to 1,500

million it is 20 years and-above 1,500-million, this- duration .goes up to

25 years. An investment of Eth.$ 200,000 is entitled to...a .normal period

of five years exemption in Ethiopias but if t.he amount is doubled, the

tax exemption is reduced to three years.

1/ After this period of exemption the Investment Act of'Ghana'further pro

vides that "Capital allowance" shall.also be granted in respect of build

ings, plant,1 machinery? structures, roads? furnitures-, fixtures for the

purpose of an' approved project. ■'■ ■

2/ Senegal is. a member of the tfest African Customs Union which inter al£a
co-ordinates the tariff rates and customs regulations of member countries.

Other members of the Union are Dahomey? Mali, Ivory Coast, Mauritania,

Niger and Upper Volta. The regulations for exemptions and tax relief can

become effective only upon decision rendered by 'the Customs Union Committee.
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112. In countries which have adopted the French system of separate fiscal

regimes, both Chad and Congo (Brazzaville) exempt new enterprises on

commercial and industrial profits for a period ranging from 10 to 15 years.

In Gabon, permanent and temporary.exemptions from tax are granted under

tfa.3. General Tax Code. Tax reduction of 50 per cent is also given for

"new" industrial, mining, agricultural or lumbering enterprises on profits

from the second year of their establishment (may oontinue for the next three

years). Niger grants under its Investment Code exemption from taxes on

industrial and commercial income during ten years of the establishment of an

industry.

113. Very few codes contain special provisions on reinvestments, Somalia's

Law on Foreign Investments makes a special provision for reinvestment.

Reinvested profits as capital are. exempted from income tax.up to five

per cent. In Togo, failure to reinvest up to 10 per.cent,increases

liability to pay taxes up to.50 per cent.

(ii) Cuatoma exonerations

As a general policy, the governments have undertaken to establish

nil or low rates of duty for indispensable imports of machinery, equip

ment, raw materials, containers and packaging materials required for

national industries.

11'5» In Algeria approved industries';can get total or partial refund for

taxes on the imported machinery and equipment, Congo (Brazzaville) has

special customs legislation according to which import duties are reduced

on equipment and machinery. This legislation also exempts from import

duties certain raw materials whioh enter into the composition of finished

or processed goods.

116, In Morocco, exemption from customs duty is granted if the enterprise

has ..contributed to "new exploitation of resources or expansion of an exist

ing industrial activity". The imported material is entitled to customs

benefits if it is.a part of an investment programme.
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117. In Tunisia and the United Arab Republic, customs exonerations apply

only to certain products which are considered important for industrial

development. There is a system entitled; "Admission temporaire"; which,

hermits the entry of certain industrial equipment, and raw. materials, for

a limited p-eriod in Tunisia. , The United-Arab Republic, under its ..new

.tariff'. structure,i/aaicws. machinery, :eauipment and raw ^materials for

development, absolute exemption or a very reduced tariff of acme, two,,,,

'per-

118. Togo has retained its tax structure from Trusteeship status. -Its

customs legislation exempts minly industrial goods from duties, ranging

from five to ten per aea±M -In L,ibya, the criteria.,f«F.customs .exonera

tion is that essential materials and spare parts;used in the ,indu^«r ^

"are not to be- found locally". If this requirement if satisfied,, "new"

enterprises are entitled to five years- exemption from' all impopij duties.

119. Guinea has not specified any fixed rate in.its Code, but :has inserted

a general principle that the reduction in tariff will depend on the nature

of the'.enterprise. In Ivory Coast, all "development material is exempted

from custom duties up to ten years". .; ., , :

120. The four equatorial states! Central African Republic,. Chad, ,Con.go

(Brazzaville) and Gabon^grant reduced rates of import duty, under regime

B, automatically on entry. .,

■ (iii) Ex-port, duties. „■■•■■ • .-. ' ■ :

121. Very few investment laws have special provisions relating to export

duties. The Investment Act of Ghana grants exemption from taxes on export

up to one hundred per cent on goods manufactured by approved projects. In

Niger, reduction up to fifty per cent is given for-export duties and:connected

1/ Established in January 1962. For details.see part II.

2/ In addition, a few selected goods are exempted from import, duties up

to 40 per cent.

3/ Cameroun is an associate member of the "Union douaniere".
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taxes. In countries"of the Equatorial Customs Union "new" and "estab

lished" enterprises' are'guaranteed preferential'export duties. In-

addition, the markets of the Government and^the armed forces are also

reserved for. them on a priority basis,

(iv)' Long-term fiscal- regimes

122. Most of the investment codes of ex-French colonies, as indicated

above, have created special fiscal regimes of ordinary law and beneficiary

enterprises. Mali, Guinea and Upper 'Volta are exceptions to this xule.~/
These three countries'have enacted Investment Codes specially for priority

enterprises.

123. The majority of the countries mentioned above including Cameroun,

Dahomey,; Gabon, Niger, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville) have established.long-

term fiscal regimes. In most of these cases the beneficiary enterprises

are entitled to enter an establishment convention with the government.

The main'characteristic of the long-term fiscal regime is its importance

. to large industrial and mineral projects. In the main, the long-term

"regime grants stability of taxes to new enterprises for a stipulated :

period. This means that no new taxes can be levied during this period.

Regime C is usually reserved for enterprises of 'economic importance1 in

the'countries mentioned above. The period of stability varies from country

to country, but the average ranged from 20 to-25 years. In Niger the

minimum-period- of.stability is-ten-years,.tfhila in Central African Republic

it goes up -to'.fifty; ... '. ■;.: ■ ■ ■■ ...... :.: ...-. .-.: /.-.'.■ i:

" (v)' Establishment conventions " ■ ■■--■ ■, ■.. ..-. ^■■^..

124, P.Prapanies involving large investments, which are entitled^to'long-

term fiscal arrangements can sign' a special^contract with the governments

according to the conditions provided in the'investment laws. Wiffi-slight

' 1/ It may be noted that Upper Volta is a member of the WesV$rfc>ap"i Customs
Union and. 5.onseU de. 1J entente.. It. also has a special agreement regard-

' ■ "■ ing free" feaie'zone with Ghanan: f Upper TTolta is also an associate membering free"
of the European Community-
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variations, the same rules apply in Algeria? Cameroun, Dahomey* Gabon,

Guinea, Ivory Coast,. Madagascar and Niger. Already, certain large.

companie&-4re operating under this system.

125. Some of the conditions of entering into an agreement defining the

obligations of the State and the enterprise are specified below.

126. Certain guarantees on the period of stability are given by the

State. These assume unaltered continuation of certain legalj economic

■ajid financial conditions, particularly as regards to transfer of funds

an<L non-discrimination with respect to legislation. The stability of .

the marketing of products, entry and freedom of movement of workers and

employment^ freedom in selecting suppliers, preference in obtaining

supplies of raw materials and allocation of foreign exchange are often

among the terms of contract. There is usually a clause precluding the

State from any responsibility for losses, expenses and failure to make

profits due to development of new techniques or any other development

beyond its control.

■"■*■■■■ 2/
127. A typical example may be taken from the Central African Republic.—'

The draft of this Convention is prepared by the mutual consent of the two

parties and the Minister interested in the project. It is then submitted

to the opinion of the Investment Commission. Finally the Council of

Ministers issued a decree.

128. :In English la^r, the procedure is slightly different. An example

can be taken from the agreement of Volta Aluminium Company Ltd, .The

master agreement sets out the respective rights and obligations of the

Company for a period ending thirty years follovring the commencement of

the smelter operations. A special act entitled Volta River Development

was passed to enable the Government to offer guarantees outside the

l/ For example, MIFERM& in Mauritania, FRIA in Guinea, Uranium de Franceville
in Gabon.

2/ There are several other examples in "les codes d'investissement" by J.

Loyrette in Penant, April - May 1963*
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ordinary law of contrao-ts. As a result of the stabilized tax regime

accorded to VALCO, a number of exemptive orders became necessary and these

included a resolution by Parliament under the Customs Law, Jfririerals Duty

Ordinance, Purchase Tax Act, Compulsory Saving Act9 and Income Tax . :

Ordinance* ^ . y

129. The legal character of these agreements is not very clear. Because

of the fact that they often involve the Si5ate, they are not, striotly

speaking, oontracts of private law. The question whether violation of

any.olause gives rise to legal responsibility on the part of the State

is not settled by law. The main reason,is that when case law on this -

subject evolved, legal, political and economic conditions were very .,: :

different. At the turn of the century, the questions of national, cpntrpl.

over national resources or nationalization of foreign property were.rare.

(f) Arbitration

130. Arbitration signifies a process for the settlement of disputes based

on the consent of the parties,-^ Not all the investment laws have provided

for arbitration. Out of a total of twenty six investment laws in Africa,

twelve have specific provisions concerning arbitration. In Ivory Coast,

Liberia, Libya, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia and'the United Arab Republic, there1

are no special provisions on arbitration. In case of dispute, either of

the parties resort to ordinary law or depend upon any remedies provided ■'

in the terms of contract. ■ ■ ■ ' ■< - ' f

131. Most of the codes, especially from ex-French colonies, contain

procedures'for the appointment of arbitrators. The general praotioe is

that one arbitrator is appointed by each of the party to the dispute. -;

l/, E.A.K. Akupko, Impact of Legislation, Taxation Subsidies and Tariffs
on the Volta River Pro.ject negotiations. Paper presented to United
Nations Conference in thejApplication of Science arid Technology for
tfce Benefit of the-Less Developed Areas. E/CONF. 3910/8. 26 September.

1962.

2/ Arbitration is to be contrasted with conciliation or mediation in which

the-rdle of the: third party is td persuade the parties ih a dispute-to
accept a settlement,rather than impose upon them a binding decision.
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The third, according to the majority of Codes, is appointed ~by the consent

of the two-partiee*

132. In the event that this consent is not forthcoming, as it'happens quite

often, the code or law indicates the procedure of choosing the third

arbitrator. It is in the choice of the third member of the team of

arbitrators that the law of several countries show differences.

133. According to the Investment Code ofChad, the third arbitrator is ;

appointed by the International Court of Justice. In Dahomey, this right "

is given to a highly qualified authority designated by the agreement or

selected from the judiciary of the country of the investor. Niger

recommends that the third arbitrator should be the Vice-President of the

National Court," while Somalia designates the President of its Court of

Justice. According to Upper Volta, the third arbitrator ought to be

"highly qualified", and must be named in the contract of investment.

13.4. The Code of Mauritania states.that the. settlement of disputes . .

resulting from implementation of a commercial agreement may become

subject to an international tribunal- "the terms of which will be set

forth in.the agreement". But failure to meet the obligation stipulated

under government license can be submitted:upon initial judgement by a

Mauri.tanxan tribunal to arbitration, which bars further proceedings.

135- In only two cases the law gives the parties the right to determine

their own procedure in the contract.- The Investment Code of Guinea , .-■ r

stipulates that disputes arising over the validity, interpretation or

application of the clauses of conventions of establishment of approved ■:

enterprises "shall in each particular case be the subject of arbitration...

proceedings^ 4he.details of which shall, be determined by- agreement' between

the parties".- The Investment Code of the "Central African Republic," while

giving the right of settling the procedure to the parties, adds that the

procedure must contain,inter alia, the method of appointment of the two ■

arbitrators designated.- The third.arbitrator, in default of consent of

the" parties, is to bo "a highly qualified":person who should also'be named

in the conventon.
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136. In all,the oases mentioned above, except in Chad,, the parties to

the dispute choose the panel of arbitrators. In Chad, the third

;arbitrator is-ohosen;by outside judicial agency such as the International

Court of Justice. 'The new Investment Act in Ghana :has introduced a new

element. -Rather than appoint national arbitrators or oall in a,judicial

agency to appoint them, it stipulates that 'in case of dispute ,pn -the

amount of compensation1 in the event of nationalization, the matter

shall "be .referred to an arbitrator appointed by the parties, and failing

such appointment, to arbitration through the agency of the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development. In almost all cases the

majority decision is binding,-11 ... ,_

137. The existence of an arbitration clause signifies that the commercial

agreements between the government and thj3 enterprise is respected and

will produce impartial results in case of controversies. Furthermore,

the effect of an arbitration clause- is^hat it leads to the development

of -settled practice. There may 'emerge-gradually, certain customs,:and

■ principles whi.ch lend certainty ,to transactions. In the case of a -

foreigi investor, an arbitration, clause wall entitle him to seek the

intervention of his Government on the gr.ound,.of denial of justice. .,

JV Direction of legal change . .

-138. At any given moment in the process .of defining economic policy or

formulating a development plan, existing, legislation has to be taken

into account. The.existing legislation may represent,as it does in

several cases in Africa, survival of outmoded ideas on law and eoonomicss

some constitutional provisions protecting private property, some tax

laws giving exclusive rights to produce, import or transport anything,

some legislation affecting foreign exchange usually reflecting past

political content. Whatever the merit of thesejrules and laws, at the

time, they can hardly be expected to form.an adequate legal basis for

economic development in the years to come.

1/ In some cases there is a right to appeal to the National Court,
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139* To implement a clearly defined development policy, it is necessary

tOfSpell out the detailed legislative needs in correspondence with the

economic objectives. Present investment laws in Africa suffer from the

same general weaknesses as the current development plans. The ..general

requirement for both is a coherent stretegy of development. The.actual

formulation of an.investment programme envisages equally an outline of

a clear legal strategy. . , ,. .

140, Although sbme of the ex-French territories have attempted in their

codes to define and clarify their policy, there is still considerable

room for a better co-ordination between the development plan :and invest

ment law. These two are usually formulated by different ministries* It

would not be untrue to state that the left hand often does, not knpw.what

the; right hand is doing. . The countries under English influence suffer

from nearly complete lack of cohesion on the legal, level. ..Except in the

pase of Ghana? there is no country where it is easy to discover what the

Investment Laws are., Even working through an assortment of regula

tions dealing with imports, customs, foreign exchange, taxation, etc.,

may not suffioe to form a clear image. It may be suggested that in this

age of the written word, investment laws need to be expressed in one

easily accessible and understandable legal instrument. There is an

.urgent needrj,.:therefore, for African countries, acting at a continental

or at a sub-regional level, to get together to co-ordinate their legal

practices, procedures and provisions concerning the issue discussed below.

(a) One of the most important area of investment law concerns

: approved or priority industries. The need for defining

concrete areas of investment is extremely important so^that

in the mind of a potential Investor there is no room for;

• ■ vagueness or misunderstanding. Once the areas of investments

are olear-cut, the exact mechanism through which they would be

channelled acquires considerable significance.
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(b) ' The already existing investnient xombissions, development

' "■ corporations, and other government agencies "could be strength-

: ened; administratively and structurally, to achieve the

desired result.' These agencies can then help adequately, in

the formulation! "&t implementation of the development plans,

' Their composition is import from the point of view of policy-

making.' If it^is assumed that development involves the

entire sbciety^^then: it.nesessarilyfollows that decision-

- making should involve.technical experts from all related fields,

-.. Some of the oodes.under study have already,* nucleus for this

. type of development agencies. . . -..- : .

(c) there exist abundant literature and^controversy on the question

6t cheating adequate climate for foreign investments. Yet

' neither in capital-exporting nor in capital-imputing countries,

is there clarity on the precise needs of the investor and the

"■" recipient/investment laws can perhaps incorporate special

and separate provisions defining the rights and obligations of

a foreign investor. Local participation, treatment of foreign

exchange, transfer of profits, tax benefits and,in general,the

' security of investments could all be defined'point by point.

Here again the countries influenced by Snglish legal.system

■ need considerable.consolidation of their legal provisions. It

is customary in Snglish law to,leave questions of nationaliaa-

-■■■■'-■■ tion to conventions rather than written legal provisions. This

tendency is still reflected fci the investment laws of many

countries in Africa. Concerning the question of repatriation

of capital and profits, there appears to be no concrete.policy

on the part of the African Governments.-;.- There ia often-a:,:

tendency, to use this as an economic inducement without haying

full regard of its future-impact on the balance of:,payment**

:- ■ : ^situation of the capital-importing countries. ..Strict provisions

regarding reinvestment of accrued earnings are, as a result,
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■'■' ; eitxemely "rare in Africa.. A positive tendency is visible in

:" the African laws concerning a clause on employment of national

labour. SeveraT:criteria havB been used,\regaxding the amount

"of remuneration^ type of jobs or number, of employees. But

there is great scope1.for incorporating in the laws a bolder

programme of insisting on ..the training of nationals.

(d) The most complex and perhaps the most important subject relates

to various types"of economic incentives offered to the investors.

It appears that tax laws, except for exemptions on import duties

on oertain products, so far have little relation to needs of

future economic development.: They have been generally drafted

to obtain positive revenues without giving serious considera-

■ 7:tions to their'T economic- effects. "Tax holiday" and other

concessions' often tend to oreatei a spirit of deliberate

competitiveness on the part of capital-importing countries in

Africa. There is thus a need to harmonize, tax policies with

a view to channel investments in ©elected area and obtain

revenues for defined public purposes. Fiscal policy in a

developing country oan be a much more effective tool in the

■; handsof the State than it has been so far in Africa.-'

(e) There are today as many tax la:rs as countries iri Africa.—

Perhaps there is a basis fbr the suggestion that-fiscal

incentives for industrial development could be unified so as

to avoid harmful' efforts of a haphazard system' of customs

duties and taxation,—' ' '■'■■■

l/" United Nations: B'ittancing. of Economic;Development (third Report),
, E/3665?.. 28. .^Tune 1962.

ZJ: Wi,th the.:,expeption. of a few States who belong to'the West African

Customs Union and Equatorial/Customs' Union; "■ ':

ECLA, Studies on Central America,' (0CE/gIF/i/d.■'?.! arid-E/CH.12/CCE/llO).
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141. The procedure of settling disputes needs to beregulated in a manner

which creates confidence in the mind of the investor and yet does not

infringe the long-term national interest. There are already countries

wh,o h>ave. provided an. arbitration clause. There is always a difficulty

in choosing the third, arbitrator., thus oreating .the ne,e.<i in. case 'of_

failure, to turn to spme judicial, agency. An African, court of.Tarbitra

tion, along the lines of the Permanent Court of Arbitration created by

the Hague Convention of 18993 could be established to give impartial

awards.—' It should also be:: possible- for African'countries ;ioget~

together" to draft an all-African convention on commercial arbitration,

2/
as has already been done in Europe.—1 ■ '

l/ Later■,followed by various treaties on compulsory arbitration, e.g.,,

LOCOMO Treaty 1928, The General Treaty of Inter-Amerloan Arbitration

■1929*; ■■-■■' ■■ ■■ ■ -■■■ ■■ ' ■ ■: '■ " -■■

2/'E0B Final^Act artd European Convention on International Commercial :'

Arbitration,, 21 April 1961? Geneva.
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PART II

INVESTMENT LAtfS AND REGULATIONS

1. ALGERIA

■The National Assembly of Algeria adopted an Investment Code in July
1/

1963.-/ It defines general and particular guarantees and the rights and

obligations concerning investments. The Code is equally applicable to

investments which bring in foreign capital.

I. Government policy, public and private sectors.

The Investment Code specifies the role of the State in these wordss

"The government shall intervene, by means of public investments, in

establishing national or mixed economy companies with the participation

of foreign or national capital, to secure the conditions necessary to

the achievement of a socialist economy, particularly in those sectors

of activity tvhich are of vital importance to the national economy".

II. Approved enterprises (Des entreprises agreees)

According to the Code approved enterprises are those which "have

a satisfactory financial plan, use modern or appropriate equipment and

which, by reason of their location or sector of activity, contribute to

the economic development of the country in accordance with government

plans and programmes".

III. Executive agencies

1. The National Investment Commission

(a) Composition

The Commission is presided by the Director-General of Planning and

Economic Research. It is composed of the Directors of Industrialization,

Budget^and Treasury. A representative from each of the Ministries' of

Foreign Affairs, Labour, Public Jorks and Transport, and the Ministers

concerned with the project are als-o members,. T;;o members of parliament

1/ Law No. 63-277s 26 July, 1963
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and a representative of UGTA—{ attend the Commission. Among others who .

participate in the Commission's activities are the Director-General of

the Ciasse algerienne de developpement and the Director of the Central

Bank of Algeria. . .

(b) Procedure

The application for obtaining advantages under the code, must

state inter alia9 the size of investment? the number of jobs the project

is likely to create/ the techniques likely to be utilized in the activity,

the indirect effects of investment and the volume of production destined

for export. The rate at which an enterprise is likely to train skilled .-J

persons must also be stated. In addition it must indicate the volume

of new capital which an enterprise is likely to import.

The admission of an approved enterprise under the regime created

by the code takes the form of a ministerial decree after, the reoanimenda^-

tion of the Investment Commission has been given.

2- La Caisse algerienne de developpement

2J
This new institution was created 6n 10 May? 1963—'. Its principal

aim is to develop Algerian economyo—' The function of this "Fund" %s to

finance investments which envisage some contribution to national economic

objectives. Its assistance? according to its charter, will take,, ttie-form.

of medium and long-term credits. As far as short-term, credits ar_e ._ ... , ■

concerned, the "Fund" will only act as a guarantor for the other banks.. ..,.

unless "economic considerations certify" to the contrary,

IV, Foreign capital .--

The .main guarantee introduced by the code provides that nb.-eS:prd.$ria-

tiori' c^an: take place "before the amortization" of/ the!invested capiial has

1/ Union .generale des travailleurs a,lgeriens. ,. •.■.■■■■■■.:.

2/ Official.Journal, 10 and 21 Mays 1963. ' '

3/. Its. formation imp^ementi the "Progranime. of Tripoli", whitch outlined
"national economic policy* and plan, ,
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been assured". The code stipulates three types of benefits for the

foreign investors

1. State protection against competition within the framework of

the Government's policy on import duties.

2. Assistance of State financial bodies for the purpose of

obtaining loans for equipment.

, . . 3. Government orders for supplies for public works and the State.

A foreign firm Can only be expropriated according to the proper

legal procedure and after adequate compensation has been arranged.

All foreign firms will "be treated on a non-discriminatory basis

with regard to legal rights and the allocation of Government contracts

provided' they contribute to the economic development of the country as

defined in the Development Flan.

V. Economic benefits

(a) Approved enterprises (entrepriseS agreees)

The benefits under the code for all "approved enterprises" include

total or partial exemption from the laws of transfer. A position of the

real estate in establishing or extending an enterprise is also exempted

from tax.-' Total or partial refund on taxes is also granted on all

imports which will benefit industry and commerce. The duration of these

exemptions must not exoeed five years. In addition? State or public

corporation loans can be given to enterprises at discretion.

Xf Compare the earlier decreess

(l) Art.3, Decree of 27 December, I960, established the amortization
of "biens d'equipement", which was calculated according to a system
of "degressif d'amortissement". Sees Bulletin des Chambres. No. 380
and 145.

(ii) According to art. 31-10 of Algerian Code of Taxes, a certain materials
of construction enumerated therein benefit from the reduction of taxes

by 6 per cent.(The general rate being 12.80 per cent). The list of
this-article was completed by a note 462/463 F/I.g/a/399, 23 August*
I960, and a new circular No.1.152 F/Lg/a/399, 29 June, 1961.
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(b) Enterprises under a convention (entreprises conventionees)

Any enterprise which presents a programme of more than five million

NP pn fixed capital, creates employment for more than a hundred people

and invests in industries which have been given priority status by the

Government can enter into a convention.

Enterprises under the convention are entitled to a stabilized tax

regime for a period not exceeding fifteen years, return of interest on

loans contracted and full or part exoneration "from import taxes on raw

materials.

A general guarantee again3t foreign competition in the customs

domain is also given under the ooie.

(o) Repatriation: of capital , ■. .-.

Both (a) and (b) can benefit from the facilities of transferring

funds under the Code. The general rule is that transfer of fifty

per cent annually of the net profits would be allowed. The' transfer

baok of the total capital invested (namely in ten annual instalments)

is also guaranteed.

All other foreign firms which do not fall under either (a) or (b)

are only guaranteed transfer of capital under the exchange control

regulations currently in force.

VI. Other Provisions

(a) The guarantees and advantages extended by this Investment Code

are without prejudice to any other guarantees which ar«

: contracted by Algeria with other States and international

arganizations.

(b) The code does not mention the procedure-py which a dispute or

: ■ a claim, can be settled. -, ■-._ ,.-., .,■;
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2. CAMEROUN

The basic legislation on investments in Cameroun was passed by the

National Assembly on June 27, 1960.i/ The aim of the law as stated in
■the introduction of the Code is "to contribute to the realization of

■the Development Plan". It adds that the criteria of acceptance of

benefits under the Code require that the objectives of the Development

Plan are fulfilled. .--..,■■ ..... . .

I. Priority enterprises :

A priority enterprise, according to the Investment Law, is that

which is regarded "as being of special importance to the economic

development of Cameroun11.-' Whether a new agricultural or industrial

enterprise constituted in whatever legal form has priority or not is

determined by an Investment Commission. Under the general articles of

.the code there does not exist any specific description of priority

enterprises. However, four 'priority schedules' describe the types of

industry which^are: exempted from import duties and taxes.

1. Schedule A . : . ■ :

Under this schedule, equipment, machines and tools which are directly

used for production and processing and raw materials used for manufaotur-

ing operations are exempted from import duties and taxes.'*'

2. Schedule B ' ■

Firms which are approved under this schedule receive all the benefits

1/ Law No. 60-64 was promulgated before the formation of the Federal
Republic in October, 1961. (Republic of Cameroun and British Trust
Territory of Southern Camerouns). This ^aw;is applicable within the
entire Republic. " :

■''■2/'"Title I,: art. 1. .

3/ In accordance with a system called 'usine exercee* or fspecial plant1
defined by Section V Art. 121, k-n, Decret No. 60-135, 11 July, i960,
reorganizing the general Code on direct imports. Journal Officiel.
Yaounde, 13 July, I960.
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of Schedule A with some additional benefits. '•

'"• ->,." Schedule C

'under this schedule, firms are accorded -special status' by the'

Investment Code. They are considered "to be of particular importance

in assisting the execution of the economic and social development plan".

The 'special status' is granted on the ground that they are deemed to

engage in "priority productive activity". The 'special status- enter

prises must conclude with the Government -Convention d'etablissemenf

(establishment agreement) for a fixed term of not less than twenty years.

The "Convention d-etablissement" specifies inter alia the general

conditions of operation, minimum equipment and production programme and

the obligations of' the firm as: regards professional training. The

Government on its part istgWe certain general^aranteesvrhish include

economic and financial Ability' for transfer of funds arid marketing

of goods, freedom of movement and employment of the workers; free choice

of suppliers of materials and servioeW;'and-renewal of permits in forest

and mining.

Facilities are also,provided for the use of hydraulic, electric and

other resources required for operations and conveying products to the

place of shipment.

The convention provideB the procedure to terminate the agreement

and describes the circumstances of its cancellation.' A clause by which

the State is absolved from any responsibility to compensate for.;.losses,

debts or technical deficiencies is also included. '■ ■'

4. Schedule D.

This schedule provides for long-term tax stabilization for a period

authorization of the Minister of Finance,

2/ The Government requires legislative authority to conclude Wch an
agreement.
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of not more than twenty-five years. To this are added normally five

years for installation.—'

During the period of stability, no other regulation-iti force is

applied to the enterprises which are enjoying special "benefits unless

they choose to revert to the normal system. : ■-■■-.--■:

II • Executive Agencies

1. Investment Commission- (Commission des investissements)

The Commission is the sole" authority which reviews applications;by

enterprises wishing to be treated under any of the above mentioned

Schedules. _-:_ ._:. ■■.'... ■ ■ ■■.■■■■.

(a) Composition ■ ■ ■■

The Commission is composed of ministers representing ' tne' following

ministries:, The. Minister of Planning is the chairman. Other ministers

are frpm National Economy, Finance, Labour and Social Legislation, " Apart

from these representatives* there are two members of the National Assembly,

the directors of the Plans Customs, Central Bank and Credit du Cameroun;

Two representatives each from GICAM (inter Professional Group for the

Study and Co-ordination of Economic Interests of Cameroun)? and Economic

Council5 and one representative from the study' group: for the development

of Cameroun. •

(b) Procedure

An application must be made to the Minister of National Economy

stating the reasons in support of the request. The approval of the

application takes the form of a decree of the Council of Ministers which

entitles the applicant to all the benefits under-the investment code.

If the application is rejected, the applicant has the right to a speoial

appeal to the committee composed of the Prime Minister, Ministers of

Finance, National Economy and Planning. , ■ • . .-

1/ TMs convention, like the one under schedule C, requires legislative
authority, ' : ; ..
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2.. Camerounian Development Bank , ... ;

Another institution which provides a new channel of; financial

assistance to industry, is called Banque camerounaise da developpement.

It was.established soon after the investment code c:ame into force :in

1961. The aim of the Bank, as seated in its statute, is to bring its

technical and financial assistance in the implementation of any project

capable of promoting economic and social development in Cameroun. The

Bank gives financial assistance by way of direct loans, and "consortium

loans". But its main function is to act as a "caisse des investissements"

to finance projects of economic and social interest to the country

already approved by the Commission.

Ill. Foreigft capital

The Code applies to all investments, domestic and foreign, and does

not stipulate any. special provisions for foreign capital.

IV* Economic benefits

1. Tax exemptions . ..: .

The exemptions from taxation under the Investment Code are granted

aooording to the schedule to which the enterprises belong.

Schedule A. ;■ ■

(a) ■:,A reduoed rate, of export duty is decreed by the Minister.6£

Finance for those firms which prepare manufactured or. processed

...:•■•. .articles exported by approved enterprises. /■■,.■■<, ,,..

1;; (b) Approved firms are exempted' for five years from the consumption

;'r "fax of five per cent levied on all articles sold iiTtJameroun.

Schedule B.

-. Enterprises under this schedule enjoy the following concessions. i

. (a) Exemption from tax on industrial and commercial profits for the

first five years of operation. (Normal amortization shown in
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the accounts for the first five years may be set off, a;gainst

taxation for the' years under authority from the

(bj Exemption during^the same five years from business license

fees (;;atente) and from land; mining and forestry taxes.

/ :2j; - ixpjp^-.tegia tax- .s;ch;edu-lfo (Ilpgim.e fiscal de lpngue duree)

■'! ''S-che'dules'C arid D ' ■ ■' :" ' ■'• ■ ■-1 ' • ■ ■ - : ■■'■■ < :—:

Enterprises acc.ordeii ."special status", must sign a special conven

tion with the government. The tax provisions applied to them are

tfteer* i!n''stiJtute^' -iiir^^Sfi^^iicii^i-te

£& '$££ whole "cdiih'try7 jex<Jeptr Western

Cameroun. ; , . ,. .

During the period of tax stability the assessment, rate and method

of collection of all taxes and duties must remain the same as from the -

beginning. Any firm under this system may also receive in addition

2/
benefits under the ordinary taxation system on application.-^ The regime

generally does not affect the tax rates of the Investment Code, but grants

additional advantages and benefits.

V. Arbitration . . . ■

Each of the parties may nominate an arbitrator under the Code in

case of a dispute between the Government and the enterprise concerning

the 'interpretation and the application of the oonvention d!etatilissement.

A tMrd. party, is .nominated-by agreement of the two par.ties> failing which

any other competent authority may be appointed. The majority determines

their own procedure and decides cases which are final and "binding."""'"

1/ The provision of the general tax code regarding tax exemption on, re- J
invested profits shall remain in effect until 31 Deoember 1980.y"

2/ Decree No. 62-DF-293* Regime de la taxe unique a la production, Yaounde
7 August, 1962.
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3. CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

The Hational Assembly of the Central African Republic adopted an

Investment C;ode on, 1^. December, 1962.-' It stipulates that the establish

ment of all industrial, agricultural and mineral activities is free in

the Republic, Exception is made, however, in the case of certain

activities which cannot be started without authorisation--Wofr-afeatfotis

of !general interest1 or 'public order1. These activities are:not

defined in the Code. ... -..-■..

The Constitution""Btates, inter alia» that the rate of taxes,:£inancial

regime, oreation of public and mixed societies, nationalization anal transfer

of property from the public to the private sector - all these subjects

must be regulated by the authority of law.

I. The Investment Code

The Investment Code establishes two regimes ordinary law (droit

commun) and beneficiary (privilegies).

A. Benefioiary regime

. The regimet entitled privilegies or beneficiary applies to enter

prises which were defined by the Equatorial Custom Union Convention on

11 November i960. This convention classifies beneficiary enterprises

in three separate parts: ■

Regime A: applies to enterprises the activities of which are limited

within the national territory.

v , Regime B: applies to enterprises the markets of which extend to

countries of one or more members of the Equatorial Custom

Union.

Xj Law. No. 62.355. .-■: . : .

2/ Ordinal constitution adopted on 5 February, 1959.. Later ajnended on
17 November,i i960, 21 April, 1961, and 21 December, 1962. The sigiific-

anoe of inserting this clause appears to be that these matters are

taken out of the administrative sphere.
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Regime C: applies to enterprise which can obtain a long-term fisoal

stability.

Apart from the above, any enterprise can conclude an establishment

convention with the Government.

II. Approved enterprises...... '/.'.-.

New enterprises to qualify as "approved" under the Code oturt

contribute to the economic and social development of the country by

investing in important sectors. It is obligatory under the law that

the proposed investment makes arrangements for training nationals in

specialized jobs.. -Approved status" is granted by a deoreeto the

following enterprises: , ■

- Industrial crop undertakings and processing installations.

- Industrial undertakings for the processing of vegetable and

animal products. ,. :, ■

Other enterprises entitled to approved status must engage in activ

ities which include supplying equipment for tourists, mining industries

engaged in extraction and exploitation of mineral substances; production

of energy and petroleum, and mineral research.

III. Executive Control

The, application to be qualified for approved status must be addressed

to the Minister of national Economy. It must contain particulars of legal,

economic, financial and technical position of the proposed enterprise. It

.must opeoify the stageo in which the trained nationals will ultimately

replace foreign personnel employed by the firm.

IV. Foreign capital

There are no special provisions in the Code relating-""to- the entry

of foreign capital and tne: rights of remittance of fuhdsv- Eut activities

.of all; foreign firms in this area are subject to regime B. .
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V. Economic benefits

1. Beneficiary enterprises

Regime A

According to the customs legislation in force, installation of

machinery and equipment benefits from reduced rates of entry and turn

over tales. The period of exemption is determined by the nature and

importance of the activity. Raw materials which are an essential part

of manufactured products or which destroy their original quality in

the process, of production are also exempted fsom customs duties.

The agreement under regime A can be withdrawn in case of any default

when the Minister'of National Economy has the authority to hear explana

tions. During the period of stabilization of fiscal regime all'other

rules and laws on taxation are not applicable. :- .:....:.

Regime B

This regime is accorded by the Committee of the Customs Union.

The method of assessment and the manner in which taxes are levied on

regime B are determined by the terms of the agreement.

In general, regime B is entitled to benefit from reduced rates on

entry on installation machinery and equipment and exemption from taxes

on raw materials utilized for manufactured products.

During the period of stabilization all benefits accorded to regime

A also apply to regime B mutatis mutandis. Conditions of withdrawal

from "benefits are also the same as in regime A.

Regime C . ...-.;

This.4,s,.reserved for enterprises desoribed as 'capital importance'

to the economic development of the country investing exceptionally ...high

1/ The single tax system applicable to this regime was codified \>T*5tV~
12/60, 17 May, 1961, by the Conference of the Heads of States of the

Customs Union.
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amounts of capital. The procedure of establishment is similar to that

of regime A except that in the case of regime C, the long-term fiscal

stability cannot be extended for more than fifty years. As far as the

tax benefits are concerned, during the period of stability, enterprises

are accorded exemption from all types of taxes, charges and duties.

In the case of regime C the withdrawal from benefits is first

reported to the Minister of National Economy. Later the reasons of

default are transmitted to a Consultative Committee consisting of the

President of the Republic and three other experts one each nominated

by the President and enterprise and the third by the agreement of the

two experts. The Consultative Committee after consideration of the

default presents a report stating the opinion of the majority of the
arbitrators.

Establishment convention ...

All enterprises which are given priority under the Development-

Plan can"enter an agreement with the Government. The convention is

prepared by the mutual consent of the parties and "the minister interested ■

in the project after which it is submitted to the Investment Commission^

The Council of Ministers issues a decree formalizing the convention, the

period-.of.-which must: exceed ten years...

The general conditions of exploitation, programme of equipment^ the -
rate .of. production, the number of,.skilled.workers, the destination of

products and other obligations are all seated in this Convention,

On the part of the State, the legal, economic and financial'guarantees

are extended. These guarantees include the freedom of choice of skilled

workers and suppliers including distribution of quotas. Facilities of

other resources, necessary for exploitation during the processes of

operation are also guaranteed.

1/ Not established by the Code,
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In case of any dispute about the validity or interpretation of the

clauses, the;Convention 'alsofixes the procedure of arbitration.

2. Ordinary lav

Under this regime the investment code grants customs and fiscal

advantages to private investments.

Customs exemptions ._ .

(a) Certain type of equipment^.used for geological purpose and

research in prospecting, laboratory equipment anf products

destined for 'bones des farrages' in exempted, from, entry

, ■ ,. ..(b). ^QhemicaX products indispensable for industrial; and mineral,

. ; , activities, all'lubricants and ra^ mat,©rialsrnec,essary, for

semi-finished products get oertain benefits of reduced; ?.ates.

(o) Temporary exemption from entry and.export .tax ^s granted; to

mil produote transferred from local materials destined for

export, . .
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•■■■■- ■'• '. ,-:.:'-.;:4.v CHAD'..-. ....

The Republic of Chad promulgated an Investment Code "on- August ;•.

26, 1963-/ creating two regimes of ordinary law ;an,cl beneficiary

enterprises, specifically for ..private investments.

I. Government policy * ' ' ' '• .■■'-•. ■-..■:■-,-;■■•.■

According to a policy statement, no particular .industry or a set

of industries is reserved by.rthe Government. There is.an indication

that the "Government would-participate; in. diverse, enterprises. The

nature of the enterprises' .and,-thej, criteria on which the Government would

participate are not mentioned,

: 2/
The'Development Plan published :in November 196l,-y states generally

that industries relating to the exploitation of mineral resources,

development1 of energy^ agricultural output.and fisheries would be given

II. Approved enterprises" j ■■'■■" ■■■■;■■■, •r-:,..-,. ..-,,...

The Investment Code describes 'approved' ente.rp^'is.es which benefit

from regime privilegie in this way:

Industrial enterprises engaged in transforming processes and

utilizing local raw materials, stockfarming and fishing, manufacturing

consumer goods, real estate and all other engaged in mineral research

and exploitation and petroleum products. Enterprises which are involved

in the production of energy and investigation of touristic sights are

also included in this category,

III. Executive agency

The Code establishes an Investment Commission-'of which the Minister

of Economy is the President.

1/ Decree No. I56/PR.

gj Economie et plan de developpement, Republique du Chad, RepubUque

francaise Ministere de la cooperation? p. 9

The Commission has the right to consult anyone whom it considers to be

a person of qualification and competence. Any meeting of the Commission

to be valid must have seven members present including the President, In

case of a division, the President's vote is decisive.
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(a) Composition . . . ..: . .

It consists of the Ministers of Finance and the minister particularly

interested in the proposed investment. The Director-General of Planning

and two members from the National Assembly are members of the Commission.

Others include Directors of Planning and Development, Economic Affairs,

Customs and Indirect Taxes, Direct Taxes^ Development :Bank: and a

representative each from Chambers of Commeroe and Industry, Agriculture

:and Mines, . ■■■..- ;

(b) Procedure : : '"■■■■di

After the Commission has taken into account all the aspects of the

investment, it submits its opinion to the C^un-cJ-riQf iMLnis-ters? Regimes

^A :and 0-=^are accorded approved status by a decree^of the Council of

Ministers, and regime B by an act-,of the Executive Committee of the ECU

on the recommendation of the Council of Ministers._;

Function

The factors that are taken" into consideration by-the Commission

before an enterprise is considered qualified under the Code are the

importance of the investment and the amount of capital it brings in*

Other elements related .to, participation in the National Development Plan,

creation of jobs for the nationals and utilization of modern equipment,

IV. Foreign capital - ■"■" - ■■— --'-"- --- —-"-■-■

1. Nationalization ,

There is ftp. specific regulation in^jthe. Investment Code on national

ization. The ordinary law of Chad guarantees fair compensation exoept

in cases where a particular property or an"TndusTfy is sequestered by

the Government for 'special reasons'.

-i/ For eaoh-enierpriae the agreement fixes the^duration of benefits,

enumerates the activiti.es ^offirwliioA, apprpve^, status is granted and

defines the rights and obligations of' the "parties.
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2. Repatriation of capital and income

There are no restrictions on transferring both capital and inoome

to the Franc Zone. As regards investments from other areas, the prior

authority and agreement of the government must be obtained.

3» Hon-di soriminat ion

- A special provision of the Investment Code guarantees foreign

personnel equal treatment of the law with nationals. The same social

legislation is applied to them and they benefit equally from the labour

laws and are granted the right to participate in trade union activities.

(V) Economic benefits

!• Regime At is applicable to enterprises whose activities are

concentrated in Chad and is accorded for a period of not more than

fifteen years, . . .,..

(a) Custom duties and indirect taxess Reduced duties and taxes

are applicable to the importation of certain equipment and

raw materials listed in the custom legislation in force at

the time.

Products manufactured by an, enterprise insid^ ,the

territory are wholly exempted from internal turnover,.tax

(Taxe but le chiffre d'affaires) but may be levied consump

tion tax which is variable and the duration of which is fixed

by a Decree. However, this tax should.in no case be higher

than the one imposed under ordinary law.

(b) Direct taxess The following exemptions are granted under the

General Tax Code.

(i) All new constructions are exempted for a temporary period

ranging from five to ten years from "contribution fonciere

■• ■ - ; des proprietes. b&ties". .. ■ . ......
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(ii)':All new land utilised for raising cattle and sowing is

temporarily exempted for a period-of three to six years

. -fr-m »"""^'"«"n fonder* *«*■ propriety non.baties".

(iii) Temporary exemption from ■py

a peripdi^f^hEee years :is granted to^ew factories.

. r Beductions are also made from income tax on reinvested profits

accruing from new constructions used for agricultural and industrial

■ , ■ .purposes. -. . . .. ■ .-. .- .- : , . ':-:■■

2. Berime B:^iS:*ccOrded for a fixed period which,must not. exceed

15 years and applies.only to enterprises whose market includes the

Jj:,(, territory of two or more .status of the Equatorial CustbmS'Union.

(a) Customs duties and indirect taxes :■. ;..

Enterprises under regime B are «AjepJ:.tp; a. BinjleJax system.2
The. granting of preferential treatment under this regime automatically

includes the. following "benefits: .. ., ;. ... .

(i) Entry of plant equipment and other equijmenV at the, reduced

import duty rates and turnover tax rates for importation

provided fcy custom legislation in force. .

(ii) Exemption from the import duties and taxes levied on the raw

materials utilized for finished manufactured' gWasr

:, (iii) Exemption;from all internal taxes on manufactured goods and

raw materials of local origin. .,

isss:
Committee of the SOU. in. enterprise may appeal to th
within.sixty clays,

2/ Defined and Codified ^ Act.Ho.. 12/60;lated May IT, I960, as amended
and adopted by the Conference of Heads of State.
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(iv) Exemption from single tax on goods intended for export under

the system of ECU with prior permission of its executive

committee.

3ame clause, as in regime A on government royalties applies

to. regime 3.

Direct taxes and governments royalties

; ' The rates are fixed by -bile Council :of Ministers as .stipulated in

the Act of approval.

All benefits granted under regime B.-which are more favourable must

be authorized by the executive committee of ECU.

Regime C; is granted to iinose enterprises which are of prime

importance to the economic development of Chad and involves exceptionally

large- investments for a period not exceeding twenty years.

(a) Tax benefits and stabilisation

Under regime C are guaranteed stability of basis of assessments,

rates and methods of collection, with respect to revenue., taxes and

duties of all kinds.i' , ■ - , : -; : .

All other benefits extended under regime A can also be applicable
2/

to C by the law of'approval.—'

VI• Arbitration

The settlement of disputes arising over "the application of the

provisions of a contract of establishment and the determination of the

compensation payable must be decided by arbitration. Eao^p.ax.tX must

appoint..an arbitrator. The third arbitrator may "be appointed either by

oonsent of both parties or by the International Court of. Justice.

■ A final decision is rendered by majority vote of arbitrators.

1/ All other regulations in conflict with the provisions of regime C are
not applicable. Any change in the tax system beneficial to an. enter
prise may also be extended on request. ' ' ^r

2/ The same procedure with regard to withdrawal of approval applies to
regime C with the difference that the President after ninety days oan
appoint an Advisory Committee in which an expert from the International
Court of Justice may be appointed. The Committee then draws a report
with the concurrence of the majority of arbitrators.
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5. CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE)

The Congolese National Assembly adopted an Investment Code in. June.,

^ .j.,n conformity with the recommendations agreed by the four
■■ .■„■ ; ■:,.:■;■-■ 2/ "

equatorial States,—' The provisions on investments in the Republic o,f

Congo comprise a system of ordinary law (droit commun) and preferential-.

treatment (regime privilegie).

The preferential treatment consists of three regimes: regime A is

applicable to enterprises whose activity and market are within the

Republics regime B relates to those enterprises who^e activity and

"market include two or more States of the Equatorial Customs Union; and

regime C permits them to obtain "long-term preferential tax treatment"

(regime fisoal de longue duree).

,1. Priority enterprises

The Code accords preferential treatment to the following enter

prises!

Enterprises producing agricultural products; processing vegetable

and mineral products; manufacturing and assembling articles of general

consumption; mining and transport industries; and those engaged in the

production of power, real estate, and stockraising.

The Investment Code specifically excludes all commercial activity

from preferential treatment.

II. Executive agencies

!• Investment Commission

(a) Composition ..„,-.■.. ; .

The Code creates an Investment Commission the Chairman of which: is

the Minister of Finance and Planning. The Commission is composed of the

l/ Law. No.39/61 j" 20 June's 1961? supplementing the general tax code and
■ ammending1 the Code on. registrationf-^stampssi anjd tax oix income from

securities. .. . ,. ...

2/ Central African Republics Chad, Congo (Brazzaville) and Gabon* , :
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Banisters of Industrial Production,. Sconomic Affairs, Agriculture and

Labour. Two members from the National Assembly and Economic and Social

Council are designated to it. One representative each from the Chamber

of .Commerce, Agriculture and Industry are also members. A trade union

representative participates in the activities of the Commission.

(b) Procedure

The application for preferential treatment must be'accompanied by

supporting documents for approval and is submitted to the mnister of

Finance and Planning who later transmits it to the Investment Commission.

(c) Function

In examining whether a proposed project can be accorded preferential

treatment, the Code lays down certain conditions which must be fulfilled.

They relate to participation in the Development Plan, creating employ

ment for nationals and providing technical guarantees for use of equip-'

ment., The main office of the proposed enterprise must be in the ■

Hepublic of Congo.

2. Development Bank ■ .. ■ ■

The National Bank of Congo (WDC) gives financial assistance to

enterprises accorded preferential treatment. They are then entitled

to priority in obtaining foreign exchange for the purchase of capital -

goods and raw materials.

III. Foreign capital

According to the Investment Code, foreign enterprises have the

right to obtain government concessions, authorizations and permits to

conclude public transactions.

(a) Non-discrimination

Foreign personnel can be represented on equal footing with nationals

on "assemblies oonsulaires. They are also accorded same protection with

respect,to trade .marks, patents, commercial labels and other.trade

regulations provided under the ordinary law of the land.
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("b) Transfer of capital

--Under the Foreign Exchange Reflations, the Government grantees

the right to transfer capital. Profits duly entered into books and

funds derived from the termination of an enterprise are also transfer-

able.

IV. Economic benefits

(a) Preferential treatment under regime A cannot be aooorded for

more than ten years. The benefits granted under this system

include reduced import duty of equipment and ratesj>f turnover

' tax provided uy Vue custom l^^-""0'- in foroe* The perl°
of exemption is determined according to the nature of activity.

Exemption from import duties and taxes on raw materials is also

granted to those products which are essential components of

finished'goods. These include those raw materials which lose

their specific quality during manufacturing.

Permission to deduce one-half or all of the sums invested

is also accorded under this regime. Exemption is given from

real estate tax on improved property from five to: twenty-five

, ....... years on new buildings and new land utilized for stockraising

.-.._.... ...and. plants. ,..;■■

(b) Enterprises under regime B are subject to a "single tax"

- - system^the benefits of which are similar to those granted
under regime A concerning reduced import duties. In addition,

under the single tax system there exists exemption from all

internal taxes on manufactured goods, raw materials and

! products of local origin used in manufacturing Goods intended

for export outside .the States of the Equatorial Customs Union

(ECU),.if exempted, nust receive prior approval by its

. .executive committee* .

l/ See .Central African Republic and Chad.
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(c) Enterprises whose establishment involves exceptionally large

.invec+r-.ents are given a long-term preferential treatment which

.. should not exceed twenty years. (To this period may be added

five years for installstion.) The "long-term preferential ■

treatment11 also guarantees stability of basis of assessment,

rates and methods of collection with respect to revenue, taxes

and duties of all kinds.-^

Enterprises under all the three regimes are guaranteed

restrictions on the importation of competitive goods and

preferential export duty. The markets of the Government and

the armed forces are also reserved for them on a priority

■.. . ..(d). Under the General Tax Code? new enterprises are exempted from

ta-es on industrial and commercial projects for five years

and on profits derived from new plantations (their expansion

and improvement) for ten years.

V.. Contract of ostablishment

"Any enterprise ^t?tled to preference under the National Development

Plan may conclude agreement with the Government. This agreement must

state condition which the proposed investment will fulfill and in turn

state guarantees granted to it. This does not include any commitment

by the Government to compensate the enterprise from losses, expenses

and any other chango in the economic situation.

The contract is.issued by the Council of Ministers the period of

which mus't not exceed, ten years. The terms of the agreement include

inter alia the gansral condition of exploitation, the commitment with

respect Co training nationals and other^social and economic benefits.

The Government on its part must guarantee .-stability of legal, economic

and financial condition? particularly as regards transference of funds.

The Government also provides for; non-discrimination with respect to

legislation.

I/Any regulation in conflict with benefits granted under regime C shall
not be appl: o?.ble. Akv change under the ordinary law will apply to
these enterprises on request.
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6. CONGO (LEOPOLDVILLE)

There is as yet no integrated law on investments-Hir'the- Congo.

From the "Fundamental Law Concerning the; Structure of the Congo" and

the ■infdrmatibn.^sent to the secretariat by- the Principal Legal and

Political Adviser, the present position is summarized.-

I. Fundamental law

The Economic and Social Council created by this law gives their

opinions on any draft of hill prepared by the Government relating to

economic and social development. The Councils also act in a consulta

tive capacity on 'any programme of interest to the whole country1.

Foreign exchange policy, customs, the finances of the State,

commercial code and immigration are all matters which are considered to

be within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Centre.

Taxation generally is regulated by a Code which may vary from year

to year. But no privilege in matters of taxation which grants exemp

tions or reduction can be established by an edict or a law. The head

of State or the president of a provincial government is given the power

to grant temporary tax exemptions. However, within three months, a bill

or a draft must be submitted to the legislature for approval.

II. Foreign capital

(a) Nationalization: In an interview given by the Governor of the

National Bank in Rome,^the policy of the Government with
respect to nationalization was stated to be 'firmly opposed1.

(b) Repatriations The Government of the Congo appears to accept

the principle of export of profits resulting from foreign

investments adding that it "is able to give the most formal

assurances to all persons who wish to invest".

1/ May 19, I960.

2/ Arts. 204-206.

lj Africa Heport, February 1963.
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Ill- Other legislation

A new Housing and Hental Control Law signed on 25 June, 1963, exempts

new buildings constructed from rent control to encourage investments in

the building industry.
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7. DAHOMEY

The Republic of Dahomey adopted an Investment Code in December

196lj1-'for. the purpose of 'coinciding private investments with the

Development Plan1, The Code creates two regimes of ordinary law (droit

common)- and preferential treatment (regimes privilegies). There are

three types of preferential regimes: A and B are applicable to small-

scale and medium enterprises, while C is created fO£;;the benefit of

those enterprises which require a long period to install themselves and

involve very high amount of capital. . .

I. Government policy

- - -■-■ .-.-.-■■■■.■ ,■■:... ?/ ■
In the Ten-Year Development Plan—' the details of which were elabora

ted in March i960, general priority was given to economic rather than

social investment. The Plan states that maximum effort would be con

centrated on those economic activities which influence production.

II. Priority enterprises

Under a general provision in the Investment Code preferential'

regimes may be granted to new undertakings in the field of industry,

agricultures mining and in some cases commerce if considered to involve

priority projects.

III. Executive agencies

1- Investment Commission

(a) Composition .

The Code created a Technical Commission of Investments: (Commission

technique des investissement) which consists of five ministers from the

respective ministries of Development and Planning, Commerce, Economy and

Tourism, Finance and Budget, Labour and Public tforks, Agriculture and

l/ Law Ho. 61-53, which.repeats the earlier Code of July '13, I960.

2/ Eoonomie et plan de developpements Ministere de la cooperation,
Hepublique du Dahomey, p. 11. ..
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Co-operation. In addition, there are two members of National Assembly

who are appointed to the Commission* A representative of the Chamber

of Commerce and Industry, a director from the Central Bank, Exchange

■Office and the Development Bank of Dahomey are also members. The

minister in charge of^development and planning acts as the President.

(b) Procedure

One of the conditions of request,for preferential treatment for an

undertaking is to give a formal guarantee of its finances and technical

oompetence to the Commission. The Investment Commission then gives its

opinion on a project, the supporting evidence arid recosuftendations are

submitted" to the Council of Ministers. Regime A and-B are granted

preferential' status by a cabinet decree and regime C by law.

(c) Function

Several factors are taken into account before a particular under

taking is considered eligible. The main factor' as "isid down by "the

Co'de is whether a project adheres to the 'general Plan of National

1 Development':. Additional factors are employment created, the amount of

contribution made towards Dahomey rs balance of trade,: and the size of

investment, '

2. Development Bank .■.::..i..: -■:'- . ...: .■■:.■ ■ . • ■ ■

In I960, the Dahomean Bank of Developm.en:t-..tf:a_S:..o^^.teii. ■ The Bank

acts as a clearing house for all investments and grants loans, and

credits to new enterprises.

IV. Foreign investment ■-.■.,. ■.'.-.

All investmentsj domestic arid foreign, are given basic guarantees

under the Code. - They relate to equitable compensation in case of

expropriation? non-discrimination in law between foreigners and nationals

l/
and free transferability of all earnings.—' > -

l/ Hegularly entered in the books and of capital in case of closure or

cessation of operations.
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V. Eoonomic "benefits - - -..■.:' ..—:-:,.. :-::.j:.^._ ..:_!: ■:::^-

7 Exemptions vary according to: "the regime specified in the Invest

ment Code*

Regime A

This system is intended for small and medium size investments. The

principal advantages are exemptions from import duties" ami" taxes on

materials necessary for the manufacture, processing or packaging of the

proposed product, reduction of export duties on the product^and in some

oases, exemption from the consumption tax on locally purchased materials.

The maximum duration for all exemptions is five years.

Regime B " -:■■-..

This system encompasses larger projects, the benefits for which are

intended for a maximum of eight years. In addition to the advantages

of regime B, exemption from the tax on industrial and commercial earn

ings is given to enterprises during the first five years of operation.

Further exemption is granted from land and forest taxes.

Regime C

This regime applies to very large enterprises which require a long

period to install themselves before attaining full operational capacity.

Under this regime, enterprises enter an agreement of establishment

(convention d'etablissement) with the Government, the duration of which

may not exceed twenty five years.

The benefits accorded to regime C include those of A and B. In

addition, the Code provides for other guarantees. These guarantees relate

to marketing stablization for products, free movement of labour and free

choice of suppliers, and water resources, transport and shipment

facilities necessary for operation.
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VI. Import quotas and tariff protection

Apart from the benefits outlined above, the code provides that

priority investments may "be given preference in obtaining foreign

exchange and import quotas. They may also reoeive tariff protection

against competing imports,

VII. Arbitration

The procedure of deciding any dispute relating to the application

and interpretation of the clauses of the agreement is also determined

by the agreement. i; . ■

Each party is entitled to designate an arbitrator and a third is

appointed with their concurrence. In case of disagreement over the

appointment of a third arbitrator, he may be named in the convention

or "qui pourra etre la plus haute instance judioiare de la nation de

lfinvestisseurn. The decision is rendered in a majority". The

decision can be reviewed by "l'ordonnace exequateur"*
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ETHIOPIA

An investment decree was promulgated on !&■ September 1963 "to .provide .

for the encouragement of capital investment, in Ethiopia" *-■' ... .. :

I, Government' policy ■ " '"'■ ■ - ■ " ' ■ .■■■■-.■'■'

The policy and objectives of the Ethiopian Government towards

economic development are embodied in the Second Five Year Plan (1963-
?/

1967)« They are describ-d as follows;

- to accelerate the rate of economic growth by better utilization

of the available resources and to increase the productive capacity

of the economy 1

- to introduce modern equipment and technology and to raise the

skill and productivity of labour;

- to raise the saving and investment—'potentials of the country.

II. 'Priority -industries ...

According to the Plan., industries - ■■\.ch will receive the biggest

share of the total investment are food and beverages? chemical, ateel

and metal industries, .textiles;-"building and non-metallic minerals.

The recent investment decree stipulates that all newly established

industries- engaged in agricultural, industrial? mining, transport, and

touristic activities including-, existing enterprises in these jfi^lda,are

within its ' scope^ vof.-qoverage'...-.,. . ■ -..:_;.■_ ;.

Ill- Executive agencies ■ - ■ ■■"

1» The Investment ooimittse . ." ■ . ■ -.A:..-. .;.:.■.-.:

A permanent Investment Committee is established-by the decrae.:.. The :

1/ It repealed an earlier enactment entitled A,gricultural 'and Industrial

Expansion Proclamation of 1954 and Notice Ho. 1Q of 1950*

2/ The authors of the Plan have not limited themselves to a period of 5
yearss but have projected;-planriing'"an^o a 20-year period, -in'which the

Second ..Five Year Plan forms.,, the first series. . ,. ■

5/ The total investment for 1963-1967 is estimated at approximately US.$
678,000. Priority is to be given to the productive sector by allocat

ing major share to economic activities.
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main purpose of this Committee "is to study and recommend measures to "be

taken with respect to 'facilities, tax exemptions and other benefits and

privileges". All proposed projects for private investments are submitted

to the Committee, for investigation- It then recommends to the ministries

concerned "by specific action that need to be taken.

The chairman of the Investment Committee is the Minister of Commerce

and Industry. Other members of the Committee are Ministers of Agriculture

and Finance;, the Governor of the National Bank of Ethiopia and the General

Secretary of the Planning Board. In addition, the Chairman can coopt any

other representative from the Ministries on an ad hoc basis.

2. Proposed institutions

(a) An industrial agency to organize the establishment of new

industrial undertakings is envisaged according to the plan.

The agency will provide services to public as well as private

undertakings,,

(b) An industrial promotion service is to be established which will

provide information and other facilities to foreign and domestic

investors.

(c) A development fund to finance new undertakings is also to be

created. The Plan stresses the indispensability of these

institutions for the proper execution of the Five Year

Industrial Plan.

IV. Foreign Investments

1. Repatriation of capital and profit

The National Sank of Ethiopia is empowered by the decree to make .

available foreign exchange for:

(a) The remittance of profits and repatriation of net proceeds?

(b) The payment of the interest and repayment of foreign loans-'

-: . contracted by enterprises5,

1/ These loans must have a prior approval ~by the Minister of Finance.
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(o) 'The savings of foreign personnel, and

(&) The purchase of replacement and spare parts connected with the

operations.

3y\ a special provision in the decree, foreign investors are allowed

to acquire land for establishing an enterprise,

2. Non-discrimination ..

The Administration of Justice Proclamation of 1942 states that "no

court, shall give effect to any existing law ... which makes harsh and

:inequitable difference between our subjeots and foreigners".

3. Protection of private property .

There is a constitutional guarantee with respect to private property.

Aocording to a provision.^ "Everyone has the right, within the limits

of the law, to own and dispose of property.: No one may be deprived of

his property except upon a finding, "by ministerial order issued pursuant

to the requirements of a special expropriation law enacted in accordance

.... and except upon payment of just compensation determined in the

absence of agreement* by judicial procedures established by law. Said

ministerial order, to be effective? shall be approved by the Council of

Ministers and published in the Negarit Gazetta".

V. Economic benefits

1. According to the decree exemption from income tax is granted for

a period of five years to all new enterprises investing Eth. $200,000

arid above on in&us-fcrial, raining'and transport activities. (The five year

exemption privilege begins from the date on which the enterprise starts

operation). Discretionary authority is given to the Director General of

the Income Tax Department to grant exemptions to any other enterprises

which he deems are eligible.

l/ Art. 44s Hevised Constitution of Ethiopia) 1955*
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2. The existing industrials transport and mining enterprises invest

ing an additional capital of Eth. $400,000 and above for the purpose of

the extension of the enterprises already operating, are also granted

exemption for a period of three years. The condition of this exemption

is that the new extension shall be operated as a separate technical unit

with separate accounts from the original enterprise. Such exemption

shall apply only to income derived from the operations of the new

extension.^

All enterprises must submit satisfactory proof of the amount of

oapital invested and the date of operations to the Income Tax Department.

VI. Other benefits

1. Import duty relief .

All agricultural and .industrial machines and implements are exempt

from custom duties, transaction tax* municipal tax and other duties

levied oh imports. The only condition of exemption is that similar goods

must not be already manufactured in Ethiopia. ■_■-.- ....

To obtain exemption from import duties and taxes on building and

other materials a special request must be made to the Minister of Finance.

To b© eligible for exemption building and materials must be destined to

house industrial enterprises. ,. . ,.■ ... .'

2. Export duty relief :

Manufactured finished goods destined for export may be exempted from

duties and taxes if such exemption is found necessary to assure the

'competitive position of these goods on export markets*.

l/ Alcoholic beverages and liquor industries are excluded from this

exemption under the Act.
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9. GABON

The National Assembly of Gabon enacted an Investment Code on November

8, 1961—', replacing a more general Code drawn up by four equatorial States

oo-ordinated with other territories of the former French Equatorial Africa.

I. Government policy

President Leon Mba in transmitting- the text of the Investment Code

to the National Assembly said that- its main purpose was "to maintain.

between the State and private enterprises that climate of confidence

which is indispensable to the economic and social progress of the Nation".

According to the Code? private investments in the Republic of Gabon

-rould "en^oy both the benefits of the ordinary law and preferential

treatment". Preferential treatment is of three typess regim~e"& is

applicable to enterprises within the national .-t.errit;aryi: regime- B to

those enterprises, the market of which includes the .territory of two or

more States of the Equatorial Customs Unionj—'and regime C which permits

long-term stabilization.

The ordinary laws—' exempt certain law materials and equipment from

customs duties, indirect taxes and direct.taxes if they meet the general

requirements as outlined by the Equatorial Customs Union.-"

\J Law No. 55/61? December 4? 1961

2/ The 'Union douaniere1 between five ex-equatorial States (Gabon, Congo,
Chad, Central African Republic and Cameroun) established a common
external tariff since 1st July 1962. The French'products have no

quantitative restrictions on entry. There are also no. restrictions

of transferring funds to France and other countries of the Btanc Zone.

.3/ These include the following decisions and actss decision 88-55? Sept.
12, 1955- Acts 8-59-15? September 29, 1959? ^cts 17-60-88, Oct. 11, i960.

Decision 39-57? June. 24, 1957 - Acts 11-59-4? September 29? 1959.

Acts 17-6O-88, Oct. 11, I960. "Single Tax": Act 12-60-75? May 17? I960.

Act 36-60-177? Nov/ 10, i960. Decision 96-53, Oct. :25, 1953.

Decision 89-59> Nov. 8, 1956. Decision 64049? September 5, 1949.
Acts 2-60 and 8-60, May 13, I960. Decision 66-49? ^eptembVr^Tf"1-949.
Act 11-59-4, Sept. 29? 1959. Act 3-59-6,. Sept. 29?: 1959.

Law No. 64-59?" December 18, 1959.

4/ Decision. No. 4120, November 28, 1956.
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i«rt «™liCable to both domestic and foreign
labour and social laws are also applicable

employees vis-a-vis trade union activities,

(b) Financial protection.

A general provision protect, new enterpri.es foreign and domestic,

against economic situations which .night *. preoudiciai -to the*.

(c): Nationalization

The Invests Code does not contain

nationalUation. Ho.ever, a gove™ent state.ent .nd

mriation is envisagea ,ut that "specif ^ee;en ; ^

takings may provide for the purchase de gre a gre of the

partners of an undertaking established in Oah

V. TBconomio benefits

preferential treatment,-7

Regime A.

ing) lo. or nil export duties o, manufa=tured or
goods

of the Oovern.ent and ar.ed forces are also reserved for
t basxs

^rkets of the Oovern.
these enterprises on a priority basxs

2/ Fixed by the decree of approval.
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that lander no condition the internal excise tax impose a heavier burden

on the enterprise than under the - or&iftit-fy- -law*-- - - •■'■ ■--—- *:

2. Direct taxes' : :'" '

These are governed by the General Tax Code.—' Its provision's-g^ant-'-

certain permanent and temporary exemptions from tax on industrial and .:

commercial profits. They are;

(a) ,'Temporary exemption and tax reduction of 50 per cent for -new -,^7

industrial,, mining, agricultural or lumbering, enterprises pn.: .,--

profits from second year of their establishment. (jMay continue ■

for the.next three years)

(b) Temporary exemption from three to ten years is granted on '

profits derived from the operation of new. plan.tatipna...and

the expansion of existing plantations.

(c) Exemption from increased value obtained from merger, of companies

and from transfer of fixed as&ets during, operations. r

(d) The Code of Licenses—'grants permanent exemptions to farmers

and stockraisers from License tax for three years.

Regime B.

1. Customs duties and indirect

The rates and terms of taxation are fixed by a decree with the

proviso that they will not impose a heavier burden than would result

from the applicati6n of the ordinary law. Reduced rates of import duty

and tur"ri6ver tax rates for importation are automatically granted under

the regime on entry of equipment, raw materials and essential products.

1/ A*t. 24, (3), (4), (5), (11).
Art.. JO, 31,.47>,,54.'bis» 118, U9» 131.(3) Uw dated August 5, 1920.

2/ Art. 3 (8) and 3 bis.

3/ Regulated oy 'single tax' system defined and codified by Act No, 12-60
dated May 17> I960, as amended, adopted by the Conference of Heads of

State . , - ; ;
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2. Direct taxes and governmental Royalties

The same preferential treatment is accorded as under regime A.

Regime C. ..- . . ■ ....

1. General tax benefits—'

The benefits of this regime are given for a maximum of twenty years

to those enterprises which are of 'prime importance to the economy'.

(A normal period of five years is added for installation.) The general

guarantees during the period of application of preferential treatment

apply to assessment ratess methods of collection with respect to

revenue* taxes and duties of all kinds.

2. Withdrawal of approval

For regimes A, B and C the code stipulates that on the recommenda

tion of the Minister of Planning and the President approval can be

withdrawn in case of serious violation of any of the provisions of the

law. Notice of, sixty days,is given of such withdrawal and the enter- . ,

prise has the right to appeal through the Council of Ministers to the

Administrative Court. In case of foreign enterprises, a clause for .

international arbitration is inserted.

VI. Establishment convention

(a) Terms and conditions

The .agreement is drafted by the Minister of Planning and Resources

and after the opinion of the Investment Commission has been considered.

The decision is issued as a decree if. the .duration is for ten years and

by law if it is more than ten years by the Council of Ministers.

Under the contract$ the Government has no■responsibility for losses,

expenses or technical deficiencies resulting from the economic situation

of the enterprise itself.

l/ All tax benefits under Regimes A and B can be extended to C by a
special decree.
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(b) General guarantees ,;■,....

■ .. The ■geiaerAl guarantees by the State with respect to stability of

legal, economic .and financial conditions, are included in this, oontract.

Other guarantees relate stability of marketing of7 products, entry and

freedom ofLworfcers and employment, freedom of. selecting .suppliers and

furnishing services, preference in obtaining: supplies of raw materials

and allocation of foreign exchange. The use of hydraulic, electric and

other resources for normal operations is also guaranteed. .

VII. Arbitration ■ ~ " /

The arbitration clause common to the. other States of the Equatorial

Customs Union is also included in the Investment Qode. The procedure to

no-minate .arbitrators is the same as in the case of other members of the

Union. .
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10. GHANA

I. Government policy -...—.•>.■ :-.. .■:....■_.'. ..

Since independence, in Ghana, several policy statements affecting

the economy have been made. An excerpt from a basic policy statement in

respect of■the development of-the economy of Ghana has "been selected here

President Itoumah outlining his Government1s economic policy said that

its main aim is-to evolve J a socialist-pattern of.society. He said'.that

^'there are'different paths to socialism that/each country must find its

own way"... . ::, • . .

II- Public and private sector

In the same speech which outlined economic policy^""public and private

sect6r was defined1 in these words. '':'"liie 'aim of the Government was declared

as creating a"large public sector in the economy by:intensifying its own

productive investment rather than ... hinder the gr'owth of private enter

prise. Public sector is to be directed to the key sectors of production

and distribution."

According to the Draft Development Plan published in Ghana recently, the

economic structure of the country is divided in the following sectorss-^

(a) The State owned sector

The State owned sector embraces specific industries reserved by the

State, ouch industries include the manufacture of arms and ammunition,

alcoholic beverages and the operation of facilities such as electrioity,

water supplies, and hydro-electric projects. It also includes industries

of a pioneering nature which private enterprise is unwilling or unable

to undertake.

(b) The .joint 3tate-rrivate sector

This sector is intended to include those industries which by their

nature, make it essential for the btate to hold a substantial interest in

them either because they confer monopoly rights on their owners, or demand

substantial protective tariffs. The joint 'State-private sector will also

include those industries which the private enterprise partners are unwilling

or unable to undertake without Government participation.

1/ In a broadcast to the nation on 9 October I960.

2/ The Draft ^even-Year Development Plan, to run from October I963, envisages
expenditure of £800 million of which £425 million by the public sector.
It leaves £375 million as investment from private sources.
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co-operative sector

co-operative sector iS intended to build up Ghanaian enterprise

in all fields. :The Government co-operates' with private enterprise to ini

tiate and develop industry. Its signifies lies in the fact that private

enterprisemust stand on its own feet and not rely-0* the Government for its
development and expansion..

^ke purely private sector .

PUTely PrlVate ^rprise .sector mainly concerns investment from ■■■.
abroad, based on the.fact that the Government needa capital investment '
irrespective of its .source-. ■ ■ , ■ . .

III. Pioneering projects ■ . ' '

^e Hew Capital Investment 4oti/, passed in ipril, 1963> does nofspecifv
what type of industries are declared pioneer-.- Instead a set of criteria is
established under the law, the purpose^ of which' ia to approve oapital inyest_

ment. Jhua importance is given to -projects"rather than "individual enter-
prises

11

IV. Executive control

1 • Capital investment board

ae Act .est^li^es a Capital Investment Board, the function of which
is to Vitiate and organize activities for the encouragement of investment of
foreign capital. Ihe Board grants approval for capital investments; .ai*-
tams ilalBOn tetween investorSj sovernment departments ana--^JI^Etfjld •

reoo^ende to the appropriate authority to grant a«y -^ptionfWiuo&on
facility or license to assist the enterprise. : ;' ijX

(a) Composition' ■ ■ : .

The Board oonSists of the Governor of the Bank of fca, Head of the '

try for Industries, Managing Director of the National Investment Bank/
E*-outiTO Secretary of the State Planning Cominission and three other
ail of whom are appointed by: the., president. .-..-. ,a.r>r

1/ The following Acts are repealed
h ^ ^ioneei"^dus^i^ and
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("b) Procedure ■ :

The first step in the procedure for approval to invest in any sector

of the economy an^ enjoy its benefits is to make an applic ..tion. to the

Board with particulars of a project. The approval is then granted in the

form of an agreement entered into by the minister and the person concerned.

An industrial undertaking must obtain a certificate from the minister

responsible for industries before it can be registered. (All, previously

registered enterprises will have to comply with the new requirements within

six months of their coming into effect) . The main purpose behind this is to

stop "front" shareholding by Ghanaians in foreign-controlled companies.

Another aim of this procedure is to induce foreign companies to keep out
2/ . . ■ ■■■■ '

of small-scale enterprises.-'

•2. The National Investment Bank

! The Government has set up a National Investment Bank which is an "auto

nomous banking and financial institution". Accordin6 to the Act creating

the ban,LitB aim is to help bring about within the shortest possible time

the diversification and mechanization of Ghana's agriculture and to build

up both basic and light industries. The purpose of the/bank is. to promote

and finance productive enterprises by providing medium-term and.long-term .

loansM It will also assist enterprises by purchasing or subscribing for

shares.

V»" Foreign capital . . . ; . ■

(a) Nationalization _ .

The Capital Investment Act stipulates that "no investment under this

Act shall be subject to expropriation by the Government. Where, however,

in exceptional circumstances an 'approved project' is taken over-m the

public interest, the Government shall pay fair compensation for the takeover.

2/ President Ukrumah stated in K-asi in. March 1963, that ^he private
small-soale personal enterprise sector will be exclusively reserved

Ghanaians".

1/ The Industrial Development Corporation ^^J^0Z^lllillTlv
sored body,, which by the end of I960 last; inves

subsidiary and associated companies^ its otnei

development of industrial estates. In the. secorw.

was abolished, its enterprises being placed under
of the Minister of Light and Heavy Industries.
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In case of dispute on the amount of compensation, the..auestion will "be settled

by the arbitrators'appointed by the parties, failing which, through the

Agency of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(b) Transfer of capital and profits '.._■.:_..

There is no restriction on the remittance of capital, including appre

ciation, to the country of origin of investment in the event of sale or li

quidation. Profits can also be remitted after the payment of -tax. Where

a loan has been granted to a project by a non-resident, there is no restricti

on on transferring payments in respect of principal, interest and other

financial charges, ■

Technical personnel employed on an approved project are also granted

facilities to remit funds for maintenace of their families.;and:other. contrac

tual obligations. Under the Act, the Minister of Finance reserves the right

to impose temporary restrictions on transfer abroad.

(c) Training facilities j

Any person who has been granted 'approval* under,this. Act is under an

obligation to make arrangement to train nationals in "administrative, techni

cal, managerial and other capacities".-

VI. Economic benefits .^...- ...

1. Income tax concessions ■ ...

(a) Tax holidays

An approved enterprise is entitled to exemption from income tax for a

period"of five years or more, not exceeding ten beginning from the date of

production.—'

(b) Capital allowance;

It is granted in respect of "buildings, plant, machinery, structures,

roads, furniture, fixtures and fittings used for the purposes of an approved

project after the "tax holiday" is over.

l/ Under an Income Tax Amendment Bill, which was given its first reading in

Parliament in May, a company operating- in Ghana is to be liable for taxa

tion on payments it makes for services performed by a company outside Gha

na. The Bill, following up last July's budget declaration, also laid

down that the minimum income tax payable by any company in Ghana.shall

be two per cent' of turnover, irrespective of net-profit. At the end of

May., however, the Bill was withdrawn and the whole Question is being re

considered. .--.■■...,
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(c) Deductions

They are granted from income tax for scientific research of an approved

■ ■ 2/
projeot every year for five years.—'

2, Indirect taxes

Those projects which are engaged in the production of goods for export

and using domestic raw materials or producing goods to replace imports are

given the following benefits under the Investment Acts

(a) Exemption from import and customs duties^ and purchase

for material and equipment which the project requires.

(b) Exemption up to one hundred per cent from export or excise duties

on goods produced by the approved project,

3, Property taxess .

In case of warehouse, factory or workshop constructed for the purpose

of an approved project, exemption is granted for five years from the comple-

" 5/
tion of construction.-^

4- Double taxation a

A mixed enterprise under the Act given benefits of income tax only in

respect of the 'approved' part.

VII. Non-approved -projects

In respect of non-approved projects, repatriation is allowed under the

regulations of Exchange Control Act, 1961 ill) in the following casess

Furniture, fixtures and

Machinery Plant fittings

initial allowance

Annual allowance

Buildings, structures and...roads

Initial allowance 20/c

Annual allowance

2/ See also Income Tax Ordinance No. 27 of 1943.

^J Customs Ordinance (Cap. 167.) •

Purchase Tax Act, 1961 (Act 67).

Exemption from payment of property tax under?

The Municipal Rating Act, 1959 (No.4 of 1959).
The Property Tax Act, 1961 (Act 67)-
Part X and the Seventh Schedule :to the Local Government ^Gt, 1961 [Act

54). ' " " "
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11. REHJBLIC OP GUINEA

An investment Code in the Republic of Guinea was promulgated by

a Government decree on April 6, 1962.—' The Code is divided into five'

main parts? parts I and II define the types of entreprlses eligible for

"benefits and: the conditions of eligibility. Part III enumerates the

advantages which may be accorded to investment. Part IV outlines

conditions governing amortization and transfer of capital. And 'part V

provides for the negotiation of special conventions by which, additional

guarantees may be granted to certain' entreprises,

I • Government policy

On the eve of enacting this Code, a government report discussed the

political and economic policy of the Republic in these termss

"The act now being submitted to the National Assembly finds all its

' significance in the will to harmonize the economic development in the

people's best interest. Nothing has changed in the final objective

but today the emphasis has to be laid on the requirements of the

national economic development ... All those who are ready to invest

in the Republic of Guinea and are therefore willing to participate

in the economic development of our country must be able to count on

a faultless' social stability as well as to enjoy guarantees protecting

2/
their capital from arbitrary acts and ensuring mixed interests".-'

II, Public and private sectors

According to a report on economic policy, the economic structure of

a is divided into the State sector, the

a sector for "guaranteed private investment".

Guinea is divided into the State sector, the mixed private sector,-^and

l/ Law No. 50 AN/62, 5 April 1962, superseding the earlier Ordinance
No. 24/PG? 2 May I960, All previous provisions contrary to this, law

particularly those of Ordinance No. 024 BRG, 11 May I960, were

repealed.

2/ Rap-port de -presentation du Code des Investissements,
3/ The Governor of the Bank of Guinea, Maissa Eiakite, in a speech to the

National Assembly stated that "the fact that the preference of the

Government is for "mixed" societies which it intends;to encourage and

develop does not prevent the Government from offering its support to

those private enterprises which express the desire'.to realize one-or

more goals of the (Three Year) Plan for Economic Development".
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In response to a question the Government of Guinea indicated that it

has'not reserved, any specific industries for development with the excep

tion of mining, hydrocarbides and hydroelectricity. In each of these cases

it is obligatory for an enterprise to enter into a special agreement with

the Government.

III. "Approved" enterprises

The Investment Code gives a general definition of an 'approved

enterprise1. It stimulates tHut "investments whose purpose is of special

importance to the development of the economy of Guinea, except thosei of a

..purely commercial nature or character, shall be. considered to have priority"

The enterprises which enjoy special' benefits under the code are! ■

Real estate companies, . ..

- Companies engaged1 in the preparation of mechanical or chemical

processing of vegetable or.animal products of local origin.

- Firms engaged in manufacture and assembly of articles and products

of general consumption. " ■ '

- Mining firms engaged'in' the extraction, enrichment or manufacture

.of mineral .substances- ■ ■ , ■■

Co.ncerns engaged in the production of hydro-electric power*

■ ■ - Public works, building and rural engineering.

■ In addition to those mentioned above, companies of joint private-

government ownership as well as enterprises carrying out one or more

specific activities foreseen in ,the three year plan may ""be" accorded

t.enef^-ts through a special convention-; (As far as the existing enterprises

are concerned, benefits are granted, only ,in respect of^their expansion.

IV, Executive con tro 1

The Investment Code of Guinea did not create any executive agency

which approves or determines new .enterprises. The legislation-only

describes certain formalities of submission of an investment programme.

But .the. authority..to which,a particular investment programme must be:

submitted is' not stated in the Code. . It appears that the main function
•i • . -\ I ■

of the "Commission de co.ntr8le economique"," is to initiate new

1/ It is a member', of the Bureau "olitique national du PEG, elected 30

December 1962.
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A proposed investment programme, according to the provision of the Code,

must contains

.— Information about its.plan and financial—4ources in Guinean currency.

It must also specify its production schedule showing quantity and value

of goods produced.

- An import and export plan showing quantity and value, and an employment

plan with vocational training and social benefits.

The special benefits under the- code are granted in the form of a decree-

In case of failure to .meet its obligations, an enterprise may be deprived of

benefits after a formal notice of ninety days. After this date, it becomes

subject to the existing civil law.

V, Foreign capital

(a) Nationalization

The Investment Codo gives a general guarantee to foreign capital

invested in Guinea. According to its provisions, "foreign capital shall

enjoy protection and. the necessary security within the framework of and with

due regard to the laws and regulations". The guarantee extends, to the

juridical persons who are responsible for the investment of foreign capital.

They are^ protected against "dispossession under the ...civil law".1 And

"entitled to "fair compensation, depreciation being taken into account".

(b) 'Transfer of capital

The general rule is tkw.t "transfers will be effected in principle in

' the currency in .which the investment was made and the repatriation of profits

in the worker's national currency for the portion of his salary which may bo

exported". The Central Bank of the Republic is authorized to effect these

2/transfers.-

l/ Two banks one French and the other West African called Credit national

pour le commerce., 1'Industrie ot 1'habitat (BNDA) and la Banque-de
l'Afrique Occidentalo (BAO) were formed under government order on 8
January 1962 and later nationalized in January 1963.

2/ These provisions apply notwithstanding the foreign exchange regulations

in effect in the Republic of Guinea. " . .'
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Other types of transfers that can be made under the code are the

following:

(i) Beneficiary enterprises are entitled'to transfer'after amortization

at the rate often to fifteen per cent counted from the last exempt

fiscal period,

(ii) Investors or lenders may "be authorized to transfer annually all of ■

the interest and at least twenty per cent of their share of the

annual net operating profits- -.

(iii) A portion (thirty per cent) of wages paid to foreign, personnel are

also transferable.

VI. Establishment convention

A convention of establishment fixing and guaranteeing the, conditions

concerning the creation and operation of the approved enterprise may include

general guarantees. These guarantees relate to the recruitment and movement

of the labour force, freedom of employment, the choice of suppliers and the

renewal of certain authorizations such as permits. Mining firms, petroleum

companies and hydro-electric plants, also come under this rule.

VII. Economic benefits

' (1) Approved enterprises are entitled to certain exemptions from taxes.

' The favoured treatment is progressive according to the importance and' size

of the investment in relation to the development of the country,- Materials,

equipment and raw materials needed to establish such enterprises are totally

or partially exempt from such duties during the five years following the date
2/

of first production.-'

(2) The fiscal advantages established on. behalf of approved enterprises

are published each year in the official journal. The fiscal arrangement is

determined according to the nature and purpose of the ontreprise. Imported

■ equipment which is exempt from indirect duties and is subject to special

reduced tariff, is also ■-included in a special list, . . . .„

1/ The duration and extent of this exemption is specified in a special

various items
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(3) For imports other than equipment, materials and raw materials used

by beneficiary enterprises, the code has instituted twosystemss.

(a). Small and medium-sized concerns; These require, an investment

of at least 150 million Guinean francs-'realized in three years

to "become eligible for fiscal advantages for a maximum of seven

to ten years "depending upon the place where the approved concern

is located". Total or partial exemption is also granted from

the tax on industrial and commercial profits and the real

estate portion of the investment. In addition they are entitled

to complete or partial exemption from indirect taxes, registra

tion and stamp taxes.

("b) Enterprises which are selected in view of the particular impor

tance of investments 1 They are entitled to "benefits of an

establishment convention granting long-term fiscal treatment

which should not exceed twenty five years. (Also increased

within a five year limit "by the normal period for installation.)

The long-term fiscal treatment is intended to guarantee the

stability of all or part of the taxes, duties and charges for

which they are normally liable. During the period of applica

tion, no change under the law can be made in the rules governing

the basis and collection of taxes.

VIII.Home-produced goods

Customs protection is given to all consumer products produced by Guinean

approved enterprises.-'

l/ About US $615,000.

g/ Art. 11 of the Code and Regime Douanier which instituted a single system

of entry and exit of products of all kinds, 31 December, i960.
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IX, Settlement of disputes

There is an arbitration clause under this code which provides for

settlement of disputes arising over the validity, interpretation or appli

cation of the clauses of the convention. The terms of arbitration proceedings

can be determined by the parties themselves.

;■ . ,- t .
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12. IVORY COAST

tfhd n Gode-in the Republic of Ivory Coast was ena.oted in

September 1959^ when it, was an, autonomous member., of the ,Freno|i Community,

..After independence in 1960, the Code was retained.

The Code is divided into three parts: the first sets, forth in broad

,lOterm^,the meaning, of priority status and the type of business which may

_.apply for it, the. second contains decrees and laws implementing the

provisions of the :fire/t, and the third is the annex explaining the operations

of the Frano Zone with respect to foreign investment.

I. Government policy

In March 1962, the Government enacted a law Trirfch *e*pe>t to 'its in

dustrial polioyi-:Its-prcHvi:sions empowered the apyerjiment^tti^ngagerin

: "business throughformation of State companies - with.orrwithout private

-: participation--in order to develop unexploited resources., ; . ;

II. Priority Enterprises "'■ .J^:iJLV..L-: -^

The definition of "priority" in the Investment CodeJrelates to those

... enterprises "whicji. participate in the execution of plans for economic and

- social development and effect investments which are of particular *

importance to the country". (Organized after 11 April 1958).' ^y are

the following: '^SL..:"..::d':2'iL..T. ■:!''. :..\--.".-jj>-- -.'■:■■;:■■. .1'

■Real -estate enterprises. . .- ■ , : ; - ::

Enterprises concerned with industrial crops and related ;prope^sing

e.g., olestgi-nous plants, rubber, _sugar cane. ;^ ^ ,.

1/" law Ho. 59-134, ^September 1959,jand other ^^>^oluf»«■ ^Qre
- 60-9i. ^'January 19.60,..JDecis^ons 20-21.and 22/PAEP/PL, .14 January,

and 377/fAEF, 18 January|9?0

2/ Ivory Coast is a member of the Conseil de l*Entente formed in 1959
Dahomeyy KLgbp,and Upper Volta.■, The Entente, Sta-tesrhave generally
co-ordinated economic policies and have established a Customs Union as
well as a Solidarity Fund to finance regionalUevelopnieni; programmes.

The West African Customs Union includes these States plus Senegal,

Mali and Mauritania*
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Industrial enterprises for the preparation and mechanical or chemical

transformation of local animal and vegetable products. (Coffee, ooooa,

' oils, rubber, cotton, sugar-cane, etc.). ,■. ■ ■

Industries for the manufacture and assembling of articles for mass

consumption. " : ,

Industries for mining extraction, concentration or transformation of

mineral substances and enterprises connected with handling and. transport

as well as enterprises for petroleum prospecting. x v-

Enterprises for the production of electric power.

III. Exeoutive control

'■■' '' '.'■ f1 "'';'-■ ■■■■■,■

1. Ministry of Finance. Economic Affairs and Planning

Application for eligibility of 'priority status*, must be submitted to

the Minister of Finance, Economic Affairs and Planning. The applications must

include inter alia the nature and volume of investment since 11 April 1959.

The supporting documents must contain information on the financial and

constitutional statement of the nature and function of the enterprise, an

economic study on the proposed activity, the manner the proposed enterprise

will fit in the development 'plaxis, and an account of the investment proposed.

2. Fonds national d'inyestissementy

Its main purpose is to find means,to channel,,ydpmestio capital and to

furnish the State with adequate funds for its programme of investment. The

Council of Administration of this organization.consists of the Minister of

Finance, Economic Affairs and Planning who acts as the President. The other

members are from Ministries of Interior, Defence, Public Works, Transport,

Agrioulture,, Labour and Social Affairs, Construction and Urbanization. Five

representatives are "^^^^ < Gftntributairesdu fonds* and three from

the Ministry of Finance, Economic" Affairs arid Planning.

The Council of Administration is assisted by the Secretary General whose

special^function is to. examine proposed enterprises.

1/ Law Ho. 62-54, 12 February, 1962. It established a central organization
where detailed information on benefits and privileges can be obtained.
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IV. TJiRtftbllehmPTf* conventionsbllehmPTf* conventions . _ _;_,■ ; .

conditions of request and the authority to., whom it.is made^re

I addition the ^^™the same a.in priority enterprises.. In addition, the ^^^
i t ssu-ne responsx.il ty for Urn

the same a.i p

contain,,-"6o.nmit.ent hy the enterprise to assu-ne re

see, expenditures or failure to earn a profit due to an evolutxon of the

hi ^£:aSenOies .hioh are responsive for checking compliance
to this procedure on technical and tax level are the Sectary of State
for industry and Planning and Finance, on the economic and social l^el
and co-ordination of enterprises, the Minister of Finance, Boono-ic-Af-

fairs and Planning- ' . . . .".'..

V. FnT-elan lnv""t,ment (Franc Zone) ■-+>,'
The^ode ^es epeM*.provisions for foreign transacting xn the

■ Ftanc 2one. ^« relate to only those transaction, vhich are exempted

ffori prior authorization fro, the change Control under certain condi ions,

1 The authorization for mslcitag foreign investments is valxd only tc

the extent that persons who undertake the transactions are resi-
dents of the PollW^n^ior^f ^,«omtry of the hil^eral group.

-■■■■■ 2i '-All other financial transactions must he submitted to the Ex-

; change'Control for prior approval.

3 . ftere axe no restrictions on transfer^ capital. The Code makes

special provisions for liquidation of investment, whose halance

can he transferred to foreign countries. - - ;

mm
"transferable francs".

ity of the investor's country of residence,

qni. within the Franc Zone of French securities, foreign securities,
equities in FrLch francs or foreign companies and business estab-
lishments.
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■ ■ -...■.» ■ ....

VI. Economic benefits . : "'" ■----... . „-

Long-term tax arrangements .

li" ;A11 "priority11 enterprises benefit from fis.cal exemption or relief.

Those that are deemed of ''particular importance to the economy" receive

"benefits of long-term tax arrangements.^

The maximum period stipulated is twenty-five years which may "be ex

tended to a maximum of five years should the need arise bj the normal de

lays of installation. .During this period rules of asse:simen4 and/tax col

lection are not modified, . '

Tax revisions and alleviations-^

2» (a): Duties and .taxes on imports — - ''■•■- ■■~..-i:.x. ~ •"

(i) Customs duties (Droits de dbuane) 2/ '

All "priority" enterprises are granted'!exemption froto duties

for a period of ten years applicable to Ifoi-eign'goods in-^

dispensihle for establishment and raw materials which are

■: ■ . part of the finished product*

(ii) :Entry tax (Droits fisceaux d'entrge)

They are exempted from entry tax for the" same period. Re-

.- funds and reimbursement is also allowed to them" from, the

increase of the fiscal entry tax collected on diesel oil

engaged in the production of industrial crops.-

l/ The authorization is granted by a special law which may fix-the-period
'Of"application and other general provisions determined by a decree of
the-Council of ■ Ministers.* .... ■■■•..

3ee Annexe a la loi. Tableau des mesures d'exoneration et d'allegement
fiscal.1 Law No.59/134 of 3 September-195ft entitled Les investissements
prives dans la Republique de Cote-d'Ivoire*- '' :—:—!

The customs duty, is protective in nature and is levied on certain pro
ducts entsring-the Ivory Coast from countries not in the Customs Union
composed, of countries in former French Tvest Africa and France.
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(iii) Standard tax (Taxe forfaitaire)

For the same period as in (ii). Refund is made on the

increase of standard tax replacing the transaction tax

collected on diesel-oil and of local taxes incident to

this increase.

("b) Industrial and commercial profits

(i) Permanent exemptions are given to associations construc

ting "buildings for sale "by apartments on increments of ;

value "brcaght a"bout "by exclusive assignment and 'fee simple'

"by and under the Charter.

(ii) Teraporrry exemptions are granted to real estate "priority"

enterprises on dwellings constructed and rented out and

other enterprises for five years,-^/

(c) Double Taxation

Deduction is made by computing taxes in net revenue from

holding and land which are parts of the real estate and secu- r

rities and are already taxable under the income tax. It is

calculated on investments effected by taxpayers in the form

of constructions (improvements or extension of buildings); '.

creation or development of industrial establishments or in

stallations; and acquisitions of land intended for the

constructions.

investments effected by enterprises in the form o'f con*' :-:

• : struction of buildings for use as dwellings intended exclusive

ly for the lodging of their personnel, on condition that the

cost price of eaoh dwelling does not exceed 1,5 million francs

_ (CFA) are subject to a reduction of taxable income^'therate :

of which is ecjual to the total of the sums paid.

l/ A decree fixes for each enterprise the date when:the exemp
tion begins. For new factories the period begins from

actual operations while in the case of exploitation of

mineral deposits it ends with the fifth operating year.
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(d) Mainmorte taxes

Permanent exemption is.granted to private companies and

limited partnerships for twenty-five years for buildings used

for habitaion which they have "built and which they -let,and

priority enterprises for buildings constructed for their own

operations for five years* ■ '-'

(e) Patent tax

(i) Permanent exemption is granted to holders of concessions

for mines and quarries for extraction and sale of materials

extracted and partners of general or limited partnerships

or corporations,

(ii) Tempor?ry exemption is given to priority enterprises ex

cluding real estate from the tax for a .period- of five years.

Priority enterprises are also exempt from stamps and registra

tion fees and tax on extraction of materials. Special reduction is

granted to maximum of fifty per cent on exit tax for ten years.

VII „ Other legislation

l< Decree No,20, 14 January i960, relating to tax remissions - Measures

of exemption and relief with respect to indirect duties and taxes.

2* Decree No.21, 14 January I960, concerning customs exonerations -

Measures of exoneration from duties and taxes upon entering and exiting.

This decree also defines the procedure for request for reimbursement of

duties and taxes collected,

3. Decree No.22, 14 January i960, referring to verifications and in

spections - Measures for verifying compliance with the engagements

contracted by priority enterprises. '
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13* LIBERIA
. ■ . - -

. - ■ ■ There, is. no specific Code or Statute regulating investments in"

Liberia.- The "basic rules and provisions relating to investments are .;■

stated in p&licy.proclamations and the Liberian Code of Laws 1956*

I, Government policy

Under the Five Year Development Plan inaugurated in 1945 and. the ..

Nine Year Development Plan just completed,- the effort of the Government

has ."been directed towards improvement of utilities, the expansion of

highways and increases in electric power. Development of natural resour

ces such as rubber and iron ore has been given priority in the Plans,-'

The President of the Republic defined his government's "open door

policy" in relation to investments as "avoiding confiscatory taxes, al

lowing an exemption period, maintaining the unrestrrc-t-ed .flow...»f, money

either in the-form:6f-"Oap.i-t.alf-dividend, or.jajrof it$:y..:anji as an. act of good

faith participating in the earnings of companies exploiting some of our

2/
natural resources".—' ;

II. Priority industries

Industries which were declared to have priority in the economic policy

statement in I960, include manufacture from local lumber of pre-fabricated

houses suitable for tropioal.jliving, rubber boots, low-p-riced.cotton ■

clothing, high-grade soap, ceramics, parquet flooring and wood treatment

under pressure of telephone poles, railway sleepers, lumber, etc.—'

l/ Prom a Draft on a Liberian Bank for Industrial Development and
Investment, November i960, Washington, D.C,

2/ Annual Report to the President of Liberia on the operations and
activities of the Bureau.■of Economic■Research and Statistics "for the

p-?riod"l October I960 - September 30 1961> Monrovia, November 15, 1961 *
_ , __r, ^,

j/ Prom a draft on a Lib.erian Bank for Industrial Development and
Investment, November I960*
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III, Public or private ssctor .. .

The Government of Liberia has not reserved for itself any specific

industries. "It has found convenient to carry out an investment in elec

tric power production and it will operate the plant' when convenient.

It is also operating the water supply*

The Liberian Bank for Industrial Development and Investment in its

Charter has stated that the Bank "shall invest only in enterprises, that

are privately managed and operated1.' The existence of a government or

other.public interest in.an enterprise will, however, not necessarily

preclude, an investment or loan by the Bank providing the Government's

./participation-is .twenty-five, per ..cent or less of the capital structure

-.enterprise. -.-,.,. .

IY# Executive agencies

1, Liberian Bank for Industrial Development and Investment

A Liberian Bank for Industrial Development and.Investment was

created in I960* : :The main :aim. of the Bank is to develope Liberian eco

nomy through a free enterprise system, provide incentives for a flow of

private investment capital and international tr?de, and generate internal

investment assets to sustain and provide her economic growth.

2, National Production Council

The Council was established.in 19564=* Its.main function is to de

vise and co-ordinate policies, plans and programmes designed to strengthen

the national economy in accordance with the. aims of this Act. The Council

also promotes and reports on the execution of the programmes. Its activi

ties are further co-ordinated with projects of the Joint Liberia-United

States Commission for Economic,Development,and the departments concerned

with the production of rice, calabar beans, piassava,..timber and tree crops

such as rubber^"co'co^'abffee, oil palms, coconuts, kolanuts, citrus, etc.

and'directly related or auxiliary activities, ■ ■"■ ■ ■

1/ See Legislature of the Republic of Liberia, 43rd sitting^ 1st session,

passed and approved on 23 February 1956, entitled An Act to establish

the National Production Council of Liberia.
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V, Foreign capital

.. ; There are virtually no restrictions upon the formation of new com

panies in Liberia by foreign firms, except that foreign nationals are not

permitted to own real estate. A foreigner may le?se real estate from a

Liberian, but the lease may not exceed twenty-five years in the first place

and two optional twenty-one year extensions. These restrictions, however,

do not apply to concessions, L

1. ""» Expropriation l

The constitution of.. Liberia^ provides that, private property shall not

be taken for public use without just compensation.

2» Repatriation of capital

There are no legal restrictions on repatriation of capital and

profits including shareholders' dividends.

. VI. .:.Economic benefits ■ . .' . - ■ ' ' ;"-."

1. Tax holiday

Tax exemption is granted to,all n§w industries for a period of

5-l&|;years. Exemption from duty is granted on all-items of plant inclu

ding those directly related to operations of company. Municipal tax '

exemption is granted for a period of 5-l6| years. .•■■■■

There is no time limit on exemption from duty granted on all raw

materials. :..■■. ■ ■■■ ■

2* Protective tariffs ,..■■■. ■ i . . ■ ■

Certain home-produced goods are favoured by protective tariffs. An

example is the protective tariff on beer to favour the,development of the,

local toeweryv1 . ■ ;■-" ■ ■'■ - : \ ' ." '['' ...."', "'.'"V ,^v?.,.- ■_ "

Protective tariffs are listed in! the Customs Tariff Handbook each year

an.d,comprise tr^nty per cent ad valorem on bricks, fixeVfnd building: tiles,

t^^t*^:dtbfe products for building purposes.; Other:ijuxl-

free of duty.-... ■ ..:. -r.-'.. ■'. ':.::..S:,l^-J^..
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Indirect incentives to favour home-produced goods are found in

several different lawa and involve exemption from customs taxes, accele

rated depreciation of fixed capital assets and repatriation of capital

and profits.

■ VII. Other legislation " '

Laws relating to mining concessions are in the form of agreements

between the Government of Liberia and the Liberia Mining Company Lt&M

The rights of exploitation greater in proportion than to any other com

pany are granted to the Liberian Mining Company Ltd, In this company the

Government has fifty per cent equity interest, private investors have a

thirty-five per cent equity interest and the Liberian kining Company has

a fifteen per cent equity interest.

1. No- foreigner or a foreign group is permitted to engage in the ex

ploration, exploitation, purchase, sale or exportation of diamonds,

directly or indirectly, except upon concession granted by the Legislature.

Exclusive claims are granted only to concessionaires who certify to

the Director of Natural Resources -nd Surveys of their ability to inaugu

rate and maintain such an operation. Concessionaires holding exclusive

mining claims must pay one dollar per annum per acre as rental and the

acre covered by the claim shall be duly described at the ti.ne of the

application for such claim.

2. As far as other commerical and industrial concerns in the Republic

are concerned, an act to regulate their establishment and operation was

passed on 26 February 1957.-=

HM MininS Concession, 22 August 19455 Collateral agreement .
12 March 1953; both approved by Legislature Acts of the Republic
of Liberia on 22 January 1946 and 30 March 1953, ■

2/ See acts passed by the Legislature of the Republic of Liberia during
■' the session 1957-1958, Monrovia 1^58, and Concession Agreement mad*
- . and entered into between the Government of the Republic, of Liberia

and the National Iron Ore Company Ltdi ,-a Corporation Incorporated
under the Laws of the Republic of Liberia. 13 March 1958,
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■ ■' :■■■■!' ■ 14, LIBYA ' ' ■

The Investment Laws of Libya which affect industrialisation are:. r

1. Law of developing national industries, 1956-*'
2. Foreign capital investment law of Libya, 30 January 1956*

I, Government policy, public and private sector

In an economic policy statement, the Government said that it would .

not embark on any "industrial projects unless it is quite ascertained that

the country is in a pressing n.eed of it, such as the, availability of.raw

materials which must be exploited.*. The Government aims in the first,

instance at making available an open range, where private capital may be ,

able.to establish and own factories by means of according technical and

financial assistance". The only condition on which the Government re

serves an industrial project for its own participation is that "the pri

vate sector abstains from it for any economical, social or other reasons".

The Government of Libya own certain small factories which were set

up either for training purposes or for the purpose of their being pilot

plants to induce further expansion. They are the carpet factory at Ben-

.. gazt, a tannery, a combination of date packing and date syrup making fruit

juice .plants, and carpet and weaving industry.

1, Law of developing national industries

In the main this law specifies the formalities that a potential in

vestor must go through before he.can be granted an exemption certificate

■ ■ from local duties and taxes,

. . (a) Procedure for exemptions

;The application for exemption must be submitted to the Minister of

Finance and Economy of the province.where-the industrial concern is looated

and is t^.en transmitted to the Department of Industrial Organization in ■■

the Ministry of Industry. . ■

1/ See decision of the Minister of Industry concerning the executive

legislation No.54? 1956,
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(b) Employment of nationals

The most significant part of this law r.elates to the condition of

enjoyment of "all exeraptions:i (taxes and. duties). It is stipulated that

a minimum of ninety per cent of the total staff in any given enterprise

must be nationals of Libya,- The remaining ten.per cent must also be

approved by tlie Department of Industrial Organization before an industry

can be established,

2. Foreign capital investment law

(a) Foreign capital ■■,.■■■

Any project in which a minimum of fifty-ons per cent of capital is '

foreign, is defined _as "foreign capital"'in this law. The expression

'foreign capital( signifies the whole value of the capital which is brought

into Libya and is Earmarked for one of the projects.-=/ The aim of any '

proposed project must be to contribute to national economic development,

■ (b) The Commission

This law has established a Commission specifically to supervise

foreign capital.'

■ ■■■■-■ 2/
(i) Composition —'

The Chairman of the Commission is ih:e representative of the ■

'Ministry of National Economy. The other members of the Commission

include a representative each from the Ministry of Finance, '

National Bank, Agricultural Bank,. Development Board and the

province in which the proposed enterprise wbul& be located,'

(ii)'1 Procedure ' ' - ' ■ ' -

The Minister of National Economy examines the Commission's re- '

commendations on a given project and >fter consultation with other

members issues a decree. This-decree states that.the main con

dition of its implementation is that proposed foreign investment

must be for the economic development of Libya,

l/ This includes capital in the form of foreign currency or checks,
machinery, equipment and spare parts, primary 'products and other im

ports, rights in patents, trade marks and licences and profits ..

accruing from the capital and reinvested, . ■■ \ -

2/ The Commission has the right to invite UN Representatives in Libya,
Libyan-American Reconstruction Commission (LASC), the Libyan Publio
Development snd Stabilisation Agency and the Libyan Finance Corporation

to attend its meetings wjthout the right to vote.
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(lii) Functions ;i ;....- .

The main function of the Commission.is to collect economic data

on the possibilities of investing foreign capital in "fields

iiaSqrtenV.to toe economic development of the country". The Com

mission also.acts as an information centre for the Ministry of

National Economy and foreign investors*

The Minister of Finance then informs the appropriate looal authori

ties of projeots which are exempted from income tax, customs duties and

other fees for a period "specified "by him".

The procedure is not dissimilar to that which the domestio investor

must fulfill, except for the fact th?t the conditions of foreign invest

ment are examined by a specially created Commission,

(o) Repatration of capital . .. .

It is the duty of the Minister of Finance "to take all necessary

steps" to repatriate foreign capital together with profits as well as

salaries of foreign staff employed on "approved" projects,-'

Exchange oontrol is administered by the National Bank of Libya after

the Consultative Import and Export:Council and the Minister of National

Economy have determined the project.

(d) Employment of national a .... . .

Apart from the provisions contained in the Law of developing national

industries, foreign investors entitled to exemptions and privileges have

another obligation. In addition to "employment,of a certain proportion

of Libyans11, a foreign enterprise must institute; a separate programme to

train Libyans and permit Libyan investors to participate in the proposed

project. The nationals must be represented on the Board of Directors.

In addition, it is obligatory for a foreign1 enterprise to submit peri-

odioal-reports on the progress of the operation of the activity to the

Commission.

l/ The immigration authorities must give all facilities of visas and in

general facilitate the movements of foreign personnel on the recom

mendation of the Commission.
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(e) Expropriation

The Constitution of Libya states that "the property of a foreign in

vestor cannot "be expropriated except for the 'public good1 in the circum

stances defined and specified in the Expropriation Lawl*=/ In case of ex

propriation the investor is entitled to fair compensation. The Constitu

tion further provides that "property is inviolable, the possessor may not

be impeded from dispensing of his property except within the law, and none

may be expropriated of his, property unless for a public utility in ,:oases

specified in the law and in the manner provided for therein, provided that

he be,paid a justified indemnity".-^

(f) Exemption from customs duties

All new enterprises, foreign or domestio, are exempted from duties

on essential materials and spare parts used by the industry which are

"note to be found locally". The period of exemption from customs is

five years and from property tax ten years,

(g) Import quota

There is no legislation specifying the quotas system; however, the

authority issuing import licence is directed to limit quantity of imports

in relation to certain products,.e.g.. vegetable oil and cereals during the

harvesting season.

Under the new Libyan customs tariff^ duties or imports of industrial

machinery and raw material are generally reduced while duties on products

competing with local industry or agriculture are generally increased.

There are supplementary regulations imposing excise duty on some products

such as spirits, alcoholic beverages, beer, gaseous waters and fuels.

i/ Any violation of these conditions is subject to deprivation of all
:■ exemptions and privileges.

2/ The procedures for compensation in case of expropriation,-were
defined in a Royal Decree issued on 3 July 1961,

Reported on 23 July 1962. Translation from Arabic not available.
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Preference for home^pro&uotB

No specific legislation exists on the eubjeot, Hovever, government

policy aims at encouraging local products through legislation, relating to

development of national industries, import and custom* laws. For certain

locally produced agricultural commodities* thfe Government also..grants

sidies to stabilize ih«
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.. 15. MADAGASCAR

An Investment Code was promulgated: in theHepublic in September 1962.

I. "Approved"enterprises

The Investment Code classifies these industries in the following way:

lk Enterprises undertaking new industrial, agricultural or mining pro

jects or expanding- existing operations are granted "approved status". Ad

vantages accorded to these enterprises vary on proportion to the -impor

tance of the proposed investment1,

2. There is a special provision for existing enterprises which need

"temporary protection" because of competition or reconversion. They re

ceive some of the advantages of "approved status" and are temporarily

"classified and encouraged".

3, Long-term tax stability is granted to certain approved enterprises

which are of "market interest to the economy and require a long period of

installation"*

Enterprises of "major interest for the economic development of the

country" are defined in an "establishment convention" between the firm

and the Government.

Enterprises which specifically contribute to the national economy are

considered to :e those which engage in activities to further the objectives

of the economic and social development plan, which contribute to the eco

nomic growth by the volume of their investment, create jobs, produce goods

favouring the development of existing activities, creating nsw ones and

improve tr-^.de "balance.

All commercial activities are excluded from the "benefits of

preferential status.

1/ Ordinance Ho.62-024, essentially a redrafting of Law Ho.61-027,
9 October 1961. The new law gives additional authority to the
government to grant subsidies or loans at reduced rates to approved

enterprises.
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II. Executive agencies . ;

"Approved status" cannot- "be granted to. any prospective enterprise with

out consulting the Technical Committee on Private Investments (Commission

technique des investissements particulars). This is given in the form of

an administrative order of the responsible Minister, countersigned by the

Minister of Finance. The order of approval defines .the advantages, special

measures and facilities, duration and validity of., the programme. The same

procedure applies to enterprises temporarily "classifiedand encouraged".

For signing a convention of establishment^ the advice of the Inter-

Ministerial Planning and Development Committee (Comite inter-ministeriel

du plan et du developpemeivK) and Supreme Counoil of Institutions (Conseil

sup6rieur des institutions) must be obtained. Such conventions are negotia

ted and initiated by the Government and are ratified by the Parliament.

IH. Repatriation of funds .

;;- Since the Republic is. a:member of the Franc Zone, "funds can be freely

transferred:between .Madagascar and all members of that monetary zone". In

vestments from outside the Franc Zone are subject to exchange:control .re

gulations.-■■ Entry of foreign investment capital must be ^authorized1.

Remittance of earnings;and repatriation of capital outside the.:Franc Zone

are not issued automatically an£ 'eapb case is decided on its merits'.

IV. Economic benefits

The Code makes no distinction between foreign.:.ahd domestic, investment

rexcept with regard to fiscal and social matters. ;To be eligible for bene

fits, an enterprise planning to create a.-new activity must "anticipate in

vestment at least equal to a minimum sum. fixed". An already existing

enterprise must anticipate supplementary investment which is at least

equal, on t&e one hand to the minimum sum fixed and on the ..other, to aj.

minimum percentage of the investment showing as assets in the'balance sheet.
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1. Fiscal measures " "

(a) Import duties (droits fiscaux d'!importati'oh)i Total "or partial

exemption on equipment, raw materials, manufactured or semi

manufactured products.—'

(b) Export duties (droits fiscaux de sortie)* Reduction or exemp

tion on locally manufactured products.

(c) License fees (contribution des patentee): Reduction or exemption.

(d) Income taxes (impdt sur les b&a&f'ices): Exemption up to five years,

:. . O/ther deductions —' are. given on profits taxable under the various

■p-Toyisions by a percentage, varying between, fifty anyone hundred per cent

of the totajl. Reductions or exemption from land, forest, or mining duties

_(r-ede.va.nc.es)j transfer duties and capitalization tax —' are also granted*

2. Financial measures ,

Additional foreign currency cr,n be made available for imports over

the sums available in the regular import quotaa and subsidies can be paid

to help firms to establish themselves in special industrial zones and re-

oonvert in accordance with objectives of the development plan. In certain

cases subsidies are provided to encounter termporarily dumping or dis

criminatory measures taken against enterprises in a foreign oountry.

Still other enterprises can obtain loans at reduced rates if they require

large assets relative to the volume of business,

3> Economic measures -..-.■■

Provision is made in this code for appropriate protection of local

industry for both tariff and import quotas and priority in sales of goods

or services to the Malagasy Government,

l/ According to conditions provided in articles 175 and 177 of the Customs
■■■ Code. : ■ . J ■■■-.".. ■'.-. ■ ■ ■ . ■■

Excluding art.7» ter of the Deliberation of 24 November 1945> as modified

by subsequent textst

Ordinance Uo,60-138, 3 October I960,
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4- Social measures

The Government undertakes to help approved enterprises to study local

'Xliabour conditions and recruit local labour. It gives necessary authoriza

tion to bring and employ foreign technical and specially skilled persons.

c t.KP "fP6.-0^-^0 regulation exists /concerning recruitment pf.natlonals other

; ftjhaii the general rule that "approved status" enterprises must1-"create'^

new jobs". . -. r ..:-*■

■ : 5-* ..-, "Classification '.and encouragement?1 t: ■ '■■.■■■' "■''■■- ' 'J./

For some of their operations they granted full or partial benefits

, ,r ^described, above. • ;■■ .;,,,; .;- ■ ..-.■. ,.-; ':.i;;.'■.■■.:':— ..-

; V; Long-term fiscal status . - .

The benefit of this exceptional fiscal status is granted to enter

prises "whose invested capital is more than a minimum fixed by decree1.'-'

According to the rule maximum term of application must be twenty»-five'

years but this may be extended- for as long.as five .years to accommodate

projects which require an unusually long installation;period, ; L

:,„ -VII* {•■j-irTaitration and conciliation ■■• ■ :

In addition to the usual arbitration procedure defined in some invest

ment codes of French speaking countries in Africa a system.of conciliation

is inserted in this Code. To determine the indemnities, the parties oan

designate two delegates -ea-dh- to ■ study the question and its solution. Two

,,,months, after, they must submit their recommendations to the parties.

l' Disputes fnot submitted to conciliation' are submitted to arbitration.

In the absence of the designation of an arbitrator by one of the parties

within a period of a months the arbitrator is selected from drawing of

lots. The list includes the first president of the supreme court, court

of appeals and; 't'ii.e^presidents of t'he two Mgh chambers. The question is

then settled hy an award. ._ . . ■. ■. . .\-

See Or-'dinaiicV fro. 60-123 under Fiscal Stability with regard, to taxes,
duties and other direct and indirect charges and fees.
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16. MALI .' .-.::.L. ■..■-. •

The Development Plan^ of Mali drafted in October 1960 sets out the
following economic objectives: . ,

Development of food crops: "Priority will he given to the hydraulic

development of lands which it is possible to irrigate and whose potentiality

exceeds one million nectars".

Diversification of production: "Development of export crops, particularly
cotton".

Development of mineral prospection and industrialization: "At a first

stage, according to present possibilities, the emphasis will be laid on the

valorization of agricultural production through the development of a small

processing industry and the prospection of energy and raw material sources".

I. Investment laws ■

There is no integrated investment code in the Republic of Mali.

Existing legislation affecting investments go back to the early fifties.

In 1954, 1955 and then later in 1962,-several amendments and modifications

were made on !jlBoalije_et_regime des investissement'.

II. Taxation

(a) Tax on industrial and commercial enterprises^

The new enterprises are exempted for the first five years.

The actual rate is 20 per cent for individual firms and 25 per cent

for companies.

l/ Bponomie et plan de developpement. Rapublique du Mali, Secretariat d'Etat
aux relations avec les Etats de la Communaute, Octobre 1?60, p.13.

2/ Law tfo.62 - 5/AH-RM, 15 January, 1962, established a statute for
enterprises operating under agreements. The text is not available.
Earlier there was a uniform reduction of one,per cent on all articles
producedo
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(b) Patents

' New enterprises are exempted for 'the Tir?tr five years. Pour

' ' les aciivite^ minierSs jusqu'au :stdde;de ia transformation exolue,

I1 exemption de la patente--e-st^to*al~sv-—■-'-'■'■■■ "---■■■ ~-~._.

(c) Standard tax (Tgxforfaita'ire) ~'~™"T~*

This tax applies to all transactions.-' The rates of 15*57

per cent on entry and 5-40 per cent on exit are Drougnx dsok to

2.22 per cent for equipment for entry and are abolished for local

' '"transformed products except peanuts. - ^ ■-■--

(d) Local turnover tax (Taxe locale sur le chiffre d'affaires)

The rate varies from 4 to 7*50 per cent but the products-of

local industries are exempted.

(e) General tax on business (Taxe geWrale sur les affaires)

This tax, normally pf 2.56 per cent, is not payable for

products manufactured by local industry. .:<-. ;-_/0;

III. Long-term stabilization

■ 03iis regime is applicable to certain industries which are under an

establishment oonvention. The oonvention usually includes the stability
2/

of legal,;economic and financial conditions.-^

'-In 1554, it.wa^ abolished for certain industrial products transformed on

- v the -spot. .For others, for internal ..market, the tax on transaction was
re-duoed "ixom"^ to,. $ p>r.".cent and lo;C3l: tax-; from 1>5 to 1.25 per cent.

2/ "The duration of the regicie is not stated. ; ~- '■ ■■- ■ "• - ■
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17. MAURITANIA ,_ - :

.-The Investment Code wasienacted by. the I^auritanian ,National Assembly

ioti. 2$ June 196l»*^ ■ It established -tw\o i^gim&s- "priority1.',--companies

(r4aiMe.,dfgri,trepri3e priQti'tai-re..ta^peeft:)-aiid Mlcugr.terin.fj^ical stability

regime1' (regime fiscal _ds .lonftUQ duree)> In both cases, prior agreement

between the Government and the enterprise is essential*

I.r -..Government polioyi public and private sector . . .

The Constitution of Mauritania stipulates that-the law of the State

determines the economic aims: and programmes. A (fhree Year Development Plan

four types of projects which were generally classifiedp^

as general studies,-' production, infrastructure"and special programmes.

II. Priority status .; e

Un;d^j?.. the-.I?]lvesjbm,ent Ho4eJ *he following industries, are eligible for

benefits!

'-*■•*■ -' >''«.--- : ' ; " "*" ' " - - , ■ . :'

- Mining industries which extract, refine or convert solid, liquid or

gaseous mineral substances, and their affiliated companies''Serving the

purpose of maintenance, construction or transportation; and companies engaged

in oil research.

- Enterprises engaged in the preparation and processing of local plant

and animal products^. '~

- Industries engaged introduction and servicing of" primary consumer goods.

- Fishing industries and shipowners engaged in commercial fishing when

they themselves market the products in Mauritania.

1/ Law No. 61-122, the Petroleum Law and the Long-Term Investment Code for

Iron Ore Goncessionaires constitute the basic laws regulating inve-s-tments

. .in I-iaurltania, . The petroleum.Code is comprised of the following laws

,; .....eiiactdd.on ;12,June I96I: ,-Laws' :Ho,. 61-10.6^61-168, 61-110.,- and 61-111.
tv.. . THe mineral legislation applicable, to concessions in addition, to the basic

'■" "law (ffd.- 59-060, July 10, 1959) are : 59-O6I, 10 July 1959, 60-005,
9 January 1961, 60-006, 13'January i960 and 60-121, 13 July i960.

2/ General studies involve various surveys in the fields of agriculture,

animal husbandry, geology and the improvement of artisan activities.
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Other industries given "priority status" include those producing

energy,naval construction companies engaged in realty and private or joint

companies able to guarantee the financing of capital equipment..

All enterprises to qualify for special benefits under the regime must

contribute to the execution of development plans. They must undertake work

in the public interest in the economic and social sector. One of the .main

conditions they must fulfill relates to the amount of investment which

must be of 75"million CFA francs ($300,000) over a period of two years.=*

Other requirements are that the proposed enterprise.-,muet... maintain a

head office in Mauritania and furnish regular information about its finances

and operation to the company-

III. Executive control

Under this legislation, any company desiring to obtain priority status

must apply to the Committee on .Economic Co-ordination and Analysis- or ■

eventually any other pubiio Office assuming the functions of this Gommittee.-^/

IV. foreign capital "'■" --- : -.:.",./ .

The Investment Code does not provide for repatriation of capital and

profits. It appears that this question is left to the Government and the

foreign investor to settle at the time of entering an agreement.

Foreign companies already operating in Mauritania are subject to usual

French commercial law unless they are organized under the two regimes

mentioned by the O^

■ 1/ Thoee enterprises which began their investment programme after January 1,

I960, and which by June 26, 1961, have invested a minimum of 50 million
CFA Francs ($200,000) can also be granted priority status if they
undertake to attain the investment minimum fixed under the law.

2/ Though provided for in the Code, details of any such public office are
not known.

.2/ An agreement between France and Mauritania signed.14 February 1962,
provides.inter alia for the free movement of products between the two

oountries and for continuation of the preferential system under which

French imports enter free of custom cuts. ..::■:•-.■
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y. Economic benefits ....-,,,

1. Certain priority enterprises., deemed particularly useful for. the

economic and social development of Mauritania, which render a service in the

public interest, and whose investment programme will justify exemptions

^because of technological depreciation normally extended over several years,

are. awarded complete or partial tax exemptions for a maximum of ten. years

Jfceginning with the date of. the commencement of operations. .

2. Companies of "exceptional importance to Mauritania" investing a

minimum of 1,000 million CFA francs (appro*.#4 million) in less than five

years and accorded the long run financial stability regime, benefits from

stabilization of some or all taxes and other'State imposed costs for periods

up to twenty-five years.

J 3. All companies which have priority states benefit from*

(a) Complete or partial exemption from duties and import taxes

fdroits de douane); fiscal duty Tdroit fiscal)j standard tax (tare forfaitaire);

turnover tax (taxe sur le nhiffre d'affaires) on goods and equipment,- and

on equipment indispensable to the construction of the company for a maximum

period of three years. ■

(b)' Complete or partial exemption from duties and import taxes for a

. period not exceeding five years from the date of operation.

VI. Long-term fiscal programme

Priority enterprises that are deemed to be of "vital importance to

the development of the country" must take a minimum investment of _l,_000

^million-CPA francs (about U million) ov4r a maximum period of 4ive years.

" They are then granted a license; under the' long-term fiscal programme.

'Companies licensed under this programme can conclude a commercial

agreement (convention with a duration not to exceed that of the, long-term

fi«cal programme). This convention must stipulate and guarantee the . .

conditions of establishment and operation of the licensed company. The

'convention must be concluded .subject to approval and ratification by the

National Assembly.
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VII- Arbitration

Settlement of disputes resulting from implementation of a commercial

agreement may become subject to international arbitration-, the., term, of h

are stated in the agreement.

Any failure to meet the obligations stipulated in a government license

can ie submitted upon initial judgement by the national tribunal to

VIII. Other regulations

The regulations for exemption and tax relief can become effective only

upon decision rendered by the Customs Union Committee.-' Other changes xn

•the present lav must, be in conformity with measures unanimously adopted by

0US3S for the purpose of co-ordinating regulations and codes governing

private -.investments,,

18. MOROCCO . ;,,/■:.■:

■The Investment Code of Morocco was instituted in December 1960/

specifically to encourage private investments.

According.to the Ten-Year (1962-1971) W« of -Morocco, the main aim

pf development.is to raise the gross domestic product by.an average of

6 ..per ■csnt a year, achieving a self-sustaining rate of growth by 1974-

lla Public; and private sector • . - ,. = ■- -1 ':" '

■■■■• ■■The main objective of this law is described as follows: "In order to

sti^late production and encourage new,investments of private capital in

SUC^eoenomie se.otQre. considered as haying a high priority in the implemen-

tation: of ^five-year- plan, special advantages are provided for ^certain ..

T/^ThTcustom Union Committee is a group of experts which co-ordinates and
1/- changes the tariff rates ^nd'cu.t.ms regulation, of the member countries

(Dchomey, the Ivory Coast, kali, Mauritania,, .Nxfie.r, ,ft^4yf&>
- }_ay* \ ., ,.,._ T.tl.4. ^^rtn« n.,^+.nm* nnion (Union douani&re des
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enterprises .„ The special measure.** provided m the Investment O.oob aim

at enVdur%ln¥%e establishment of capital societies and promoting the"

importation of ^tfSds neWs^Wlabribh2^ ^pahd^ri^^ses,'contributing
tmancially to the purchase of equipment' goods''and encoui'agine t^s ''"' ' "': •■-
investment of foreign capital." -■;■[.. .- ... * ■ "■."■

in i
and' enterprises "'kW" govferhed1 V"" si&Iai"-"''' "'

msV,exP^s^^,_banks, trancportand'insux^nc^,,., "

^.crees..; These enterprises a^" ^ng^eV^in "treatment-

/■.■,■-* -:

formed are defined under a separate code of cpmrnercje.^ ■ ,

j There^B ,a,BPeoial "regime ■ j-uridique-'i/ which provides rules and
re.gula.tions for limited companies and .unlimited companies.

!V". Basic industries ...

■ 1. According to the Investment Code, onlv ,the ,fol:lowing;,induStries

can benefit from "all encouragement measures" ** ■ . . '""" ""'"'" " """' "'

. jDhey are mainly, metaliurgic, and. xerrdus-alloys, .mineral

1/ Dahir of 2- rabia I, 1.373;.-. 10-i[ovember I95.3.
2/ Dahir Ko.1-^- 2^.of l6';Safar 1378 -
3/ Dahir of 9 ramadan'1331, l'^August

■ 345,
Pf Contract ^ir:vhdch-,formed-- the--Cofe. of.

jhl d!CreeT.0f .ministries of National economy and Finance, Commerce,
Industry Mines,- of uorkers and Merchant Marines, 1^.2^61, 4 Sy'
s.upplements. art.2 in. considering, the basic Industries. ^-

*
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industry and the production of raw materials destined for.industries

synthetic products, refinement and treatment of normal oil products and

shipyards. .. ■ ...... '■■.■„■-:. -\r

2, - Other enterprises which are^ encouraged relate to trahsfor-mihg

minerals-creating concrete demand of the market, incorporating in its manufac

tured products sufficient value -of noroccan labour and those which utilize

the possibilities of furnishing raw materials for finished,products.—

V. Executive control

■ ■ ^* Investment Commission ... :-o: . ;

Under the Investmen-t Code, a Commission was created to determine' the

industrial sector within the framework of the\.?lan (l-9S2-*19§A\r . Accprding to

the Code the advantages of this law will be granted to those "approved"
■■■-.■■ : . ■;....-•■■ ■-;■■■.■ ' ,:. ■ 2/

enterprises which are listed in the national investment programme.—'

(a) Composition :,... ■.-.'■■■

It is composed only of members of the government.! the Minister of National

Economy and Finance, President, the ministers of deputies who.are concerned

with the'particular industrial sector. A sub-commission composed of officers

representing the ministries is charged with studying proposals for enterprises.

There is a permanent "secretariat of this Commission -which prepares "dossiers"

and submits them to the relevant departments.

The conditions on which the enterprise is granted benefits under the

legislation,are that it must be duly formed and thaT*iT~I is' emB'arking~on a

new Hindus-trial activity or expanding an old activity. - -

l/ According to the .joint decree of several Ministries ,-■ , ■ . . . : -

2/ Initially created by a decree of the Vice-president of the Coun-Gil--anet—
Minister of National Economy on 13. .September, 1958, modified, :by. a ctecreje

on 10 June,' 1.9'60". and Article 34. of;. Dahir of 31, December,.60
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(b) Procedure ■

Any prospective enterprise wishing to obtain "benefits of the law must

submit as complete as possible a dossier of the project, its nature and

its aims, particularly its financial position. This dossier must be

addressed to the ministry of National Economy and Finance, Permanent

Secretariat of the Investment Commission at Rabat.

(c) Function

After examining the relevant conditions specified under the law, the

decision of the Commission is notified to the prospective'enterprise stating

the nature and importance of the advantages stated.•

2. Promotion nationale-^

This institution,was created .to., co-ordinate work of.projects which

are in line with the Plan. The Promotion nationale takes on specific

projects such as reforestation and roadwork.

3« Development Sank

The Development Bank of Morocco was.created in 1959.^/ Under its terms

of reference the Bank acts as a special institution, mainly for medium-term-

credits. Its other, operations include .credits, and. loans for the maximum.,

duration of five years. Direct loans on short and long-term basis ;are

also granted to the enterprises which have a minimum sum of 50,000 dirhams.

VI. Foreign investments . ...

The Investment Code stipulates special rules concerning the guarantee

of re transfer of the proceeds of the total or partial liquidation of certain

investments. These apply to investments made in Morocco by non-residents

since February 1961.-' In all cases, the application must have been submitted

to the exchange office through a bank acting as an approved agent in "' ' '

i-iorocco and obtained permission of the Investment Commission.

If - The recent draft constitution creates a superior court for the National
Promotion of the Flan. The Council will be presided by the liing. its
function will be to examine the expenses of different economic projects.

2/ Convention of 30 July I959.

i/ Official Bulletin, No.2520, February 10, 1961.
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Repatriation of foreign capital

The transfer from the countries of the .zone of convertibility is

negotiated by the Bank after certain.conditions provided by the exchange

office are fulfilled from the country of residence o£ the investor* The

exchange office authorizes the total or partial liquidation of invested

funds in the same currency that was used at the time the investment was

constituted.

The benefit of guarantee can also be extended to other enterprises

outside the jurisdiction of the Code by special decision of the exchange

office. ' ' ■' ■ ■ '

VII. Economic benefits , . ^

Prom September 195^t foreign or national firms creating or enlarging

industries in Morocco have had certain fiscal incentives,-^ The most

noteworthy of the advantages accorded by these laws are exemption from

customs duties on materials and equipment necessary to the creation or

extension of a factory or iridus-fcty, especially favourable are depreciation

allowances and exemption <from tax1 On profits reinvested.

1. Fiscal

The reduction to 0.5 per cent of the duty on assets transferred free of

charge -to a company in ca~se of the constitution of a company or of increases
. .... - t -, ■ ■. : ■. . ■ ■. ;. ■ ' ' '.''•■■■'■■'■

in the capital of existing companies and in the exemption from surtax

payable-.in; the case of transfer's of house: property, proij^rt-y 'r'i&kts &

goodwill.... . • . ■ . . '■-..■■;: " - ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■-' ,:

2, Customs

Exemption or reimbursement is granted on custom duties'jpiuraw materials,

equipment and machine tools, the purpose of which is to contribute to a new

exploitation or expansion of existing industrial activity. For these

advantages the main;condition is that the equipment, raw materials and

machine tools must be a part of the investment programme agreed by the

Commission. The other requirement is that the enterprise should be~"ire"w""and

ought to contribute to existing industrial activity.

1/ Important tax reforms soon to be announced officially aiming at

■sinjilafication- of tax structure and more equitable distribution of

tax burden. Reform will affect agricultural personal and .professional

income and profits, products and services .faxes. ' " , ... ......
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The increase or reduction of exemption is fixed by the Commission.

The exemption can be partial or total"... it applies only to customs duties;

in every case, therefore, the other import duties1 and taxes are collected

particularly the special tax of 2.5 per cent and the 8 per cent tax en'

producte.

3- .Equipment premium (Prime d'equipement)

The main benefit derived under the code consists of a budgetary loan.

For this as well as other benefits, the Investment Commission must give

prior authorization. The main purpose of this incentive is to decentralize

industries and establish titan in under-developed regions. .. •■"■■'

The premium must not exceed a certain percentage of expenditure of the

investment. It is about 20-per" cent if the investment is in Tangier and

15 per cent in the rest of Morocco.

There are tax grants in addition to the above, during the operation"

of investment. These "benefits relate to licenses, tax on professional " '

profits and accelerated amortization.

4« , Regime disallowing transfer of capital ~""";j"'":

This system applies to investments financed by debiting "capital"

accounts, "provisional accounts" or non-resident's internal account.

<le far ee the question of .transfer of "investment yield or income" is

concerned, these amounts are always transferable as normal and current payment..

VIII. Special legislation

, . . . ■ 1. ,., Tangier

In the province of- Tangier, special laws apply with regard to investments:

A free trade sone has been established in Tangier, effective January 1,

/- certain area of the;dock is to be set aside as a free zone and

l/ Sarlier laws which apply to the area are:
(i) Fiscal and economic regime: Hoyal Charter of 26 August 1957. This
created a liberal economic regime in the province;

(ii) monetary and financial'measures: 17 October 1959- This stipulates
the rules of transfer between Morocco and other countries of the Franc gone.
(111) Bahir -0.1-60-059 of 26 February i960. All industries created before
31 roo&mber I96I are considered basic industries under this law:

[lv) Le aiscours du 27 .iuillet 1Q61. created a free commercial zone in
the province.
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duties on goods entering the zone will beassessed at five per cent -ad. valorem.

Transactions within the zone will not be subject- to other Moroccan'customs

and taxes! Special "free transit^accounts will be set up in authorized

banks.into which convertible currencies may be deposited. Credit may be

extended abroad to finance purchases of merchandise, : :

2. Besearoh and exploitation of hydrocarbides :

Special laws apply to enterprises in this field:—'

(a) Total or partial exemption from customs duties and taxes is granted

for equipment necessary for exploitation purposes.

(b) The enterprise which has the concessions ls'grantedJO per cent of

the quotas.

Cc). :- Research institutions are granted the minimum of 34 per cent from

the tax "superfioiaire de recherohe".

19. NIGER - - ■

The Investment Code of Niger was .enacted in 1961, and,^ modified with

reapec-t to repatriation of capital, profits and salaries in February 1963-

The. Code created three preferential regimes: A, B and C.

I. Government policy " .. : . ■■■■..

The eoiis-ti-bu-bion- of;-Nig^-rprovides for economic co-ordination among

African States without reference to national economic objectives.

II. Priority enterprises

The Investment Code defines "priority enterprises" as" those which

include all industrial, agricultural and commercial activities. The law

applies to new lines'of industry in'the production of energy; prospection,

production, extraction, and transformation of mineral and quarry'products;

cement, brick, lime, and metallurgic factories, production of fertilizers and

1/ :Dalixr:No. 1-58-^7 ;du' 4 Moharram 13?8 (gl July

2/ Law No. 61421, July^1961,■'.modified by Law No»63-6,.^FebruaryS, 1963-
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general products necessary for agriculture; production of goods of mass

consumption; animal husbandry; enterprises which transform the original

animal and vegetable products; fish industry; and real estate.

The conditions which "the enterprises must fulfill before.they are

entitled to benefits include--the submission of price of goods and services

to "homologation" (probate.)rV They must have begun their expansion after

the Code became effective and must make an "investment particularly

valuable to the economy".

III. Executive control '

Investment Commission

All industries which are eligible to benefits under this code, must

obtain the permission of the Investment Commission. This is issued in the

form of a decree by the President of the Republic after consultations with

the Council of Ministers. ' - — '-——■■■

(a) Composition

The Chairman of the Commission is the Minister of Industry and Commerce,

four Ministers from the respective Ministries of Finance, Public Works,

Mines and Town Planning, Rural Economy, Labour and Health are members'of

the Commission. In addition the Commissioner General of the Plan, the

Directors of Economic Affairs, Customs, Public Works are also represented.

The Head of the Mines, Revenue and Domaines et enregistrement also participate.

The President of the Development Bank, Chamber of Commerce, Agriculture and

Industry are represented on the Commission.—'

The main function of the Commission is to indicate the nature and

type of obligation a beneficiary enterprise incurs under the Code. These

benefits are in addition to those already granted by the ordinary law.

l/ One representative each from the following organizations also sits on
the Commission: Syndicat patronal des entrepreneurs du Niger (^)
Syndicat des impdrtateurs et oxportateurs du Niger"(SCIMPEXNl)

. C and.two rfrom 1'Union des travailleurs.du Niger \UTNJv
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The Commission also1decides the minimum wages a proposed enterprise must

give to nationals or What the minimum per cent should be after considering

.similar practices in other countries.

IV. Repatriation of capital

Remittance of capital, profits and salaries of the foreign personnel

is subject to the exchange regulations of the Franc Zone. The purpose

of the modification introduced in the law in 19&3 was to create a more

equitable situation for investors by applying uniform standards to repatriate
* a 1/ ..■■■■■.-■
funds.—'

V. JSconomio benefits

Regime A

Under this system, the enterprises are exempted for ten years from

customs and fiscal duties on equipment,, raw materials, machinery, indispensable

tools for the installation of the enterprise. For products which are

finished or semi-finished, there is a reduction of twenty five per cent on

indirect busine.ss tax and fiscal duty on existing enterprises.' The decree

of approval determines the benefits of reinvestment in the priority zones.

If the approved enterprise agrees not to repatriate foreign capital for

three years, remittance of profits, salaries and invested capital will be

made subject to exchange regulations in the Franc Zone.

Regime B ,-

.. .(a) . Exemption from taxes, is. granted under this system on "industrial

and commercial income during ten years of establishment of an industry

including from license tax, land rental, and mining.. ■ ■ ",'■■.

(b) Exemption for ten years on customs and fiscal duties on raw materials,

machines and tools indispensable for creating an industry including raw

material which are components of finished products.

(c) Reduction up to fifty per .pent is given, for export duties and .-.

connected taxes* ; ; ...'" : " ■"■_■"*.•-.._"..:...-'/: . . ■ ".-■■ "•■

if Jfridef-the law-of 19.61, the conditions and terms of repatriation were
specified individually for each enterprise financed by foreign capital.



Enterprises which are "of particular importance for the execution of

the economic and social development plan" come under this system.. They

can enter an establishment convention with the Government under certain

conditions. The convention is Ufce a contract between the State, the

Ministry of Industry and Commerce and the enterprise. It can be concluded
for ten or twenty years.

The convention must specify inter alia the general programme of

investment, the aims of manufacture, the conditions of exploitation, the

obligations contracted by the enterprise, the professional staff and other
obligations stipulated by the two parties.

In addition to the advantages under regimes A and B, an enterprise is

entitled to transfer profits, salaries of foreign personnel and invested
capital after three years.

• Other guarantees include, besides juridical, economical and financial

stability, the freedom to.choose suppliers within the limitations of the

quotas, loans of,service from the countries outside the Franc Zone and

external clients. It also includes facilities of transport and services .->:.

renovation.and exploitation of quarries and mines.

The Code provides for arbitration by nomination of arbitrators, one

from the Ministry of Industry and Commerce and the other from the enterprise

Hie third arbitrator is appointed by the parties in case of default by the

Vice President of the Court. Final decision is rendered by a majority vote
of the arbitrators,

Two laws specifically designed for these industries are applied to
Petroleum enterprises,-"' ■ ■

1/ IjOJ^Hb^as^relative a la recherche, a 1'exploitation, au
P^^9^n^lisationsdes hydrocarbu7eS et au regime fiscal da

TUbli d M j
^9^^_ ycarbu7eS e

sur le territoire de iTUpublique du Mger j^J^^-hj^^ n. ~
y^approuvan* la convention type d' arbitrage pri^u'e & T^.1fl- 80

aj^l261, Journal Offioiel. Pfi i,Hn.
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The raw materials and equipment for production and directly utilized

for research, and exploitation are exempted from all customs duties. All

products used for exploitation are also exempted from all duties of entry

and exit. In addition the equipment which is listed under a decree for

petroleum industries is exempted from all customs duties and business

taxes*
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20. NIGERIA

Nigeria'has no integrated law on investments. A few selected ,

enterprises are referred to belowwhich are deemed to affect-investments

in general.—'

I, Government policy

The main objective of economic policy as stated in Nigeria's

Development Plan is to maintain and, if possible, surpass the average

rate of four per cant per year in the growth of the gross domestic product.

As a matter of policy, the Federal Government considers it desirable to

spend the available finance on the provision and improvement of those

facilities which will assist commerce and industry as a whole (such as

transport, communications, higher education and research) than to make

specific subventions to individual industrial projects.

II. Public and private sector

According to a sessional paper published in Nigeria, in the mixed

economy envisaged for the region, private enterprise will be responsible

for "the preponderant part of economic activities." It is pointed out

in this paper that "planning" for the private sector is not at present

possible, particularly as so many of those concerned have no records

or long-term plans. The public capital expenditure is expected to

generate private economic activity-7

However, there are a few specific industries, mostly public

utilities, where the Government has a monopoly.

These activities relate to the generation and distribution of

electricity, water supplies and telecommunications. For the present

l/ The biggest single item in Western Nigeria's ninety million pounds
development programme is £5,582,000 for co-operative farm settlements.

2/ It is estimated that over £30m. has been invested in private industry
in the region from 1945 to 196I.
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"coal mining is exclusively handled by a quasi-government body". All

other industries are open to private enterprise. 1

III, Pioneer industries

The following industries were declared "pioneer" under the Aid of

Piuneer. luuubi^iea A., i/ and -She Industrial Development (income Tax
2/

Relief) Act -/

They include: :ining of iron ore; smelting and refining of tin*

rubber-soled shoes? canned foodstuffs; tyres and tubes; assembly of

lead-acid accumulators> hotel-keeping; ulendinj and packing of tea;

dairying, and leather goods.

IV. Executive control

There is nc special institution which directs, industrial activity

in Nigeria. It appears that the Industries Division, Ministry of

Commerce and Industry supervises various enterprises and examines the

nature of their activities-.

V» Foreign enterprise^

■ ■; ■-. The.,-regional governments, northern; eastern and western, offer to

foreign companies an important source of indigenous capital both by direct

investment and development corporations.

(a) ^an^.t7?_iat:?-3n_of_ prof its and capital : : - , ._ ■■

■ Profits -uid dividends arising from sterling or non-sterling

capital investment ;in approved projects may be freely transferred to the

■country of origin r/ari. such capital may be repatriated at will.

Prior Vormiseion for non--resident capital investment and "approved

status"' must, howov*?, re obtained from the Federal Ministry of Finance,

1/ No. 10 of 1952

2/ Ho. 8 of
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(b) Entry for foreign personnel

An application for the employment of non-Nigerians must "be

submitted to the Ministry of Internal Affairs for an immigrant quota.

An important element in obtaining the quota is to indicate whether proper

"emphasis is given to accelerated training of Nigerians for technical

and managerial positions."

(o) Nationalization

The Government has "no plans for nationalizing industry beyond

the extent to which public utilities are already nationalized, ... should

this occur, then fair compensation, assessed by independent arbitration,

would be paid."

VI.1 Economic benefits

There is more than one statute which regulates benefits granted to

both domestic and foreign investments.

1. The Industrial Development (income Tax Relief) Ordinance

This statute defines pioneer industry "as one which is either1 not

being carried on in Nigeria or is not being carried on on a scale suitable to

the economic requirements of Nigeria."

A "pioneer certificate" is given only in cases where it is consider

ed "expedient in the public interest". In order to qualify for a pioneer

certificate a company must be incorporated in Nigeria as a public company.

' This Ordinance affords a tax-holiday to pioneer companies for

an original period of 'up to five years according to the amount of capital

invested in fixed assets, with provision for an extension of the period

for each ye.ar of the original period in which a loss is sustained. Losses

may also be carried forward to be offset against tax liability after the

expiry of the tax holiday.

2. The Income Tax (Amendment) Ordinance, 1958

Its main objective is to grant companies a much quicker write

down of their capital assets in the early years of trading. This enables
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-the company to amortize its capital assets during its formative years,

and to build up liquid reserves at an early date. The initial capital

percentages for the write-down of capital assets in the case of machinery

have "been increased from nil to forty per cent. In addition an ordinary

annual write-down of five per cent to fifteen per. cent is also granted

these companies. Thus in the first taxable income of a company it does

not absorb fully the capital allowances claimed, the unassorted balance

may be carried forward indefinitely against future taxable profits.

Uhabsorbed losses may be similarly carriecTforward against future taxable

profits but for a limited period of ten years. . ■

The Income Tax (Amendment) Ordinance does not merely apply to

pioneer companies. Its scope is much wider. Benefits accrue to all

companies both public and private which operate in Nigeria.- Where a

company receives a pioneer certificate the write-down of capital assets

described in this ordinance can be claimed in toto at the 'end of the

tax-free holiday. Complete income tax relief is granted an approved

company for two years if the company has a minimum capital investment

of at least £5,000, a third year if the investment is of at leafit

£15,000; fourth £50,000 and fifth £100,000.

3. The Industrial Development (import Duties Relief) Ordinance 1951

This ordinance provides for the.-.repayment, wholly.or in part, of

amounts paid in customs duty on-materials or capital equipment imported

for the use of Nigerian industries, where such repayment would be to the

country's overall economic advantage. The ordinance also makes

provision for the repayment, wholly or in part, of duty-paid-on components

imported for assembly.into finished articles. The responsible Minister

has the right to enter, into..agreement with : the recipients of any repayment,

guaranteeing the continuance of repayments for periods up to ten ..years.

Grants can: be also given by the Government after it has takdn

into consideration the general cost,the importance of the industry to the

country and .the r,.e^ief. to. prevent .adverse financial .results.

Governor-General in Council by resolution authorises this payment.
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Import duty collected on goods that are exported in the same

state as they were imported; on materials that are consumed on the

manufacture of goods; and on paper imported for use in the manufacture of

education materials is returned to an enterprise under this ordinance,

4. Tariff protection

The tariff schedule provides protection for local manufacturing of

many products. The normal rate .of duty is twenty per cent hut.on many

items taxes are of suUtanUally higher rates. ^e duty on raw materials

and semi-finished products is generally below the normal rate to encourage
local processing of imports.

(a) Import quotas

Under the Customs and Excise Management Act 1958, goods can he

imported from various countries specified therein without any quota

restrictions. Ohe exceptions axe in respect of cement, gold and gold

products, on which annual import quotas have been imposed.

("•?) Production tariffs

Excise duty ia levied on certain categories of locally manufactured

goods, e.g., cigarettes, beer, mineral waters, soap and matches.

5« Protection against dumping

All industry is offered protection from material injury by dumped

goods or by goods sold locally on the basis of foreign government subsidies.

■ 6. Home-produced goods

A scheme known as the "Approved manufactures scheme" was launched

by the Government whereby all government departments are obliged to buy

locally manufactured goods. The proviso is that these goods should be

comparable in price and quality with imported products.i/

1/ Circular'letter Ho.x3/l959 issued by the Federal Miniotry of Finance.
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21. SENEGAL

The National Assembly of Senegal passed an Investment Code in 1962,

the main purpose of which was "to encourage "both domestic and foreign

private enterprises."—'

A separate fiscal regime regulates customs and import duties,

standard and turnover taxes. Some of the regulations"applying in these

areas originated in the pre-1960 period.-' These have "been specially

,oonfirmed by the legislature in I960 and 1961. In addition, there

exists in Senegal a Regime juridique des hydrooarbures (code petrolier)

as distinct from the Investment Code.

I. Government policy, public and private sector

In a policy speech-ftie Minister of Co-operation and Technical Assisi>-

ance, speaking on governmental efforts and the Development Plan (I96I-I964)

observed that the Senegalese policy will be directed primarily towards

social and economic infrastructure programmes. He; suggested that

industrial projects will be left to the initiative of the private sector,

II. Priority enterprises

The Investment Code of Senegal does not enumerate priority

enterprises, but offers instead criteria of investment. The amount of

capital invested, the period of its realization and the number of jobs

created will determine whether an enterprise is eligible for priority

status or not.

According to a provision of the Code, enterpriser submitting a

programme of "investment of at least 100 million CFA Francs^' to be
carried, out in three years or creating at least 100 permanent jobs for

Senegalese supervisors and workers may be approved as priority enterprises",

l/ March 21, 1962. This Law repealed Laws No. 61-64 and 61-15,

March 10, 1961.

2/ Deliberation 45 CP, 22 February 1957, completed by another"

deliberation 175/0C/59, U January 1959* Later confirmed by the
decision of the Union douaniere Up. 13/UD/62, 22 January 1962, publish

ed as a decree No.62-050, 11 April 1962."

3/ Plan quadriennal de development (1961-1964)1 Republique du Senegal.

About $400,000.
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Bxistin, enterprises have to prove that their expansion pro6r,m,ae wxll

permit an increase in production eo.ua! to the production that could

normally be expected fro, a new enterprise of the same kxnd. ,

III. Executive control

(a) Procedure

tether or not a particular enterprise xs eligible for special

treatment under the Code is determined by the jbint recommendation ox

^Sinister of Finance'and "one or more other'competent ministers'.
^'a^ Commissioner of •

Planning-

The approval *a admit, an enterprise for ..special .benefit, is

accorded-ov a decree issued *y the Council .of Ministers which

the conditions of-entry, length of stay and .esta.lish.ent of an enterpn.e

. ,1/
and its personnel.—7

("b) Conditions - ■

A beneficiary enterprise is under a legal obligation to provide

re-ularly statistical service to the Government. These statxstxes

Jt relate to production, labour, consumption of raw Materials and semx-

manufactured ,oods. In addition, its balance sheet and operating account

rcust be certified annually by a public accountant. The system of oook-

keeping must be approved by the Fdnister of Finance.

(c) Credit agencies

There is no reference to a particular credit afcenoy in the

Investment Code. But "the State and governmental or semi-autonomous^

oredit annexes" may, within their by-laws and usual procedures partxexpate

in the capital of an approved enterprise. The credit annexes are flowed

to accord an enterprise a Buarantee or reduction of the interest or

loans for the purpose of carrying out their equipment programme.

agreements into consideration
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IV. ' Foreign enterprises

The "Investment Code does not discriminate between domestic and

foreign enterprises as far as special tax benefits are concerned. However,

a foreign enterprise has to adhere to the requirement of Senegalese laws

equally with domestic enterprises. The administrative requirements

relating to residence permits and licence must be satisfied as the law

requires,

(a) Foreign capital : ■

The Code defines foreign capital and foreign nationals in the- :.

following terms: The participation of foreign capital consists "in a w-

contribution of capital, feoods or services of any enterprise established

iii "Senegal" in exchange for the issuance of stocks or shares-in that

enterprise". This participation entitles the holder to a share in the^

profits,-and proceeds--of liquidation.

; The., above-mentioned rights can be exercised by the shareholder

with the. exception of loans accorded by States .or by foreign public

credit institutions under special agreements. Loans_to anyone other than

the' State is considered by the Code as being equal to participation if

at least. 50 per cent of such loans are payable, within more than five years.

(b) Foreign nationals . ■ . .

A foreign national within the terms of the Code means "any agency

or any national or, juridical person not having Senegalese nationality under

the law". An enterprise controlled by;,.foreign nationals is the one in

which one or-more foreign nationals .have controlling power by virtue of

the capital investment .they have made. Although foreign nationals are

allowed to. participate in trade, association activities, the direction of

these activities must be in. the hands,of the nationals,

(c) Repatriation of capital , _ .

The Code guarantees the right to transfer capital and its revenue

by an enterprise,, "participating in the financing of an investment whose

contribution t:O...the economic development of the country has been

recognized". (This clause apparently refers to investments made before

the Code became effective.)
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Aliens are also allowed to remit dividends, proceeds.and liquidated

assets of capital invested in the original currency to the country of

residence.

(d) Expropriation

The Code mentions "expropriation procedure" without defining it.

According to its provisions for purposes of installation, "an approved

enterprise may request permission to apply expropriation procedure for

reasons of public utility". This article applies to land or buildings

belonging to the state which can be sold or rented to enterprises or

transferred to them as assets. The government or semi-autonomous agencies

have the right to provide improvements and facilities on industrial

areas and land and may carry out public works outside the Cap-Vert area,

V. Economic benefits.

Any enterprise which initiates or expands activity is entitled to

benefits under the Code if such ah activity "contributes to the economic

and social development of the country". Apart from this general rule,

another condition must also be satisfied. A beneficiary enterprise must

not "exercise harmful competitive pressure on the enterprises established

in the States which are signatory to a Customs Convention of 9 June 1959.—'

Priority enterprises as defined above enjoy the following tax

benefits:

(a) Exemption from the tax on industrial and commercial profits

until the end of the current fiscal year (of the fifth year

following the first commercial sale in the Cap-Vert area

and of the eighth year outside the Cap-Vert area). The

profits computed by taking into account all charges,

particularly amortization are.exempt only if the amount of

taxable.profits accumulated is less than the amount of the

investment made*

(b) Deduction from the tax base on industrial and commercial

profits is made on amounts equal to those actually reinvested

\J Members of the Organization for African and Malagasy Economic

Co-operation.
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The contract of establishment is approved by a decree and,on behalf

of the State,guarantees legal, economic and financial conditions of

operating the enterprise. Sale of goods, transfer of funds, entry and

movement of foreign labour, choice of suppliers for services, hydraulic,

electrical and other resources are among the guarantees provided by the

State. The contract may not contain a commitment by the State to release

the enterprise from losses, charges, or lost opportunities resulting from

any deterioration of the economic situation.

The stabilized tax treatment accorded to contract enterprises is

determined1on the term of amortization of capital invested for a maximum

period of twenty-five years, (including a five year installation period).

During the period the economic activity contracted continues, taxes,

duties, charges and'royalties are all stabilized. These taxes'and

duties include dividends, interest or any other proceeds and quasi-fiscal

charges.!/

VII. Arbitration ,.

The contract of establishment may provide its.own procedure to settle

:. disputes "by arbitration. .. : .

VIII. Other legislation

"■■■'"- (iy: The provisions' of this"-Investment Code may be set aside in

certain exceptional cases where contracts relate'ta enterpriser-

engaged in research on and extraction or processing of mineral..

substances.

(2) Those enterprises which are engaged in research on and ;

exploitation ^.transportation of hydrocarbons are governed by

ordinance No. 6-24 of 10 October I960.-7 .
Certain geological equipment and other laboratory material

plus normal equipment for "these processes is exempted from customs

-duties. This exemption applies only if such material is not avail

able within the country members of the Franc Zone.

1/ Any amendment under ordinary law which alters tax treatment can by
application be inserted in the contract.

2/ Also Decree tfo.6l-421, 7 December 1961, 7/u/6l and Inter-Ministerial
Decision of 94l/MF, 16 January 1962.
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(3) Long-term convention with "Conrpagnie senegalaise des phosphates

de Talba".

This is a special convention governed by

No4 58-032/CP of 7 May 1958. The company "benefits from

.several tax exemptions and customs duties as defined in the

. annex to this convention. . - .
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22. SIEHRA LEOHE

I* Government policy ' ■ ' ■ • . : . :.

Sierra Leone has no integrated law on investments. The Ten-Year

Development Plan stresses the need for an infrastructure for the economy.

In economic policy statement the Government indicated its desire to keep

an "open door" avoiding a monopoly for any one countryi/.

II. Public and private sector

2/
According to the Development Plan-/ there is a scope for government,

private enterprise (corporate and individual) as well as for a combination

of both government and private enterprise. Three sectors are elaborated

in the Plan* the public sector which is to be dominated by activities of

the State and its agencies; the semi-public sector in which the State

joins with private enterprise as partner or sponsor, and the private

sector for private corporate and individual activity.

(a) Public sector

This is monopolized by the State in which the provision is made

for education and health, roads and communication, power, public housing

and recreation, the provision of currency and central banking, technical,

scientific and research services, country-wide surveys and planned utiliza

tion of natural resources, including minerals of "strategic value", or

of "tasic importance to the security of the State", manufacture of arms and

ammunition including those currently under government control.

(b) Semi-public sector

In this sector the State seeks to encourage private enterprise

through sponsorship. The government enters into partnership with private

enterprise in areas which it has reserved for itself. The following economic

activities are included: (i) Provision of land on lease or rental basis for

development aa industrial ostate or of housing projects subject to rent

control* (ii) The construction and leaoo' of factories; (iii) Sotting up of

industries utilizing local materials, like glassworks, distilleries,

1/ The Social Affairs Minister and Acting Information Minister stated in
a speech reported on 3 June I963.

2/ T&a-Year Plan of Economic and Social Development for Sierra Leone
• (1962/63-1971/72).
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chemical, industries, iron and steel industries, canneries, etc. In theose

areas, foreign capital and enterprise are expected to play a significant role,

(c) Private sector

In view, of the Government's policy to encourage domestic enterprise,

foreign enterprise will not he encouraged in.the following industries*,

retailing.and merchandizing, fishing, the.purchase and exportation of

domestic agricultural produce whether monopolized by the. marketing board

or not, motor transportation. The aim as stated, in the Plan is to..

gradually reduce foreign participation in these activities.

III, Executive control

To obtain special benefits under the laws of taxation and customs

duties a company has to satisfy the Minister of Trade and Industry that

it is entitled to a "development certificate". It must prove that it is

going to manufacture a product which is not being manufactured locally

in sufficient quantity, and that it is going to carry on some other

industrial activity which is not being carried on adequately for economic

development,

IV. Income tax and customs concessions

The Development Ordinance 1960^ provides for the granting of
income tax and customs concessions to companies undertaking industrial or

agricultural enterprises which are needed for the "development of the

country".

(a) The concessions are intended to help such companies during the

"' early days of the enterprise and they provide for a five year tax holiday

during which the company's earnings from the enterprise are free from

income tax. The five years date from the day on which the undertaking

starts to produce in marketable quantities.

(b) The freedom from income tax does not extend to dividends in

the hands of individual shareholders, except in the case where profits are

put by the company into a special reserve and are not distributed until

five years after the end of the tax hoMay. A company entitled to a tax

holiday, may during the tax holiday import free of duty articles required

for the construction of factories and ancillary buildings,

1/ The Development Ordinance covers provisions for the encouragement of
-* new industries which are commonly known as "pioneer industries conces-

- sierra Leone Trade Journal, Vol. I, Uo.2, July/September 1962.
sions1
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These concessions are obtainable "by companies only and are not

granted to individuals. In addition to the normal concessions there is a

provision under the Ordinance for projects which may receive special

concessions on account of "their special importance to the economy".

This rule in effect would apply to very large scale enterprises such as

plantations, mines, etc.
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23. SOMALIA

Law on Foreign Investments in Somalia was published on "

' ■' ■ i/ ■ ;i ■ ■ ■
18 February i960.—' Some previsions of this law are also applicable to

domestic investors,

I. "Productive" enterprises

The Investment Law of Somalia does not establish any system of

priority enterprises.. The act defines "productive enterprises" and

"producing services'1*

According to the law, a productive enterprise is "that which produces

goods and services for the carrying on of its activities". Productive

enterprises are enumerated as those engaged in land reclamation, irrigation

and land improvement works; the installation of factories, workyards, power,

power generators and transmission lines; the excavation of wells; construc

tion1 of aquaducts. reservoirs and tunnels; construction of roads, bridges

and buildings, including hotels| the construction and use of boars,

floating equipment and aircrafts.

Enterprises engaged in prospecting^ testing, analysing, research

attd drilling activities in connexion with oil and minerals are, considered

as "producing services",

II. Executive agencies

1. Committee on foreign investments

The Planning Office of the Presidency of the Council 6f Ministers

is the agency which determines whether, formalities specified by the law

have been fulfilled or not. This office submits the request to the

Committee on Foreign Investments, a special body created by.the Law on

Foreign Investment to execute and supervise foreign investments.

(a) .Composition

The Committee en Foreign Investments consists of the Prime Minister

as the chairman, the Ministers of Finance, of industry and Commerce,

Public :¥prks and Communication and of Agriculture and Zootechnics. The

Chief of.the.-Planning; Office of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers,

l/ Law No. 10 of 19 February i960,
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the President and the Managing Director of the 3anca ttasionale Somala and

six other experts appointed by the Council of Ministers are members of

this Committee. Three representatives of the ?hamber of Commerce,

Industry and Agriculture of Somalia are also aipointed'to- this Committee.

Under the law, foreign enterprises'wishing to transfer foreign

currencies to Somalia must give advance notice of their intention by

registered letter, accompanied by a delivery.receipt, addressed to the

Presidency of the Council of Ministers for the attention of the Planning

Office. • This provision applies'to both foreigners and Somali nationals

residing abroad who.have invested capital in Somalia.

(c) Functions : , ;

The Committee on Foreign Investments decides whether a request for

investment meets the productivity requisites specified .underlie law. The

Committee also authorizes the Banca Naaionale.Somala to accept the

transfer of currency when it is not one of the freely negotiablQ currencies

in accordance with, the provisions in force. The Committee registers

foreign.capital in its original currency when imported in cash, or in other

cases in the original currency in which the documents submitted are drawn

up. It authorizes and evaluates for registration the patents and other

rights transferred from abroad, taking into account the documents

submitted, the international prices and the opinion of eiperts.

The Planar,--- Office, cftcir having accertained that the investment has

actually led to the establishment of an enterprise or its enlargement,

issues a statement to this effect within ninety days from the date on

which the application has been submitted.

2. Credit bank ■

, . A banking institution called Credito Somalo is owned by the Somali

. Government. The Bank operates a Medium-and Long Term -Lending Section, the

-, aim of which is to finance private industrial-activities of all types.
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3* Banca Hazionale Somala

According to the Foreign Investment Law,transfer abroad of

capital and income from Somalia is effected through the Banca Hazionale

Somala or the Banks authorized by the latter to act as its agents.

Banks, notaries public and public officials in general are under a

duty to give particulars of foreign capital investments to the Banca

Kazionale Sooala within thirty days from the completion of the transaction,

indicating the currency transferred and the amount thereof.

Ill, Foreign capital

The law on Foreign Investment provides that foreigners and Somali

nationals residing abroad, who are carrying on economic activities in

Somalia, are.entitled to the same privileges as Somali citizens. These

privileges.also extend to enterprises created, enlarged, restored, reactiva

ted or transformed with foreign capital.

(a) Nationalization

Property of the enterprises registered in Somalia in accordance

with the provisions of this law is free from expropriation measures or

any oth.er administrative forms of compulsory transfer of property except

in cases of public interest.

(b) Administrative measures

Property of the enterprises referred to above is not subject to

administrative measures of seizure or to requisition except in case of

war and then only as long as it lasts in accordance with the relevant

international conventions in force.

(c) Repatriation of capital and dividends

The Investment Law states that profits, income, interest and revenue

accruing from fixed assets or loan investments and the dividends and '

interest received on share and bonds acquired or subscribed on investments

which fall within the plans for the economic development of Somalia can

be freely transferred abroad. The amount must not be more than fifteen

per cent"of the capital invested. ■ i

l/ Art. 10 of Law No. 18, 8 December 1956,
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If the profits earned in one year are less" tnafi Tifteen-

the investor is allowed.to accumulate the unused portion of this percentage

aKi viahsfer it to the three succeeding years.

Any subsequent disinvestments.can also he freely transferable abroad

for five years after the date of registration, unless the Committee on

PoreiW Investments reduces this term to a period of not less than three

years. The transfer catt be, made in the original currency of the investment.

(d) gon-produotive foreign investments

If Foreign capital introduced into Somalia is deemed non-productive

under provisions of the la,, because of the fact that investment does not

fair within the'Economic Development Plans fov the country, the profits,

income., interest and revenue accruing from such investments in shares,

may be transferred abroad up to ten per cent of the capital invested.,.

(e) Personnel employed

According to the law it is the duty of the .Committee on Foreign

Investment to facilitate the granting of the permits and visas necessary

for the entry and residence in Somalia of foreign personnel employed.by

the enterprises. Foreign personnel are authorized to transfer to their

country of origin up to 50 per cent of the salaries, Wages, gratuities

and allowances. ; . ' ■■■ ■ ■

As far as possible enterprises shall employ Somali personnel and

OTovid, for their qualification and specialization within the enterprise

Itself. The general rule is that unskilled foreign personnel-must not

exceed five per cent of the Somali personnel employed by the enterprise.

At the request.of the Committee- off'Foreign- I«v»*±M»& .the enterprise is

under an obligation to submit a report on the results achieved in this

field.

IV." Customs and fiscal exemptions

1. Income tax

All new industries are free from income tax on profits for the first

ten years. Re-invested profits as capital are iree up to 25 per cent.

2, Customs exemption ....

Customs exemption is granted on all machirery and plant used for

expending industry, farm or mineral exploration. Exemption is also given
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on all machinery and plant used for expanding industry, farm or mineral

exploration which is valued at 20 per cent at least of the total capital

already invested..

3*: Mujflioi.pal tax .

The Municipal tax which is normally collected as a percentage

(20 per cent) of the income tax due, is free for ten years.

4« jteffistrat j._on_ f£e ---'. - „..':.

The government concession fee for the registration in- the company's

register is reduced to one-quarter, Such facilities are also granted.in

the case of r.sw contributions in cash, property or credits or of new

companies planning to take over existing industrial, agricultural,

building or transportation enterprises in order to enlarge, renew,

transform o^ reactivate them,

When the increase in the capital of an enterprise occurs by use

of credit balances resulting fxom revaluation of assets,, the relevant tax

will be';ihretf :;sr cent of the balance used and. transferred to capital

'''under the "law*- "■ ■ . '■ . ■. i . : ■ ■ _;.., .: . ■.. : . .

V* Arbitration "' ' - ■ . . . -■ a-"/

Any dispute "between the owner of an enterprise and the Government

of Somalia cono3rr.i::0- the interpretation of enforcement should be settled

as far as' possible through discussions and agreements between the party

concerned ar.d the Committee on Foreign Irivestnfe'iits, Failing this within

ninety days from the date on which' one of the parties notified the other

of the sub-ject of the dispute, the matter can then be submitted to an

arbitration procedure. Tha Board of Arbitrators, according to the law,

shall be composed of ens arbitrator appointed by each party and a third

Hne by the first wo "arbitrators selected. The .President of "the Court of

' Justice of Somalia is authorized to appoint an arbitrator if there is no

agreemente

l/ "AfticTe^V of the -decree- of- the Governor..General .No. \1454 of
22 December 1938,"Wl the notarial fees pxoyided: for by. t& tariffs
annexed to decree llo..64s 9-June 1951, with the increase mentioned

; ,;. in..decree Ho. 159j 4.-August 1955-
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24. SUDA2T

There is no integral law on investments in Sudan, The Approved

Enterprises (Concessions) Act, 1956, is the basic law which covers several

aspects of investments.

I. Government policy

On economic development the main policy statement is outlined in a

pamphlet published by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Supply,

According to the statement high priority will be given to the development

of hydro-electric power by the Government. Apart from railways, ordinance

works and public utilities, it may embark upon industrial schemes as State

enterprises,

II, Public and private sector

The policy statement further indicates that the development of

industry in the Sudan can best be promoted by private initiative and

private capital investment. It can be directed primarily to the improve

ment of the use of domestic raw materials, food products and others, and

to the gradual substitution of a series of light consumer goods, tobe

produced in the Sudan.—*

Railways, ordinance works, public utilities, construction of dams

and generation of hydro-electric power are State-owned and State-operated.

All industries are left to the private sector. The Government may,

without the intention of creating a monopoly or nationalize any particular

industries, initiate or participate in industrial schemes.

III. "Approved" enterprises

The approved enterprises (Concessions) Act, 1956, describes conditions

of approval for enterprises. The conditions are that the promotion.of

1/ The pamphlet is entitled Government policy towards the encourasement
^ of local and foreign capital in the field of industry and its

attitude towards foreign capital in general (.undated).

2/ The Industrial Bank of Sudan Act, 17 November 1961.

The Government tannery at Khartoum South, the Guneid and Khashm El
Girba su*ar factories, and Aroma oaittoard factory are examples of those

State-owned enterprises.
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enterprises is in the, interest of the .general public; that it has

.reasonable:;.prospects of successful development;, that the field of economic

activity is not already sufficiently covered; and that it has sufficient

capital and managerial resources for entering upon its proposed activities.

IV* Executive.. agencies ....

■ i* Advisory Committee :

The Act further provides that any person desiring to obtain

concessions must apply to the Minister of Commerce. The Minister submits

the applications to the Advisory Committee for its consideration. The

Committee then makes recommendations as to the eligibility of the

applicants to the status of "approved enterprises".

Upon receipt of the recommendation of the Advisory Committee an

order is.made concerning profits tax, import, export and excise duties,

railway tariff rates, entry into Sudan of foreign technicians, and other

regulations. .

2, Industrial Bank of Sudan—' r f

The Industrial Bank of Sudan was established in 3-961. Its main

purpose is to assist in the establishment of privately owned new industrial

enterprises and their expansion. The Bank co-operates with the appropriate

.government institutions in conducting1 systeraa4i&:-r@search:.in sectors of

industrial production suitable for operation by private enterprises.

The terms of reference of the Bank-/ provide that priority

enterprises will be appraised in their financial and managerial merits,

and. their importance from the point of view of a balunced economic

development and of contribution to the national economy, ■■ It further

provides that priority and special consideration will be given to projects

which have already obtained, from the Ministry or" Commerce, Industry and

Supply, the qualification of "approved enterprises".

The question of association of local capital, whether government or

private, with foreign capital is a matter that is negotiated at the

commencement of the project. The Industrial Bank'provides financial

l/ Tne new Central Bank of the Sudan was established towards the end of
February I960- Previously, the new dissolved Currency Board had been

responsible for the issue of Sudanese currency-while the National Bank

of Egypt had performed-most other central banking functions.

?J The Industrial Bank of Sudan Act, 17 November 1961.
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assistance in the form of loans, gives technical assistance in preparing

projects, organizes' production, labour and sales, and gives general

guidance in the management of an enterprise,

V. Foreign capital

1. Repatriation of capital - • '.-'_....■„__.:

The "basic principle which defines the Government's .attitude is that

foreign industrialists should have the right to remit profits to the

country of origin of the capital.

2. Expropriation and compensation

According to the Approved Enterprise's (Concessions) Act, 195&,

"if at any time any property belonging to an approved foreign enterprise

is compulsoriiy acquired by the Sudan Government in furtherance of

nationalisation,compensation shall be paid for the same and the said

compensation shall be remitted out of the Sudan".

3# Training of personnel

A clause of the Act provides that-for-eigii industrialists must

undertake to provide "reasonable facilities" for the training of Sudanese

personnel,

VI• Tax exemptions and benefits

These are governed by the Business Profit Tax Ordinance, which lays

down that .. - . ,

. ;■ 1.. Profits up to five per cent are exempt from taxation.

. Those in excess are taxed at half rate.

2. Depreciation is allowed at a rate double of that which would

- ■■- . have been but for the provisions of this Ordinance.

.-: 3*. Any net loss incurred over the period of relief shall be

deemed to be. a loss incurred during the last year of such period,

■:. The period of relief for the above is computed as follows:

.;. (a) For two yearss if the capital employed is "less than

; . ;■ . . ;.£20,000 at the end ...of two years.

(b) For three years, if the capital employed is more than

£20,000 but less than £100,000 at the end of two years.

' . (c) For five years, if the capital'employed is more than

- ' £,100,000 at the end of three years.
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VII. Quotas.and production tariffs/:,/'

(a) Quotas

The generar-policy of "-the Govexnment as regards import is that of

decentralization, i;e. that most of the commodities are put under open

general licence and can enter the country without any restrictions;

however, the few items which are restricted are goods which are produced

locally at reasonable prices, of good quality and in sufficient quantities

to satisfy the country's demand, _,;. . _.. . . ,1..:_.,,

, (t>) Production tariffs ;

■'::■■ -'As a general ^ule excise duty is applied to articles which when

imported pay consumption duty in addition to import duty.- As far as.

export duty on home products is concerned, the .general rate is three per

cent ad valorem. In case of articles which are made from imported raw

materials, the duties levied upon them when imported will be refunded when

an equal quantity is exported, -.-"■.
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25. TA2KUHYIKA

A "bill entitled Foreign Investments Protection 19^3 is in the process

of going to Parliament. Some provisions of this bill are summarized here.

As far as existing legislation affecting investments is concerned, the

Local Industries (Refund of Customs Duty) Ordinance gives relief to new

industries.

I. Government policy

A statement published by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry—'

points out that direct investment of private capital is welcome "within

limits of financial resources to create conditions which will lead to

productive development",

II. Executive agency -' • ..:....

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry carries out surveys of invest

ment possibilities and acts as the co-ordinating body for all the ;

available services. According to the bill, the protection of foreign

investments on application for the proposed investment must be made to

the Minister of Finance for a certificate of approval.

The Minister considers the application on the basis of whether or

not an enterprise furthers the economic development of the nation* He

then issues a certificate which inter alia includes information about

the proportion of foreign assets to the total of a proposed enterprise.

III. Foreign capital

(a) Compulsory acquisition

According to a provision of the bill, if any approved enterprise is

compulsorily acquired by the Government "in furtherance of the nationaliza

tion or expropriation.,, the full value ... will be ascertained" and an

approved proportion will be paid. Compensation would be paid in approved

foreign currency. In case of any dispute or claim the question is to be

referred to arbitration. The procedure is that parties appoint an

arbitrator each and the third is to be selected jointly.

1/ The encouragement of industrialisation in Tanganyika, June 1962.
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IV.

(b) Repatriation of capital and profits

A foreign investor is entitled to transfer profits (after taxation),

neV proceeds, the principal and interest of any loan^n the.approved foreign

foreign currency at the prevailing rate of exchange. .. . ,

Economic benefits - - -■■■

All investments,' domestic and foreign, are entitled to the

advantages undor the existing legislation.

■ i. Industrial buildings and-structures

There are investment allowances of ten per cent of the cost in the

year and an annual allowance of four per cent ^ MSffl °* the ..initial
cost (Applies only to factories). In respect of industrial buildings,

the annual deduction may be increased on request.

2. Plant and machinery

There is an investment allowance of ten per cent of the cost.

Annual wear and tear allowances are at the rate of 12.5 per cent for

plant and machinery, 25 per cent for vehicles and 37-5 per cent for heavy

vehicles. (These rates are calculated on written down values year by

year and the price realized on sale will be deducted.)

3. Mining

There is an initial deduction of 40 per cent on expenditure

incurred in mining and an annual deduction of 10 per cent in each of the

following six years of income-

A. Farm works .

Capital expenditure on the construction of farm worK incurred m

the year of income reocirco , deduction of 20 per cent of such

expenditure and 20 per cent for each of the following four years.

5« Shipping -

There is a 40 per cent initial deduction for certain classes of

shipping. An annual deduction for wear and tear of five per cent is

granted,

T ™. T.nnai Indust^* f *«W of Oint.nnm D»tT) Ordinance

The current list of approved industries under this Ordinance

includes tin can manufacture, paint, varnishes, manufacture of metal
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drums and tanks, canvas, rubber products,^shipbuilding, printing of "books,

insecticides, rubber tyres, half tanned and finishing leather, canning of

fruits and vegetables, etc. ;>

VI. The customs tariff ' '

It provides protection to a wide number of industries by the

relationship between the duty status of raw materials or semi-manufactures

and the finished article. Recent amendment widened the range of goods

admitted free including'industrial equipment,; chemicals, raw materials,

implement and tools.
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26, TOGO

There is no integrated investment law in Togo. The law concerning

private investments was passed in I95l¥ The existing legislation in the

Republic can be divided in two parts: one relating to general taxation

and the other granting special privileges to "qualified enterprises". In

addition to these two the Government and the enterprise can negotiate a

convention.

I. "Qualified" enterprises

Under the law, to qualify for special benefits, an enterprise must

engage in the following activities: extractive industries and transforma

tion of raw materials, manufacturing including agricultural and food

processing, and production of energy.

II, Executive control

The basic qualified requirement is that companies must sign a

convention agreed upon by the Council of Ministers/The amount of

investment is related to a fixed time periodfcr which the law guarantees

maintenance of "all taxes and tariffs at levels and rates existing as of

agreed date".

(a) Investment between 20 - 500 million CFA for 15 years

(b) Investment between 500 -1500 million CFA for 20 years

(c) Investment over 1,500 million CFA for 25 years.

The law protects investments against, adverse effect in tax status

after the agreed date in the convention, but in the case of a favourable

effect an enterprise may obtain its benefits.

III. Direct taxation

1, Exemptions

The corporate profits of a newly installed factory, a company

involved in the extraction of mineral ore or petroleum, a coffee, cocoa,

palm oil or coconut plantation are exempt from income tax for five years.

\J Law No.57-36, 11 September 1957.

2/ The basic legislation on Direct Taxation is contained in decree No.576,
modified by Deliberation No.36, 22 October 1953, and Law No.61-41,

16 October 1941.
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2, Amortization

Accelerated amortisation is allowed on new material and equipment

for five or more years used by an enterprise for industrial purposes,

maintenance, shipping, transport or agricultural production.

3. Deduction of capital costs earned income

Capital investment expenditure made from returned earnings may be

deducted from current net income before taxes. The conditions are that

it does not exceed 50 per cent of both the new investment and'the net

income.

This rule applies equally to investments in new plant, mining,

agricultural, forest enterprises and investments in land upon which

construction will take three years and' in securities of certain companies

located in Togo. Capital expenditure qualifying for this treatment not

deducted in the first year may be carried forward three years against

current income.

4» Failure to reinvest

There is a special rule concerning enterprises which have realised

more than one million CFA over a four year period and are subject to tax

under the law. If they fail to reinvest a minin»um of 10 per cent of these

profits, an increased tax liability of 50 per cent is levied on them.

5« Licensing f.ee

There is a small licensing fee which industrial enterprises, trading

firms and liberal professions have to pay. The amount depends upon

location, amount of investment and gross sales.

6, Land Municipal taxes

Exemptions are not accorded "by any specific law, "but may be

negotiated on an individual basis depending upon the enterprise concerned.

IV, Indirect taxes:

1. Import Duties

The tax structure.has been retained by the Republic from Trusteeship

status and includes no bilateral or regional trade preference. Some

products, mainly industrial goods are exempted from duties ranging from

5 to 10 per cent, A few selected luxury goods are exempted up to

40 per cent.
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2, Export Duties

On almost all exports, duties are levied. The average export duty

is 5 to 7 per cent.

3. Transaction Tax . ni:.- ■■■■ *,.,.■■■■•

An additional tax similar to a sales tax is levied on imports,

exports and domestic, production. The rates ares 5-5 per cent on

exports-, 12.5 per cent on imports? and 4.5 per cent on items produced and

sold locally.

A Togolese Society of Import-Export Q Sooiete tofrolaise d'import

eYOort. Sotexim) facilitates the buying, selling "and■ dlBtetUutt'on of

imported products and the rate of national production.
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27. TUNISIA

The decree relating to investments was issued "by the Government on

6 June 1957. The characteristc feature of this decree is the

establishment in the Tunisian Treasury of a "special fund" to which foreign

exchange acquired from private foreign investments can he credited. This

fund guarantees future transfers ahroad of current earnings from investments,

as well as the repatriation of the original'investment capital.

I, Priority enterprises

The Government has recommended certain conditions "before an

industry is established:

- Investments must involve minimum amount of capital per worker;

- The industry which is exposed to the least competition from

tetter organized foreign industries and which will have better

markets should be selected; and

- Industries in which the import of finished consumer goods is

replaced by semi-finished goods and employing local labour,

should be established,

II, Economic arn^ Social Council

It was created in 1961, and. held its first session in February 1962,

The Council has general authority to deal with all economic and social

matters. In the field of the plan and its implementation, it has a

regular function. The Council also gives advice on draft laws submitted

by the Government or the National Assembly.

III, Foreign investments

The Investment Decree of Tunisia is specifically directed towards

foreign investment, although some of its provisions equally apply to

domestic investors. The execution of the decree is under the control

of the President of the Council and appropriate ministers.

l/ Effective 1 January 1963.
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1. .The Fund lor the Guarantee of Foreign Investments was created by the

oo0.u to acquire foreign exchange.-/ But the Fund was later ■:.r:in.:i\^.d
to the Institut national demission (National Institution of Issue), -.

2, ' Transfer abroad of capital invested in imported equipment may be •

made only under the conditions mentioned under 1.

3 Foreigners 01 Tunisian residents abroad are allowed under the .

conditions specified in the Fund to invest the exchange value of dividends,

interest, profits and capital in the creation of new enterprises and.-

expansion of already existing enterprises. There is no limitation on the

amount for productive investments. Fiscal and financial advantages are

also accorded,

4. In non-productive investments, tne w^^^1 u.—~— 01 aivi ?

interest and profits may not exceed eight per cent of capital invested

cr the amount of foreign exchange imported originally and may net take

place in less than two years from the date of the investment.

5. Tunisians and foreigners can contract loans in foreign currency and

this foreign exchange is then transferred to the Fund. Permission has to

be obtained for the necessary exchange to pay the interest and repay the

loans*

IV. Customs duties

A system eititled Emission temporaire permits the entry of certain

industrial equipment and raw materials free of tax for a limited period.

This system also applies to motor cars imported in the country for a

"specific purpose",

+ - 2/
V, New legislation on taxation—'

Income reinvested for certain pruposes is made deductible from

taxable income under this law. Its provisions apply to income reinvested

for construction or extension of industrial, commercial or agricultural

buildings and installations including heavy equipment and agricultural

equipment. Also included is income for purchase and development of

fallow land for industrial, food, or truck-garden crops.

1/ Exchange control is administered by the Central^^ank ofJunisia^but^

have teen approved by the Central
2/ Effective 1 January 19°3.
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2, Income invested in newly issued stocks, shares or "bonds, a list of

which is to be set up by official order of the Secretary of State for tho

Plan and Finance, will also be deductible from taxable income. In the

case o-i reinvested personal income, the deductible amount must not exceed

30 per Cdnt of the total net income declared for the personal income tax.

Ho limit is fixed on the amount of deductible business income.
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28. UGANDA

An integrated code on investments is in the process of "being drafted

in Uganda. Certain economic "benefits are accorded to both domestic and

foreign investors under the existing legislation,

I* Government policy

Industries relating to public utilities, such as electricity supplies,

rail transport, post and telegraphs are reserved /by the Government,

III, Uganda Development Corporation

The Corporation was established in 1952 to encourage diversification

of the economy. Its Development Division is concerned with investigating

and making recommendations on new projects that are submitted to it.

A project is approved after exhaustive enquiries into all aspects

of casting, marketing ana technical problems of production have shown

tha.t it has a reasonable chance of proving commercially profitable»

IV, Taxation ' * " ' '

1. Fixed plant and machinery for factory installation and for

manufacturing and industrial purposes are exempted from duty. Duty

liability on raw material is governed by the Customs Tariff Ordinance but

provision has been made to admit a large range of chemicals free of

duty which are used for industrial or agricultural purposes. Articles

imported free of duty for specified purposes within the tariff remain-

exempt from duty so long as they are eventually utilized for the purpose

for which they were imported.

■'2. An investment deduction^ equal to ten per cent of capital

expenditure is allowed on the construction of an industrial building

(including installation) to be used for the manufacture of goods or

materials,

3. Specific vehicles are exempt from duty. Exemptions apply to

aircraft, ambulances, mobile clinics, tractors, etc.

\j Income Tax Rates and Allowances Ordinance, 5 June 1962,
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29. UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

There are a series of laws and regulations affecting economic

activity and investments in Egypt. They are mostly in the form of

decrees issued from 1953 on all aspects of the Egyptian economy. Here,

we are selecting only those laws which influence or affect the economy ..

in a characteristic way. Salient features of these laws are described

below,■

I» Government policy

According to the constitution of Egypt "the national economy is

directed according to plans designed to take into consideration the

principles of social justice and aimed at developing the national

production and raising the standard of living". Another article adds

that "the law assures the co-ordination of national and private economic

activities in the pursuit of social objeotives and national prosperity".

On the question of economic private initiative the constitution states that

it is free "provided it does not prejudice the public interest, jeopardize

public security or infringe on other persons' dignity or freedom".

President Nasser-in an address on national economy said that the

purpose of all legal and administrative measures was to establish "a

co-operative socialist State". In pursuance of this policy, profit-sharing

and seven hour days were introduced by a decree in October 1961.

According to this, twentyfive per cent of the profits of a company must

be distributed to the employees? two-fifths of this to be paid in cash

and the rest in "social benefits".

The Government has reserved for itself the main sectors of the

economy.

II. Public and private sector

The Government res-erves the right of establishing the following

industries;

l/ Art.4 The -Constitution of Egypt, Official Journal No.5 bis,
January 16, 1956.
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- Min-.g prospecting and research associated with it as well as

' utilization, since thi, kind of activity retires large investments.

Import industries in teis field are oil prospeotion, coal mining,

and copper, fertilisers, caustic soda, paper, automobiles,

tractors and other means of transport.

- Basic industries in ^hich private coital hesitates to invest

owing to the losses incurred during the first years of operation.

The most important of these are iron and steel industries.

- Military factories which require the entire supervision of.the

State for security reasons.,

■ Medium an* emall-slaed companies and most of the distributive trades

are outside the control of the '.overnment.

Ill. Baalo .industries.

' High prioriV iB given to the importation of capital goods, machinery,

raw material necessary for industry, spare parts, insecticides and some

food supplies essential either for production or consumption and necessary

to implement the revelopment Plan and to realise a balanced economic growth.

control

1, Special Commj-tteg

There is * Special Committee of the Ministry of Commerce and

industry charged with the function f examining, and approving projects of

economic development. It is this Committee that handles all formalities
n » nnTu,i Oe o liaison between Exchange

concerning registry on of foreign capital, *s -. lLd.son

Control Office, and the tax administration authority.

2* Central Banks ■ . "-,-„,

' 1~~^7TneW regulations on ohe reorganisation of the National Bank

of Egypt came intc effect. The national Ban:, was broken up into two

~~, ~\ . -, . ,^h-,qh^d ai "Economic Authority1' attached to the
1/ An earlier iar».U - an Jt directed and controlled

Presidency ,d th. Aepub xo Th . Aath J ^ ^ .^^^

the management and pcicj ox ^l u,, y r,-ir+iciBation of ther,ir+iciBation of t

designated ,y -^r^^ -^"^J^ tS*Board of lectors
Government m the a«y.,-e-. v,^rxian ^orcoration in which the
and the chief executive ot . each ^yptian ?°W>^ shares was

Economic ^orj^s - ^g^^ The deXegate from

s^:dAu^tfnrts: *** ^ clt««
company "declared to be a aati nal mteres. .
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separate "bodies — the Central Egyptian Bank and the National Egyptian

Bank, Both have powers to establish branches in-Egypt "arid abroad. The

Central Bank took' over the functions of co-ordinating the general credit

and banking policy, issuing banknotes and currency notes,, extending loans

to the Government, etc. The function of the National -Egyptian Bank would

be to conduct normal banking operations within the laws governing commercial

banks, ■ : ,

.V. Foreign capital

In January 1961, it was decreed that no foreign capital may be

invested in the. UAR without authorization by presidential decree, A

proposed investment must fulfil certain formalities.—'

1. Conditions and formalities

There are two procedures: either to establish .a branch, or an office

in Egypt and to form a local company in association "with Egyptian interests,

A foreign firm must be entered in the commercial register and must

submit in its application, inter alia, the commercial name., the nature

of business, the nationality of managers and representatives,—< ■■

2. National employment

According to company law,—' the minimum of 90 per cent of the workmen,

a proportion of at least 80 per cent of the firm's payroll must be of

Egyptian nationality. The proportion of other employees must be at

75 per cent and their salaries must not be less than 65 per cent of the

total salaries paid by the branch. However, the Ministry of Commerce

and Industry.may authorise the employment of foreign.technicians or

specialists outside these proportions if local help is not available.

1/ The earlier laws N0.156 of April 2, 1953 and Law ¥0.475 of September 2,

1954 concerned foreign capital in Egyptian economic development plans,

guaranteed the transfer of profits and dividends in the currency in

which the1 original capital contribution was made,

2/: Law No,219j May -7? 1953. The administration has the right to examine the

balance shoot of the parent company,

.3/ Company Law Ho,26,. January 10, 1954»
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i 3. Repatriation of. capital and profits

The Investment Law specifically enacted for foreign capital

provides for the following:

"Foreign capitals will benefit from the dispositions of,the

pre.sent law- if they are invested in projects of economic development,

either in industry, agriculture, mineral exploitation, motive power*

transport or tourism.

Profits accruing from the exploitation of foreign capital may he

transferred abroad up to ten per cent of the- value of the registered

capital in the original currency of this capital. If during.a given

year profits exoesd this rate, the. excess shall be carried forward to the

account of.those years when profits will be below the rate.

The transfer of profits will be carried out at the rate in force

at the time of transfer.

(it will be likewise possible to transfer profits in excess of

ten per cent within the limits of the amount of foreign currencies

resulting from the exploitation. ■ -'■"""

Five years after the date of exploitation of the foreign capital,

^it will be possible to transfer the latter abroad, at the rate of one

Jannual transfer representing one-fifth of the registered value. The

repatriation of the registered value of the foreign capital shall be

carried out — in the original currency of this capital — at the'rate

in force at the time of transfer.)".

In October"i96l, a series of decrees on nationalization were issued.

They were divided into four main parts. ' '

Decree No. 1: Its aim was to take over all privately owned banks and all

insurance companies.

Decree No.2% Under this decree industries including timber and eeiwittt,

trading, shipping and transport companies, metal industry, the.whole Of

building, trading; cotton spinning and electrical industries were

nationalized.

Decree No. j; All contracting'work for the Government or general

organizations in which the Government has 25 per cent interest were after
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this Decree to "be undertaken "by companies in which the State's interest

is 50 per cent or more, (only contracts for less than £>E30,000 are

exempt ).

Decree No. 4: According to this the Government would control at least

50 per cent of the shares in the existing or newly formed joint stock

companies dealing with cotton export. The capital of these companies

according to the decree must not "be less than i£200,0G0,

Compensation

All individuals and companies were compensated in the form of

government "bonds carrying interest of four per cent and redeemable in

fifteen years, the Government reserving the right to redeem them after

ten years. The amount of compensation was determined according to the

last price quoted for the shares in Cairo and Alexandria stock exchanges

immediately prior to the issue of decrees.—'

VI, Economic benefits

1. Income Tax

On 5 July i960, a number of amendments were made to an earlier law,

the main purpose of which was to aim at better distribution of national

income by reducing taxes paid by lower income groups and a proportional

increase for those in upper bracket.

2. Customs duties

(a) The ad valorem rate is applied, with the exception of

tobacco, tea and coffee so that the Government may guarantee the revenue

received from these items.

(b) Supply goods necessary for the consumption requirements of

the people, such as animals, meat, wheat and maize are exempted.

l/ In January 1963, a presidential decree announced that the Government

~~ is to take over a 50 per cent share in shipijing companies operating

in Alexandria and the Suez Canal Zone. Shipping would be controlled

by the General Organization of Egyptian Shipping.

2/ Law No. 277, 3 July and 4 July 1956. The earlier tax laws of Egypt

made no distinction between foreign and national investors. They
applied equally to all companies irrespective of whether the foreign^

investors were in the majority or minority. The rate of tax on profits

derived from commerce, mining and concessions on public utility was

17 per cent. The same rate applied to personal income derived from
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(c) Equipment, machinery and raw materials necessary for

development are either exempted or subject to a very reduced tariff

(about two per cent.)

(d) Unassembled parts and semi-manufactured goods are subject to

a relatively reduced tariff (from 5 per cent to 20 per cent).

(e) A relatively higher tariff is imposed on .goods substituted

with locally produced goods (from 25 per cent to 35 pe*1 cent),

(f) A high tariff is levied on goods considered unimportant or

luxuri ous.

3. Import quotas

All imports are subject to licences issued by the Import Department

of the Ministry of Economy. If a certain item i-s locally produced in

sufficient amounts to meet local consumption, the importation of this

i.tem is prohibited. But licences are granted up to the amount necessary

to meet wholly or partly the local requirements. Luxury goods are either

prohibited or granted very limited foreign exchange.

VII. Other legislation

!• Mining enterprises

Law No. 86 of March 1956 relates to prospecting for and extracting

mineral wealthy This law treats Egyptian and foreign mining enterprises

on equal basis.. Article 6 of this law gives the Council of Ministers the

right to refuse licenres for prospecting and extracting in the case of

rare minerals or mineral resources considered "important to the national

economy".

2» Land legislation

In a decree of July 1961, the maximum amount of land an individual

could own was reduced from 200 to 100 feddans. Owners of larger holdings,

whether used for agricultural or pasture were under an obligation to sell

additional land. An interest free loan was made available to farmers so

that they are indebted if they purchase land,

A decree published on 2 February 1963 has banned foreigners from

owning agricultural la^.u. Those already holding land must register with

the General Organization for Agrarian Reform.
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30, UPPER VOLTA ■ ■

There are two "basic laws-' affecting investments in the Republic.

One provides a preferential tax system for newly established enterprises

and the other sets up an assistance fund for new industries.

The new law regarding investments passed in 1962, provides for two

systems of preferential treatments. This law is drafted in general

terms and is intended to serve as a guide.

I. "Approved" enterprises . . -

To obtain benefits under the Code, the new enterprises must fall

within the following categories:

- Mining industries, industries engaged in physical, chemical, ■

; metallurgical refining, hydrocarbons, processing local products

and assembling articles, objects or products of general ;

consumption*

- Real estate enterprises and those producing power, stock-raising

enterprises and those producing agricultural products.

II. Executive control

A new enterprise to become entitled to the benefits of the

stabilized preferential tax treatment must obtain approval by a decree

of the Council of Ministers.

The only condition is that it must co-operate in attaining the

objectives of the Plan and maie investments of particular importance to

the economy. -

III. Economic benefits

Regime A

Under this system an enterprise is accorded stabilized preferential

y Law Ho. 14/62/aU and 25/61/AN
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treatment for a certain period reckoned from the date of commencement of

rates, basis of assessment and rules of collection of taxes fixed by the

law ourrently in force.

Regime B

Regime B is entitled to additional benefits specified in the contract,

The benefits of both systems must not exceed 25 years plus five years

for installation.

IV. Arbitration

The settlement of disputes resulting from application of the

contract is subject to arbitration. Each party must appoint an arbitrator

plus a third with approval failing which a highly qualified authority

specified in the contract must be appointed. Final decision is by

majority,

V. Other legislation

An Assistance Fund for new industries was established in 1961.1/

It is administered by a committee, the composition of which is fixed by

a separate decree.

The Fund can conclude an agreement with a new enterprise permitting

repayable advances to be made for a maximum period of five years.

-' Law No. 25/61/AH, 1961
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ANNEX I

DATES OF INDEPENDENCE, DEVELOPMENT PLANS

AND INVESTMENT "LAWS • ~;j— —---

Country

ALGERIA

BURUNDI

CAMEROUN

CENTRAL AFRICAN

■"EEFOBLIC

CHAD '

CONGO (BRAZ.)

CONGO (LEO.) ■-;

DAHOMEY

ETHIOPIA

GABON

GHANA

GUINEA

Dates-of■

indopendonoe

1962

1962

I960

I960

I960

I960

i960

i960

IVORY COAST

LIBERIA

LIBYA

MADAGASCAR

""i960

TI847

I960

Development plan

Investment

oodes or laws

1963Ho. piair-yet

No plan yet . , --

Premier plan quinquonnal, i960 i960, 1961, 1963

Economic et plan do

devcloppemont, i960

Economic et plan dp .

.developpone.nt, 1961

Plan trionnal, 1961-1963

Plan decennal pour le

d^yeioppGnent economique

et'.social du Congo Belgo?

1962, 1963

Undated

1961

Scononxe et plan de

developpeinGnt, i960

Second Five Year Development

Plan, 1963-1967

Econoraie et plan de

developpement, 1962

Second Dovelopment Plan,

1^60-1964

Plan triennal do developponont

economique et social de la

Republlque de Guinee, i960

Tjroisieme plan quadriennal de

developpement econonique et

social, 1938-1962

yet

1961

1954, 1963

1949,
1957,
1961.:

1943,

1961,

1962

1953, 1956,

1959, i960,

1958, 1959,
1962, 1963.

1?59>:196O.

"No plan yet

1953,

1961,

1955,

195V

1956, 1958,

1963.

1956, 1957,

Plan triennal de developpenent

eoononique et social, 1959-1962 i960, 1962.
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Country

MALI

MAURITANIA

MOROCCO

ITIGER

JJIGEHIA

Dates of

independence

I960

I960

I960

I960

I960

RWAJTOA

SEHEGA1

SIERRA LEONE

SOMALIA

SUDAJT

TAtfGATOKA

TOGO

TUHISIA

1962

I960

1961

I960

1956

1961

I960

1956

Investment

fcodes or laws

1962

1913,

1958,

1961

Development plan

Rapport sur le plan quinqu-

ennal de developpenent

economique et sociale, .

1961-1965

Development and "Welfare Ten-

Year Plan, Final Report,

1946-1955

Plan quinquecnal, 1?60-1964

Econonie et plan de

developpenent, 1962

(l)Federal Government Develop-1957>
nent Prcgramme t 1?62-1968 :

(2)Eastern Development Plan,

. . 1962-1968
(3)Nor.them Development Plan,

1962-1968

(4)Western Development Plan,

1^62-1968

Ko plan yet

Plan quadriennal de devel-

'Sppement, 1961-1964

Ten-Year Plan of Sconomic and -
Social Development for Sierra

Leone, 1962-1963 and 1971-1972

Plan de developpement econo- I960

niq.ue"de la Sonalie, 1954-1960

Ten-Year Plan of Economic and 1956,
Social Development, 1961-1962

and 1970-1971

Development Plan for Tangan- -

yika, 1961-1962 and 1963-1964

Economie et plan de develop- 1957j

pement, 1960

Plan triennalj tableau
detaille des investisse

1959, i960, 1961.

1926, 1953,

i960, 1961.

1958, 1959

1962

1961

1961

1947, 1953,

^m - .. 1955, 1956,
ments, 1962-1964 et 1962-19^1 1957, 1958

1946,

1954,



Country

UGA1TDA

UAH

UPPER VOLTA

Dates of

independence

1962

1922

I960

Axm&x I

Page 3

Investment

Development plan codes or laws

A Five-Year Capital Develop- -,

ment Plan, 1955--960

The Five-Year Plan, 1952, 1953, 1954,

1960-1965 1955, 1956, 1957,
1963

Economie et plan de i960, I96I
developpement, 6
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ANNEX II

QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING LEGISLATION

' k)H'THE mrCODRAGEMEJrr OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

(10 September, 1962)

!• . Do you have an investment"code ? "

■If-so, please forward a copy.

2. Do you have legislation appertaining to the treatment of private

investment capital for industrial enterprises ?

If so,, please forward a copy,

3. Do you have administrative provisions for above ?

If so, please forward copies.

4- Do you grant exemption from income tax (tax holiday) to:

at) all new industries;

b) specifically approved ones;

c) irhat is the period of exemption ?

5* Do you grant exemption from duty on:

a) all plant;

b) specified items of plant;

c) all motor vehicles;

d) specified vehicles onlyj

e) all raw materials;

f) specified materials;

g) for -what period of time ?

6. Do you grant exemption from:

a) land taxes; for what period ?

b) municipal taxes; "

c) land rates; "

4)

e)
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7- Please indicate any measure's not incorporated above which are

designed to assist industry.

''-. If your answers to 1 - 7 are negative, please indicate whether

a) you are contemplating legislation ^

b) you are opposed to special encouragement, measures*
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON INVESTMENT LAWS AND

EEGULATIONS IN AFRICA

(8 May 1963)

1. What are the specific industries whioh the Government has

reserved for itself ?

2. Is there a provision to grant compensation in oase of

expropriating an existing industry ?

3. Is there any legislation which favours home-produced goods ?

4. What are the regulations concerning quotas and production tariffs ?

5. What are the rules governing repatriation of capital and profits ?
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•■IMPORT AND-EXCHANGE PERMIT REGULATIONS

:■»

1,

2. CAMEROUN:

3. CENTRAL/AFRICAN

REPUBLIC:

4. CHAD:

5.. CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE)

.6. CONGO (LEOPOLDVILLE)

7. DAHOMEY:

; Import, .license necessary, ."but only for a

limited number of products specifically

enumerated which are subject to quantitative

import restrictions. All other products may

enter under a simplified procedure. Customs

authorities will allow imports of such products

upon presentation by the importer of a customs

declaration, supported by an invoice or commercial

contract. Exchange permit not required.

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import license necessary, Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import licer.33 iiocossazy. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import, license necessary. Exchange permit

required^ but import license carries right-

to foreign exchange.

Import:-license nc-essary. Horn; lly. import,

licenses also ari authorisations for payment

. in foreign exchange. Exceptions are sans

paienent licenses -fhioh art iasv.od to importers

with .access to foreign e-xchange outside the

Congo.

Import license rxcecEary. Exchange permit

. requiredj but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.
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8, ETHIOPIA:

9. GABON:

10•- GHANA:

11. GUINEA:

12, IVORY COAST;

13. LIBERIA:

14- LIBYA:

No import license necessary, iSxchange permit

required.

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, "but import license carries right

to.foreign exchange.

Import license required, except for single •

copies of books and periodicals, samples,

personal or household effects, certain gifts

and articles for reimportation. Special permit

not required, "but application for foreign exchange

must have the approval of the Bank, of Ghana or «n

authorized dealer.

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license, carries right

to foreign exchange. : ' :

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license.- carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import license not necessary except for arms,

ammunition, used clothing) Pharmaceuticals,

and,rice. Exchange permit not required. ;

Import license necessary for a limited list

including processed foodstuffs, motion picture *

films, ice cream, transport vehicles, and

■locally manufacturer items. However, all

other imports may be imported under open

general license, Exchange permits required

for authorized imports are readily granted by

the authorized banks, provided there is a firm

contract and any necessary import license has

been obtained.
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15* MADAGASCAR:

16. MALIi

17* MAURITANIA*

18. MOROCCO:

. ITCGER:

20. NIGERIA:

21. SEKEGAL?

22. SIERRA

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import license necessary Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import-lxcense necessary^ a deposit of 25$

of the invoice value of imports must be made

in advance by importer*. Validity of import

licenses: 6 months. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign-exchange.

Import license necessary* Exchange permit

required, but import license carries, right

to. foreign exchange*

Import license necessary, but about 95$ of

all goods are permitted under open general

license. Exchange permit required^ but

import license generally assures xelease of

foreign exchange.

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exohange.

Import license necessary, but only commodities

such as cattle, firearms, and explosives are

not imported under an open general license.

Exchange permit required, but import license

assures:release of necessary foreign exchange-
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23- SOMALIA:

24. SUDM:

25. TANGANYIKA:

26. TOGO

27.

28. UGAETDA:

29, UPPER-VOLTA!

Import-license necessary.. .Exchange permit

required.

Import license necessary except for an extensive

list of commodities that may be imported under

open general license from any source. All

imports must be registered with the Ministry

of Commerce, which may deny registration

because of commercial policy or excessively

high prices. Exchange permit not required;

exchange is granted automatically for all

permitted imports*

Import license not necessary except for certain

primary products and munitions items. Exchange

.permit, .not required.

Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.

Import license required for all imports.

Howeverj for liberalized items:licenses and

exchange are automatically granted. A deposit

of 25, 50 or 100% of invoice value is required

prior to application for import license cover

ing.certain listed products. Validity of import

licenses is usually 6 months. .Exchange permit

required, but import license carries right to

foreign exchange.

Import license not necessary except for certain

primary products and munitions items. Exchange

permit not required.

.Import license necessary. Exchange permit

required,, but import license carries right

to foreign exchange.
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AITHEX IV

GUAKAHT3S AGIffiEKEtfTS HETi-TM THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ' -;

AND

THE AFRICA1T COUNTRIES

Under section 413(*)(4)-'°*-I**, ttitu*I Security Act 1954, the

United States signed agreements with fifteen African countries

'guaranteeing private investments, ^e guarantee covers risks against

inconvertibility, expropriation, losses due to war and revolution.

The programme offers for an eligible investment in the form of stock

puxch^e, loans, or royalties for .rhich a fee of. half of one per cent

is ohaxged of : the amount of each coverage in force in any given contract

year*

30 September, 1958

:., ■ ::■■■■If March, 1959

:" ■ ■ 17 and 18 March, 1959 ' - :

6 and 12 September,1 19°*0 :-

31 March, 19^1

16 and 19 Hay, I96I

1 December,

20, March,

26 April, 1962

9 Hay, 1962'

3 August, 1962

1 September,

17 Hovember, 1962

24 December, 1962

10 April, 1963

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. ■

6*-, ..

7- >

8.

9-

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15-

Ghana

Sudan

Tunisia

Liberia

Morocco

Sierra ;Leone

Ivory ;Coast *

Togo.- .

Higer

Guinea

Ethiopia

Congo (Brazzaville)

Congo (Leopoldville)

ITigeria

Gabon*

,*- A
latest example o£. [the investment guarantee agreement is attached.
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AGREEMENT EFFECTED BY EXCHANGE OP

SIGHED AT. LIBREVILLE APRIL 10, 1963;

ENTERED INTO FORCE APRIL 10, 1963.

The American Ambassador to the Gabonese Minister of State for

Foreign Affairs

Libreville, April 10, 1963.

"Excellency:

I have the honor to refer to conversations which' have recently

taken place between representatives of our tiro Governments relating

•' to investments in the Republic of Gabon which further the develop

ment of the economic resources and productive capacities of the .-■

Republic of Gabon and to guaranties of such investments by the

Government of the United. States of America. I also have the honor

to confirm the following understandings reached as a result of'those
conversations:

1. The Government of the United States of America and the Govern

ment of the Republic of Gabon shall, upon the request of. either Govern

ment, consult concerning-investments in the Republic of Gabon which the

Government of the United States of America may guaranty. •

2. The Government of the United States of America shall not guaranty

an investment in the Republic of Gabon unless the Government of the

Republic of Gabon approves the activity to which the investment relates

and recognizes that the Government of the United States of America may
guaranty such investment. ■ ■

3. If an investor transfere to the Government of the United States

of America pursuant to an investment guaranty, (a) lawful currency,

including credits thereof, of the Republic of Gabon, (b) any claims

or rights which the investor has or may have arising from the business

activities of the investor in the Republic of Gabon or from the events

entitling the investor to payment under the investment guaranty, or
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(c) all or part of the interest of the investor in any property (real

or personal) tangible or intangible) within the Republic of Gabon, the

Government of the Republic of Gabon shall recognize such transfer as

valid and effective,

4. Lawful currency of the Republic of Gabon, including credits

thereof, which is acquired by the Government of the United States of

America pursuant to a transfer of currency or from the sale of property

transferred under an investment guaranty shall "be accorded treatment by

the Government of the Republic of Gabon with respect to exchange, repat

riation or use thereof, not less favorable than that accorded to funds

of nationals of the United States of America dei-ivud lx-um ac«_^ioies

similar to those in which the investor had been engaged, and such currency

may in any event be used by the Government of the United States of America

for any of its expenditures in the Republic of Gabon. .

Any dispute regarding the interpretation or application of the

provisions of this Agreement or any claim against the Government of

the Republic of Gabon to which the Government of the United States

of America may succeed as transferee or which may arise from the events

causing payment under an investment guaranty shall) upon the request of

either Government, be the subject of negotiations between the two Govern

ments and shall be settled, insofar as possible, in such negotiations.

If, within a period of three months after a request for negotiation, the

two Governments are unable to settle any such dispute or claim by agree

ment, the dispute or claim shall be referred upon the initiative of either

Government, to a sole arbitrator, selected by mutual agreement, for final

and binding determination in light of the applicable principles of inter

national law. If the two Governments are unable to select an arbitrator

within a period of three months after indication by either Government of

its desire to arbitrate, the President of the International Court of

Justice shall, at the request of either Government, designate the

arbitrator.
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Upon receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that the

foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of the Republic

of Gabon, the Government of the United States of America will consider

that this note and yo.ur reply thereto constitute an Agreement "between

our two Governments on this subject, the Agreement to enter into force

on the date of your note in reply.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera

tion."

Charles F. Darlington

His Excellency . ;

Jean-Francois Ondo

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs

Libreville
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LIST OF LAWS

ALGERIA

BuSttifir10;s
.'■:;■■ ".'. ■■■" "

CAMEROUN

CENTRAL

AFRICAU

REPUBLIC

CHAD

CONGO

CONGO

"'(LeopoMville)

AOTEX V ""' "■■'■■■

OTHER OFFICIAL TEXTS COTCERHINO ITOSSTKEOTS IH

Law'Ho.65-277, 26 July'1963, establishing a.Code of

Investment,

Constitution of the Kingdon of Burundi, 1 January 1963.

Decree Ho.62-DF-293. Regime concerning "Single" tax on

production, 7 August 1963." '
g]

Law "No.60-64, promulgated October 1961.

Decree Ho.60-135, 11 July 196O, reorganizing the general

Code on direct imports, 13''July I960.

Law Ho.62-355,'H DeoemDe* 1962, establishing^ Code of

Investment, amended 19 February 1963.

Constitution'adopted 5 February 1959, amended 17 November

I960, 20 April 1961, and 21 December 1962.

Decree Hb.l56/PE, establishing a Code of Investment.

Law Ho.39-61, 2t5^jfee'1961 providing by an Investment Code

supplementing the general tax.code and amending the code

on, re^stratipn, stamps, and tax on income from securities

Constitution of the Republic of Congo, 1951.

Fundamental law concerning the structure'of the Congo,

May 19,": 19;6O. -.'"".;.

1/ The following IMS are incorporated- i;n bb^s .Decree: :

(0) Deci^io^o^/62, ^^
Equatorial Customs Union

of. the feed^ission of the

5 of 18it) ^cl^
February 1948*

Republic of Cameroun and

^ lav is liDle-vit

Southern Camerouns,
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DAHOMEY

E2HICPIA

GABON

GEAKA

Law Ho.61-53j 31 December 1961, establishing.the Code of

Investment, .

Decree No,51, 1963, Providing for the Encouragement of

Capital Investment in Ethiopia, 16 September 1963.

Government Proclamation, 30 November 1954, effective in

February 1955s exempting from import duties all agricultural

and industrial machines and parts therefor*

The Constitution of Ethiopia, Revised 1955.

Law No. 55-61, 4. December 1961-^ providing for an Investment
Code. ''".:.'.' "'■"

Law of the Constitution No.l/61,,21 .^cbruriry lj6l.

Decision 88-55j .12 S^p.tombor; 19555 ^cts 8-59, 29 September

1959, nd Act.-; 17-60-8";, 11 October 1960^*

Capital Investment Act, 1963,

Pioneer Industries and Companies (Amendment) Act, 1962f No.98.

Purchase Tax Act, 1961 (Act 67).

J/ This replaces a more general code which vas drawn up by the four

Equatorial States: Central African" Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville)
and Gabon.

2/ "Single Tax": Act 12-60-75; 17 May 1960. . . 7,
Decision 39~57, 24 June 1957s Acts.11-59-4, 29 September 1959.
Acts 17-60-88, 11 October ISid*,.. J :
Act 36-60-177, 10 November i960. ■ : .

Acts 2-60 and 8-60? 13 May.i960.

Act 11-59-4? 29 September 1959. . ~ '

Act 3-59-6, 29 Soptember 1959. ;

Law Fo.64-59, 18 December i'959o -

Decision 89-59, 8 No-rember 1956.
Decision Uo,4120P 28 Nov.Eib^r 1956V

Decision 96-53, 25 October 1953 . -

Decision 64-49j 5 September 1949.

Decision 66-49 7 September 1949*
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GHANA (Cont.) Pioneer Industries and Companies (Amendment) Aot>

The Local, Industries (Custons luties Relief) Aot, 1959»

Income Tax Amendment Act, 1958 (Supplement to Ghana Gazette

No. 84, 1958).

Income Tax Ordinance No,27, 1943-

Custom Ordinance (Cap, 167),

Constitution of Ghana,. 29 June-1960.

GUINEA Decree No. 136/PRG, promulgated Law No.50 AN/62, 5 April, 196"2,

, ; intistuting an. Investment Code-

IVORY COAST

KHJYA-

LIBEHIA

Law No.59-134, 3 September 1959, determining rules regarding

private investment in' the Republic.

Decree No.60-09, 6 January.1960.

Decree No. 20, January 14 1960s relating to tax remissions,

measures of exemption and relief with respect to indirect

duties and taxes.

Decree No.21, 14 January 1960: concerning customs exonerations

measures of exoneration from duties and taxes upon entering and

exiting.

Decree No,22, 14 January 1960: refers to verifications and

inspections - measures for verifying compliance wi-feh the

engagements contracted "by priority enterprises.

The Kenya Constitution ;(Acic?.c'ncrt No.2} °-der in Council, i960.

Liberia Bank f-r Tv?:ic-';.?\rZ V-z-'rrlc^^yv'-- and Investment

(Corporate Agrecnie-tr?) 31 Janv --;■ r 1963.

Annual Report to the Prosideiit of Liberia ui the oSoration and

activities of tha Bureau of Economic ReGsarch &'id Statistics

for the period October 1, I960 - So^toniber 30, 1961, Monrovia,

November 15> 1961.
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LIBERIA

(oontinued)

LIBYA

MADAGASCAR

MALI

Aots passed by the Legislature of the Republic of Liberia

during the Session 1957-1958, Monrovia, 1958, 'and "Conces

sion Agreement'made and entered into between the Government

of the Republic of Liberia and the National Iron Ore Company

Ltd; a Corporation Incorporated under the Laws of the Republic

of Liberia, March 13, lo^8.

The Legislature of the Republic of Liberia, 43rd Sitting,

1st session, passed and approved on February 23, 1956,

entitled "An Act to Establish the National Production Council

of Liberia".

Proclamation by the President of the -Republic of Liberia,

27 August, 1956.

Liberia Mining Concession,.August 27, 1945; Collateral Agree

ment March 12, 1953? both approved by Legislature Acts of the

Republic of Liberia on January 22, 1946, and March 30, 1953,

Constitution of the Republic of Liberia, May 1955.

Law of 30 January, 1958, on the Investment of Foreign Capital.

Customs Law, 1 January, 1957.

Law No. 51, 23 September, 1956, on the development of national
industries.

Libya Petroleum Law Ho. 25, 1955.

Ordinance No. 62-024, 19 September 19624

Ordinance No. 60^138, 3 October i960.

Ordinance No. 60-123, under fiscal.stability with regard

to taxes, duties and other direct and indirect charges, and

fees.

Law No. 62-5/AN-RM, 15 January, 1962 establishing a statute

for enterprises operating -jjnCzr agreements.

The Constitution of the Republic of Mali, 1961.
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MAURITANIA

MOROCCO

Law No. 61-122, 26 June 1961, determining the regime of private

investments* " "

Law No. 61-106, 29 May 1961, establishing a long-terra tax regime

relating to rthe exploration aaad^exploitation of hydrooarbides.

Laws Nos. 61-108, 61^1^6 and 61-111, enacted on 12 June 1961,

relating to Petroleum. ■; . . ; - :

The Mineral Legislation applicable to concessions: 59-0^1>

10'July 1959(60-005;'9 January 1^61$ 6O-OO6, 13 January 196Oj

and 60-121, 13 July 19&). ■'''

"LiW'iTo. 59-060, 10 July 1959^instituting a long-term tax

regime applicable tb companies having concessions relating to

deposi.te of iron:,ore.in Mauritania^ .; .

The Constitution of Mauritania, .1958- ..Aw.--u.. . ] ' ' \l

Investment Code* : Dahir No.- 1-t6O-383, M December 1960. 3teMr

ot 9 ramadan 13,31.; 12 August.,.1913-

Commercial Code, 22 Safari345»(i*t September, 1926),

Notice of the Moroccan Exchange Office on the Control of Foreign

Investment, 23 June, 19^1.

Petroleum Code (l&hir No. 1-58-227), 21 July 1958, as amended.

Decision of the Vice-President of the Council, Minister of

National'EobnomV and^Agriculture, M3 September 1958, fixing the

composition and rule's afprdoedufe of the investment commission,

Ho". -2395, 19-September 1958. ....■-

■ 3Jecision of the.Vice-President of,:the Council, Minister of

Economy and Agriculture, 13 September 1958, defining the industrial

sectors that may benefit from the provisions of the above Law of

13 September" 1958 (Bahir flo. 1-^58-^265).

Dahir ofYrabia I9 1373, 10 November 1953. '
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NIGER

NIGERIA

SENEGAL

SOMALIA:

SUDAN

TANGANYIKA

Law No. 61-21, 12 July 1961, establishing, an Investment

Code of Niger. . ■

Law No» 61-8, 29 May 1961, relating to the prospecting,

exploration and exploitation of mineral substances.

Law No, 61-4* relating*to the research, exploitation and

transport through pipes of hydrocarbides and the fiscal

,regime of their activities on the Territory of the Republic

of Niger.

Decree No• 6iH0Or-MTP, approving the convention of arbitration

after Article 80, Law No.61-4, 19 May 1961.

Constitution of the Republic of Niger, 8 November i960.

Drawback (Customs) Regulations, 1959*

Petroleum (Profits Tax) Ordinance, 1959. >'r. ....

Industrial Development (import Duties Relief) Ordinance, 1957,

Industrial Development (income Tax Relief) Ordinance No.8,

1958. ;

Law 61-33., 22 March 1962, instituting an Investment Code.

Decree No. 62-050, 11 April 1962.

Decree No. 61-421, 7 November 1961, and inter-ministerial

decision of 941/HF, 16 January, 1962.

Constitution of the Republic of Senegal, i960.

Foreign Investment Law No.10, 13 February 1960.

ACT No.8, 1956, Concessions for Approved Enterprises.

The Industrial Bank of Sudan Act, 17 November 1961.

The Constitution of Tanganyika, .1961.. : .
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TOGO

TUNISIA

Decision Ko.^5To> 1° 28

ho 36 22 October 1953, andLaw^o. 61-41,
No,3o, ^ u ^ . 6f materials

the list o

ARAB
REPUBLIC

w ^2 2 November 1960, oompletxng
Law No. .60-32» ^ iNO . September 1957•

supplies annexed to Law Ho. 57-36, *.,

Laws for the Enoourag^t of ^ . (Certificate

1B Septem,er 1947, -^ 1 3, ^ ^^ ^

of A^ement), .anuar, 1 1958 ^
(buarantee^'Equipment LoansJ <:y

Reliefs): ana,lQ,?el3ruarfl958.

Guarantee
the re

September 1954. ^a^ies, as tended

Law No. 66, 19 ^ruary 195., on i-in

by Law No. 86, 14 Kareh 1956, and Law No. 9«,

Lee ,o. 6, 38 Fe,ruary 1959, —ng - application

Law Ho. 86, 14 Maroh 1956.

r
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UNITED

ARAB

REPUBLIC

(Cont,)

Law No, 277, 3 and 4 July 1956.

.Company fcaw.No. 26,.10 January.1954, amended by Law No. 26,

t6 March 1955.

Ministerial Decree-No.6, 2$ January 1954,

Law No. 169/ 1952, regarding the exemption of foreign aviation

companies.,from some taxes, as amended by Law No. 588, 1953.

Law So, 219,-7 May

■ Law!No« 430V 3r September 195^ e0*ablishing:>tax exemptions for

the strengthening-and'developmeht'of .;the:.national eoonomy.

UPPER VOLTA Law No. 24-6i-AN/'5 July i'9^1, creating a fund to aid new

industries. ^ ... -

, . ., ■ :.-t . . :

, Law No» 12-60-AN, 2 February 1960, enumerating the categories

,.,... .of enterprises which may benefit from the long-term tax regime.
'*'-'■ ■* ' \ ■ * . • . ■ ■ ■

...... . Law No. 13-60-AN, 2 February i960, fixing the long-term tax

., lt_ . .regime applicable to categories of contractual enterprises.

1




